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When you want a ceiling system that gives your ingenui
full rein, come to the source. Annstrong.
More architects use
Armstrong Luminaire
Ceiling Systems because
what they get is more than
just a ceiling.
They get flexibility.
Flexibility that translates
into the kind of freedom
they need to carry out their
most innovative ideas. The
kind of freedom that
makes it relatively simple
to design, specify, control,
coordinate, and install a
dramatic ceiling in any
building. Like the four
striking solutions shown
Midland College. Midland.Texas. Architect: Preston M . Geren Architect£, Engineer and Associates. Fort Worth .Texas.
On these Pages.
Ceiling System: Armstrong Symmetry Luminaire
What you get with Luminaire is truly a system. A system that combines lighting,
air diffusion, fire protection, and acoustical control in one integrated assembly. But
what you also get is versatility. Versatility that allows you to handle these functions
in many different ways.
There are four Luminaire
Ceiling Systems: C-60/30,
C-60/60, AW 3600, and
SymmetrY. Each is basically
scaled to a 5'-square module
but is also available in custom
variations to meet just about any
requirement.
Each can offer you not only
a choice of lighting patterns
and a wide range of illumination
_ __ but a flexibility of module, troffer,
Datacenter/ The Equitable Life Assu ran ce Society of th e United States. Easton . Pennsylvania. Architects: Kahn and
and panel arrangement that
Jacobs. New York City. Cei ling System: Armstrong C-60/ 60 Luminaire

Architects told us
they needed it.
Once you see it,
you'll know we listened.
Introducing Seagate™.

Seagate is a new look in commercial
resilient floors. So subtly textured and
classically simple that it complements but
does not compete with your interior decor.
Research among architects and
designers identified the need for a very
small-scale chip flooring design. And we
followed current professional preferences
for natural colors. The result is Seagate's
unique pattern-color combination.
The effect is a tastefully simple
understated look that provides an appropriate setting for contemporary interiors.
The small-scale chip design virtually
disappears in large installations. The
appearance is monolithic, since Seagate is
installed in rolls up to 90 feet long and six
feet wide that eliminate a lot of seams.
Like all Armstrong Vinyl Carlon ®
floors, Seagate has the traditional durability
:md ease of maintenance of inlaid vinyl.
Color and pattern are built into the entire
thickness of the wear layer, not just printed
::m . And Seagate meets all requirements of
the Hill-Burton Act relative to smoke
generation and flame spread.
Seagate from Armstrong. Architects
:md designers told us they needed it. Once
{OU see it, you'll know how carefully we
istened. For literature, write Armstrong,
305 Rock Stree( Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

For more data, circle 2 on inquiry ca rd
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Letters to the editor
The Building Types Study looking
back forty years (Apri l 1977) was an
exce llent issue. I am sure many architects will keep this in their library.
It is good to get news about the
Society of American Registered Archi tects, too .
RECORD is still the best.
Eugene Padanyi-Gulyas, F.ARA
Billings, Montana
While I enjoy every issue of RECORD,
the May issue deserves a special commendation. Everything in the book,
from cover to cover was informative,
educational, interesting, exciting and
rea lly stimulating.
Martin A. Brower
Director of Public Relations
The Irvine Company
Newport Beach, California
I was delighted to learn that the May
1976 issue of RECORD on human settlements received the 1977 National
Magazine Award and I would like to
congratulate you and the staff on this
well deserved recognition .
From the time thi s issue was published, I have always felt that this was
one of the most significant contributions the architectural press has made
toward the advancement of "socia l arc hitecture." The magnificent job done
by the editors as well as the graphic
designer has received praise from
everyone who has seen the issue. I am
happy to see that it ha s also been recognized by a di stinguished group of
their peers.
Again, my congratulations and
best wishes.
Michael Y. Seelig
The University of British Columbia
Vancouver, B.C., Canada
My husband would have been horrified to see hi s Bauhaus building,
shown in its new splendor in your June
issue, depicted as a symbol of the " International Style"!
All his time in the U.S.A . he
fought against this silly title, which
was invented by [Philip] Johnson and
[Henry-Russell] Hitchcock and which
is a totally misunderstood term that
they took from a book my husband
had just published at the Bauhaus
under the title Internationale Architektur-something quite different from International Style.
Their book is the root cause of all
the misunderstanding in this country
about the motives of early modern architects like Le Corbusier, Mies van
der Rohe, Gropius and others, none of
whom ever used the term International
4
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Style in Europe because that is not
what they wanted to create. As soon as
their architecture became known as a
"style, " all the shallow imitations now
dulling our architectural landscape
began to appear.
To see this name affixed again to
his favorite building, after his talking
and lecturing and writing against it a
full lifetime, would really disappoint
him.
lse Gropius
Lincoln, Massachusetts

Calendar

JULY
22-25 The American Society of Interior Designers National Conference
and Internationa l Exposition of Designer Sources, " Horizons '77," Hyatt
Regency and Sheraton H ouston hotels,
Houston, Texas. Contact: ASID, 73 0
Fifth Ave. , New York, N .Y. 10019.
AUGUST
1-5 Seminar, " Energy Conservation in
Buildings," sponsored by Energy Education al Services of Connecticut; at
the Holiday Inn, East Hartford, Conn.
Contact: Dr. K. Raman , 28-A AmbasRECORD extends its apologies to Mrs.
sador Dr. , Manchester, Conn. 06040.
Gropius, and to Or. Gropius, for its in 15-19 Joint U.5.-Mideast Business
eptness in using the loose term " InterConference, sponsored by the Joint
national Style" in its report on the BauMideast-Ameri ca n Business Comhaus workshop building restoration in
pany; St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco,
Oessau, East Germany (June 7977,
page 35). The editors cannot believe,
Calif. Contact: John J. Fogarty, Director of Marketing, Joint Mideast-Amerihowever, that any of its architect
can Business Co., 420 Lexington Ave. ,
readers would imagine that Walter
Ste. 646, N.Y. 10017.
Gropius and the Bauhaus stand for
15-26 " The Scientific and Matheanything as limited as a mere style of
matical Foundations of Engineering
architecture or that they would interAcousti cs," summer program sponpret the phrase as anything more than
a shorthand expression for a larger ensored by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT). Contact: Ri chard
tity. And indeed we did pair the term
with the mo re encompassing " modern
H. Lyon , M assachusetts Inst itute of
architectu re" to make clear, we
Tec hnology, Rm. 3-366, Dept. of Mehoped, the wider range of Bauhaus inchanical
Engineering, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139.
fluence.
19-21 First Annual National Solar EnYour article on the BEST structures, as
ergy Convent ion and Exposition, "Sodesigned by Site, Inc. (March 1977)
larcon," sponsored by Solarcon ; Civic
has prompted my response. I regret
Center/Brooks Hall , San Francisco,
that Alan Dunn is no longer with us to
Calif. Contact: Solarcon, P.O. Box
administer a proper "coup de grace."
27231, San Francisco, Calif. 94127.
Alex Pierce, Architect
29-31 " Solar Heating and Cooling:
Portland, Oregon
Practical Design and Economics,"
sponsored by the Center for ManageYou just DON'T
ment and Technical Programs, Universlam the door.
sity of Colorado, Division of Continuing Education. Contact: The Center for
Management and Techni ca l Programs,
P.O. Box 3253, Boulder, Colo. 80307.
30-31 The 1977 Annual IES Technical
Conference and International Lighting
Exposition, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
''
New York City. Contact: Linda Mad''
''
':
den, The Illuminating Engineering SoYour editorial in the February issue,
ciety of North America, 21 2/644" Maybe this year we can get back to
7920.
talking about design quality?" , corSEPTEMBER
rectly states the problem " ... put more
21-23 Symposium on Roofing Tec he{Tlphasis on what arch itects do bestnology, sponsored by the National
which is design ."
Bureau of Standards and the National
The suggested so lution, however,
Roofing Contractors Association; N aas ks arch itects to, aga in, go off into
tional Burea u of Standards, Gaithersareas in which they are unqualified;
burg, Md. Contact: Robert G. Mathey,
public relations and marketing.
B348, Building Resea rch, National
In an age of highly soph isticated
Bureau of Standards, Washingto n,
marketing techniques, architects still
D .C. 20234.
insist on peddling their services from
26-28 ERDA Concentrating Co llector
door to door. Indeed, the real problem
Conference, spo nsored by the ERDA
is that architects are running the AIA!
Division of Solar Energy; Georgia InV. }. Colangelo, A/A
stitute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga.
Stamford, Connecticut
30332. Contact: Dr. J. R. Williams.

=""''"''"'.,
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ship with Otis for over 25 years," says
Mr. Kageler. " They 've always responded
to our service needs and to our design
requirements with an imaginative and
innovative approach , and their equipment is priced competitively for a first
class product. The double-deck elevators . serviced by Escalaires ® between
two lobbies in this building , are a good
example of Otis ' flair in design. They
are a natural for our situation where we
have people entering the building on
two levels-from the street and from a
parking garage. They can get to and
from their offices much quicker."
When you want the best , you want Otis.

" When you 're innovative . flexible and
offer expertise and service at a competitive price , then you equate to the
bottom line .
" Otis does, that's why we have bought
Otis products and services . They help
our bottom line ,'' says Albert M . Kageler,
President of Dallas Management Service , Inc. , operator of the First International Building , Dallas ' newest and tallest showcase office building .
The 56-floor. 1.8 million gross square
foot structure has been opened for 2Y2
years and is serviced by virtually all of
the vertical transportaf1on products offered by Otis: 24 double-deck, 6 conventional and 2 hydraulic elevators plus
6 escalators and 2 dumbwaiters.
" I've enjoyed a fine personal relation-

OTIS ELEVATOR
COMPANY
For more da ta, circle 6 on inquiry card
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A different kind of youth center:
Ferendino/Grafton/Spillis/Candela's
design for one in Miami Beach
In a c ity th at would no t seem to be
in need of publi c supported
soc ial programs, a rea l need is
ful fi ll ed by these faciliti es
for an unusua ll y w ide ra nge
of act iviti es.
Clark Kerr Learning Resources H all
Santa Barbara, California

85

On the Sa nta Ba rba ra ca mpus of the
Universi ty of Cal iforn ia, thi s
co mmunicatio ns center represents a
new co ncept in sharing and spreading
informati o n thro ugho ut the
ca mpus system . Des igned as a
prototype , it accommod ates the
tec hnologica l aspects w hil e prov idi ng
a flex ib le and enj oyabl e env ironment.
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Religious buildings
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Memorial United Methodist Church
Avon, Connecticut
Ph il ip Ives Associates, arc hitects.

105

Christ the King Catholic Church
Littl e Roc k, Arkansas
Wittenberg, D ela ny & D av id son,
architects.

106
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St. Barnabas Episcopal Church
Marshallton, Delaware
Vi cto rine and Samuel H omsey,
architects.
Capilla de la Asuncion
Medellin, Colombia
Laurea no Fo rero and Rodrigo Arboleda,
arc hitects.
St. Patrick's Catholic Church
Robertsville, Alabama
J. Buchanan Blitc h and Assoc iates,
architects.
Chapel of the Good Shepherd
Roosevelt Island, New York
G iorgio Cavag li eri , arc hitect.
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Leamington Road Baptist Church
Preston, England
Building D es ign Partnership,
arc hitects.
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St. Mary's Episcopal Church
Jacksonville, Florida
Freedman/C lements/Rumpe l, arc hitects.
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Monastery at Belmont Abbey
Belmont, North Carolina
M cMurray Architects + Pl anners,
arc hitects.
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Library, Mercer School of Theology
Garden City, New York
Ro nald Woodward , arc hitect.

Two learning places by
Metz Train Olson & Youngren
The Academi c Fa c ilit y for
Rush U ni versity is a coo l-h and,
co ll eg iate compos iti on, into an
ex isti ng network of streets and
buildi ngs-evaluated here by
c riti c Nary Miller; w hil e o n the
So uth Side, several of the
U niversity of Chi cago' s qu adrangle
structures have bee n adapted for
new uses, putting a glow o n some
good o ld Gothi c detailing.

J

Carmel Presbyterian Church
Charlotte, North Carolina
Wheatley/Whi snant A ssociates,
arc hitects.
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Reli gio us bu i ldin gs offer to the
architect some of the most chall enging
design probl em s he o r she ever
enco unters, and the rew ards in the
endeavor are almost certainl y
as great as the peril s. The bu ildings
shown in thi s Study fo rm a co llecti o n,
albeit a se lecti ve o ne, that is a
good representati o n of the
state of the art tod ay.
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" M ain," designed by James Renw ick in
the Second Empire style compl eted and
in 1865 , has recentl y rece ived an
add iti o n by Jea n Paul Ca rlhi an of
Shep ley Bulfin ch Ri c hardson and
Abbott . The new str ucture shares the
bas ic rul es of ax ial compos iti o n
that co ntro ll ed Renw ick's des ign.
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Building Types Study:
Health maintenance facilities
Stay in g w ell , o r getting w ell ,
preoccupi es American society . So
does paying for it. And des ignin g
pl aces where such concerns can be
ca red for- fro m the neighborhood
c linic, to the hospital, to the
regio nal health sc iences center
- is dem anding mo re and mo re of
the architect' s competence,
commonsense, and humani sti c
perceptio n. Thi s article will
dea l with several recent hospitals
that facilitate, more than the
effi c ient deli very of servi ces,
a congen ial , conso lid ating se nse
of we ll -being within their soc ial
and physical setting.

Loft living: big spaces, fresh images
New Yo rk City architect Al an Buchsbaum
remodels an o ld facto ry space
for use as a res idence and office.
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Curries means
a little more
freedom
in steel
doors & frames

Because we offer both pre-engineered and custo m-made
steel doors and frames, you can be more flex ible in yo ur
design - without coordination problems. You can have
your local Curries distributor fabricate special openings and
provide finish hardware.
1. Five face widths: 1, 1 V.., 1 V2, 1:Y. and 2-in. 2. Pre-engineered flush frames ,
knocked-down or welded and ground smooth. 3. Pre-engineered and custom
doors, full U.L. and F.M. labeling service. 4. Custom frame profiles. 5. Unlimited
finish hardware preparations . 6. Pre-engineered drywall frames with compression anchors. 7. Local fabrication of transom , sidelight and borrowed-light
openings using (8.) standard mullions and stick components . 9. Unlimited glass
and louver combinations . 10. Jamb depths in flush and drywall frames from 3'h
through 12-in. in \fa-in . increments. For full details , call your Curries distributor.
He's in the Yellow Pages under " Doors" or " Doors-Metal ". Or see Sweet 's
8.2/Cur or write Curries Manufacturing Inc., 251 9th St. SE, Mason City, Iowa
50401 ._(51 5) 423-1334.

0 .For more data, circle 7 on inquiry ca rd
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Some random thoughts
on the San Diego convention
• The issue of whether, under the Code of
Ethics, AIA members shall be allowed to engage in contracting (in effect, become designbuild firms guaranteeing a fixed price) has
been voted on-but is clearly far from settled.
For one thing, the vote (see News, page 26)
was much too close for anyone to think of it as
a mandate, or " the voice of the profession."
For another thing, a Pittsburgh chapter resolution, noting the closeness of the vote and requiring that the AIA Board continue to study
the ban on contracting , passed overwhelmingly. But the fundamental point is that
a lot of thoughtful and honorable men-having
participated in the debate--continue to believe in the desirability of changing that point
of the Ethical Code. The group which favors
the change to permit contracting is far broader
than the group with "business appetites" those who see increased profit in becoming
design-builders. It also includes many who
have no personal interest in contracting, but
who feel that contracting is a legitimate area of
professionalism; or who think that the distinction between building for a client and building
for one's own account as owner (which is allowed under the Code) is a narrow and fuzzy
distinction; or who argue that "if the client
wants a design-build deal , who are we to say
they can't have it"; or who believe that architects do and can handle conflict of interest situations in an ethical way; or who ask why the
AIA should tell architects what kind of practice
they should have-arguing that describing
how they should practice is enough-in short,
that tough and carefully enforced ethical
standards would and should eliminate the
need for rules of conduct.
Myself, I think there are good answers to
all those questions and that the majority vote
was the right one. But, because there are a lot
of good men-whose arguments are far above
entrepreneurial or simple profit motive-who
do not agree, the debate will go on. And that
is as it should be.
• Beyond the question discussed above, the revised Code of Ethics seems an improvement, if
only in language and clarity. It is, as the Board
said in its report, "a general reaffirmation of
the lnstitute's Standards in effect since 1909."
The new format, as the Preamble says, clearly
separates and defines "three kinds of statements: canons, ethical standards, and rules of
conduct. The canons are broad principles of

conduct. The ethical standards, more specific,
are goals toward which members should aspire
and guidelines for professional performance
and behavior. The rules of conduct are mandatory, and their violation is subject to disciplinary action by The Institute." The Code is a
powerful and professional document- and this
time of debate and revision might be a good
time for every architect to re-read and ponder
them.
•Besides the Ethical Task Force, two other AIA
Board groups had labored through the year on
related and important issues: dues and membership. The new dues structure passed after
only minor debate-and like the new Code of
Ethics has the great advantage of greater clarity. Key points: dues for members are $100, for
associate members, $30. Supplemental dues
will be based on the total number of registered
architects-employers and employees alikein the firm as of January 2nd ; at the rate of
$155 each minus a credit of $85 for each such
registered architect who is a member of the national AIA.
• Similarly, the new membership structure
seems simpler and clearer. But some fundamental decisions were made by the voting:
Under the new rules, associate membership
will be open only to "those without architectural licenses who are employed under the
supervision of a licensed architect in a professional or technical capacity directly related to
the practice of architecture," or who are otherwise on the NCARB track towards licensing.
The Board proposal that any graduate of a
school of architecture be eligible for associate
membership was voted down. Individual
chapters may continue to establish professional affiliate (non-architect) or student affiliate categories.
• What happened at the convention, in these
critical areas, does seem a reaffirmation of traditional attitudes within and on behalf of the
profession . There are those who have and will
describe this as protectionist "circling of the
wagons." For what one editor's point of view
is worth, I don't see it that way at all. I think
just the right things are happening: New (and
to some, controversial) ideas are coming forward; they are being beautifully debated; and
rational decisions are being made on a majority-vote basis. And that is as good a way to run
a profession as it is to run a nation.

-Walter F. Wagner Jr.
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NEWS REPORTS
HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
BUILDINGS IN THE NEWS
REQUIRED READING

Ehrman B. Mitchell, Jr., FAIA, was elected first vice president and president-elect of the AIA at the lnstitute's convention last month. A partner in the firm Mitchell/Giurgola, Architects, of Philadelphia and New York, he will succeed
Elmer E. Botsai , FAIA, as president in December 1978. Details on page 27.
In a surprise move, William E. Slayton, Hon. AIA, has resigned as AIA's executive vice president. He had held the
post since December 1969. Details on page 26 .
The AIA in convention rejected ethical code changes that would allow architects to accept prime contracts. Arguments on both sides of the question were eloquent, and the vote was narrow: 995-864. Details on page 26 .
A record $12,078,853,000 in April contracts reflected double-digit gains in all three construction categories over
the preceding April , according to the McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company. Nonresidential contracts, up T4
per cent (chiefly in commercial and industrial building), " are finally showing that there's more to the construction
business than the two extremes of one-family housing and nuclear power plants," commented George A . Christie,
chief economist for F.W. Dodge . Residential contracts, up 31 per cent over last year, showed apartment building taking
a larger share of the market-26 per cent so far in 1977. Nonbuilding contracts, up 11 per cent, totalled $3 ,922,448,000, including $2 billion in electric power plants and a quantity of public works.
The American Institute of Architects has joined with industry groups to try to reduce product liability costs and so
to reduce insurance premiums for architects and engineers. Details on page 29 .
Henry L. Kamphoefner, FAIA, has received the Joint Award for Lasting Achievement in Architectural Education from
the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture and the American Institute of Architects. Mr. Kamphoefner became founding dean of the School of Design, North Carolina State University in 1948, and is now Dean Emeritus of
that school. The National Endowment on the Humanities has named him Humanist in Residence in Cumberland
County, North Carolina, an appointment that becomes effective in September of this year.
Thieves have stolen the cast-iron Bogardus Building from New York City's Landmarks Preservation Commission.
When the building was demolished in 1971 , Commission Chairman Beverly Moss Spatt saved the panels, thinking
to reconstruct the historic 1849 structure. An earlier theft-undertaken, officials determined , for the value of the scrap
metal-reduced the number of panels to 59, which the Commission secured under lock and key in hopes of using
them as patterns for new fabrication. Though a few panels remain at the Smithsonian and in the Commission's offices,
Mrs. Spatt has sadly concluded that "we don't have enough left to fabricate it now."
HUD has awarded a $780,000 contract to the AIA Research Corporation to collect data on energy use in buildings.
AIA/RC will develop building classification systems based on use, climate and construction , and will document energy
consumption in buildings constructed over the last three to five years. HUD will use the data to develop energy
consumption performance standards for new building. Major subcontractors for the study include The Ehrenkrantz
Group, Syska & Hennessy, both of New York City, and the NAHB Research Foundation, Inc., of Rockville, Maryland.
The New York Court of Appeals has upheld the landmark status of Grand Central Terminal and has denied Penn
Central the right to build a commercial office tower above the venerated building. Resolving the issues raised by the
railroad and New York City's Landmarks Preservation Commission, the state's highest court said that the public as
well as the railroad was responsible for the creation of valuable real estate clustered around the terminal. "A fair return
is to be accorded the owner, but society is to receive its share in the making of a once great railroad."
More skyscraper climbing: alpinist George Willig conquered the World Trade Center on May 26. Willig, a toymaker
by profession, accomplished the ascent in three and a half hours, using " pitons" and " crampons" of his own design
that wedged into window-washer guides. A fine of $250,000 was imposed by New York City for misappropriation
of police and fire department services, but Mayor Beame happily reduced the amount to a penny a floor ($1 .10).
The Prestressed Concrete Institute will accept entries for its 1977 Awards Program until August 8. The program,
conducted annually, will " recognize excellence in design using prestressed concrete and/or architectural precast concrete." It is open to architects and engineers in the United States, its possessions and Canada. For information: Prestressed Concrete Institute, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606.
The General Services Administration has published "Design Criteria: New Public Building Accessibility," a set of
guidelines developed to tell designers how handicapped persons use office buildings. The guidelines, which take a
performance approach to barrier-free design, were developed by Ezra D . Ehrenkrantz and Associates. Copies are
available for $2.60 at GSA Business Service Centers across the country.
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The AIA congregates in overcast San Diego to debate ethical standards and hear about the future of the world
Four thousand people gathered in San
D.iego June 5-8 for the 109th Annua l
Convention of the American Institute
of Architects, to see, hear and talk
about the future of the world and the
practice of architecture.
Jn an attempt to depict TOMORROW, the unifying theme of the Convention , a visual barrage of multimedia presentations-perhaps symbolic of this expected future-offered
attendees an array of films, slides and
television images projected on

various-sized screens, many of them
gigantic and suspended from the cei ling.
In a radical departure from past
Convention organization, one main
hall in the downtown San Diego Convention Center was converted into a
multi-purpose arena where exhibitors'
displays (housed in specially designed
structures called " pods") intermingled
with a speakers' corner and other
areas set aside for panel discussions
and question-and-answer sessions.

These discussions were conducted
both by Institute members and by inv ited manufacturers. The plan allowed
maximum exposure for both the exhibitors and the architects, and emphasized the interaction of both
groups in the building process.
Though reaction to the new exhibit
concept was mixed on the parts of
both manufacturers and attendees,
there is no question that it provided a
lively, active and even festive atmosphere.

In thoughtful debate, AIA rejects ethics changes that would allow general contracting
The biggest issue of the convention ,
and the longest debate, was on the
question whether architects would be
permitted to accept prime contracts
and become, in effect, design-build
firms. The AJA Board had proposed, as
part of a new Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct (which was in all
other respects approved) that the existing prohibition against architects taking contracts be removed , as long as
"in the performance of architectural
services, members shall not allow their
own financial or other interests to affect the exercise of independent professional judgment on behalf of their
clients [Rule of Conduct 403]" and
"members performing other services
that may bring their interests into conflict with those of their clients shall do
so only after written disclosure of the
possibility of conflict. [R. 404.]"
This wording was rejected by the
majority of delegates, and instead-by
a narrow vote of 995 to 864-the prohibition against greater involvement in
construction was continued by these
amendments:
"Alternate R. 403: Members shall
not undertake any activity or employment, have any significant financial or
other interest, or accept any contribution , if these would reasonably appear
to compromise the members' professional judgment or prevent members
from serving the best interest of the
client"; and, more specifically;
" Alternate R. 404: Members may
not engage in building contracting
where compensation, direct or indirect, is derived from profit on labor
and materials furnished in the building
process except as participating
owners. Members may engage in construction management as professionals
for professional compensation only."
Opposition to the change that
would have permitted architects to undertake contracting was led, as it was
last year, by Board member Jerome
Cooper from Atlanta. Mr. Cooper said
first, "In speaking out against this particular aspect of the proposed Standard . .. I hold [no] concern for the
manner in which these issues have
been addressed. The deliberations that
have taken place this past year have
been most becoming to the Board.
. . . The men who have guided the
Ethics Task Force are among the best
minds on the Board ... men whose
ideas are not to be taken lightly .... "
But he issued these warnings:
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"Even though Rule 403 would place
an injunction upon the architect [who
w ishes to engage in contracting] to let
no concern for his own personal interests influence his personal judgment
.. . only the most exceptional among
us would have the discipline to withstand that temptation when confronted
with the spectre of personal financial
loss. That the Task Force has found it
necessary to require the architect to
place his c lient on notice of the existence of this temptation [the full disclosure rule] is indicative of the fragile nature of the resulting relationship."
Mr. Cooper made these other
points:
• "We are told . . . that adoption of the
Task Force' s position would affect
only those arch itects who chose to engage in contracting and not materially
affect the business or professional environment in which the rest of us
would find ourselves ... But can there
be any doubt that business and ethics
are immeasurably intertwined and that
this position does not deal so much
with business tastes as it does with
business appetites." He argued that,
with some members of the Institute
bidding competitive ly on the basis of
total project development costs, "the
requirement for bidding on professio nal fees would be but a heartbeat
away for the rest of us."
• "Neither sha ll we escape the
changed concept of liabi lity that will
inev itably follow."
• In answer to the hope that the new
eth ics would broaden AJA membership and increase its influence upon
the construction industry and upon society, Mr. Cooper argued : "The ultimate success of a profession depends
not only upon the breadth of its membership but also upon the exce ll ence
of its ideas and the strength of its reso lve .. .. "
• He ca ll ed upon the convention "to
remind this Board that within the construction industry we are unique in our
skills and concerns .. . that it should
not weaken our profession by engaging in contracting or other business adventures wh ich will dilute our energ ies
and obscu re our duty."
The opposite view was as ca refu ll y given by AJA President John McGi nty before the debate. He said, in
pa rt : "We have some fundamental
choices to make. Consumerism , for instance. We can interpret those uncomfortable aspects of this tide that touch

us-increased liability exposure and
antitrust suits-as 'attacks on the professions' -and join with the doctors,
lawyers and engineers in circling the
wagons in a defensive posture against
the public. Or we could see in this
challenge the opportunity to increase
the effectiveness of our performance,
to do a better job in education, in design, and in project delivery.
"Another fundamental choice we
face is deciding who we, the members
of· the AJA, are. One option would be
the elitist route, to represent only those
architects practicing in traditional relationships with traditional clientele.
... But I don't believe that would be
consistent w ith the future. The future
clearly is one of expanding options
and rising expectations. If we choose
to abdicate these new roles and responsibilities to others, we should not
be so arrogant as to assume we have
prevailed. We will simply write off
that piece of the action, much as we
did the housing market a generation
ago, and draw the circ le tighter. I do
not believe that is professionally
responsible ....
"Many of the opponents of the
proposed new ethics characterize ...
removing the restrictions on architects
building their own designs for a fixed
price as an erosion of professionalism.
. .. That conclus ion is based upon the
notion that professional adv ice, in
order to be untainted, must be beyond·
possibility of contamination by avarice
or conflict of interest. The world is not
that simple. Professionalism is more
than that.
"What makes us professionals is
not the absence of potential conflict.
It's how we resolve that conflict . . ..
"A member of this Institute who
elects to pursue contracting is not released from his professional responsibilities any more than an architect
who on ly draws. He has the same imperatives for honesty, selflessness, and
competency as other architects .... "
As noted , the narrow vote continuin g the ban on contracting or designbuild work makes it seem clear that
the issue will continue to be debated.
Indeed, a resolution passed at the Convention requires the Board to continue
the study. With so many good and earnest architects stand in g on both sides
of the question, that seems the only
reasonable course.-Walter F. Wag-

ner, Jr., Architectural Record, New
York City.

In three general meetings dealing
with the business of the Institute,
members elected Ehrman B. Mitchell,
Jr., first vice president and future president; adopted a major resolution concerning the recertification of architects; rejected a major resolution dealing with professional ethics; and altered the lnstitute' s dues structures.
Details of these actions appear below,
as do excerpts of major addresses. -

Janet Nairn, Architectural Record, San
Francisco.

Bill Slayton resigns as
AIA executive vice president
In a move that appeared to come as a
surprise even to experienced members
of the AJA Board, William E. Slayton,
Hon. AJA, resigned as executive vice
president " effective the end of this
year . This will give us both time to
look around- me for my next career,
you for your next exec utive vice president. " He had served in the post since
December 1969.
Mr. Slayton came to the AJA with
experience and credentials that greatly
strengthened the Institute at a time
when more involvement of the AJA in
Congressional and Federal agency liai son was clearly needed. As one-tim e
president of Urban America and as
long-time (1961-66) Commissioner of
the Urban Renewal Administration ,
Mr. Slayton brought to AJA knowl edge
not only of what could and could not
be done in Washington , but how to get
it done. A succession of AJA presidents
and Boards, during Slayton 's administration , greatly strengthened AIA's
voice on Capitol Hill and within the
Administrations and Federal agencies.
The present AIA liaison group with the
Federal government has been built in
these years, and has proved effective-especially in such broad areas as
city rebuilding, energy policy, and national land-use policy. Mr. Slayton ' s
term also saw the establishment of
strong programs in continuing education , and codes and standards work, of
state and other component influence
on AIA programs (including
Grassroots), of a community services
commission and department, and of
the minority/disadvantaged scholarship program , as well as the creation
of more effective interdisciplinary programs with architects in industry, government, and education, and with engineering and contracting organizations .
Said Mr. Slayton to the Board , " It
has been a great pleasure to see AJA
develop, and to be a part of that development. But my usual time span in career situations has been more like five
years, and I think it is time for me to
have one last career before I reach that
chiseled-in-stone retirement age ... . "
The AIA Executive Committee, during
the Convention, selected presidentelect Elmer Botsai , president John McGinty, and first vice president Ehrman
Mitcne\\ as a committee to start the
search for a successor.-W.W.

Kappe defines the emerging context of architecture

AIA president John McGinty, at left, meets with newly elected president-elect
Ehrman Mitchell, vice presidents Sarah Harkness, Herbert Epstein and Charles
Schwing, treasurer Joseph Thomas, and secretary Robert Lawrence.

Convention names Ehrman Mitchell president-elect
Architects at the 1977 AIA Convention
elected Ehrman B. Mitchell, Jr., FAIA,
first vice president and president-elect
of the Institute. Mr. Mitchell, who is a
principal in the firm Mitchell/Giurgola
Architects of Philadelphia, will take office as president in December 1978.
Elmer Botsai, FAIA, Chairman of the
Architecture Department at the University of Hawaii, will succeed John
M. McGinty, FAIA, as AIA president
this December.
Members also elected three vice

presidents: Herbert Epstein, FAIA, of
Epstein/Greenfield Architects, Brooklyn Heights, New York; Sarah P.
Harkness, of The Architects Collaborative, Cambridge, Massachusetts; and
Charles E. Schwing, FAIA, of Charles
E. Schwing & Associates, Baton
Rouge. Joseph F. Thomas, FAIA, of the
Pasadena, California, firm Neptune &
Thomas, Architects, was elected to a
two-year term as treasurer, and Robert
M. Lawrence, FAIA, of Oklahoma
City, continues as secretary.-}.N.

In his opening-day address, Raymond
Kappe, .partner in the Santa Monica,
California, firm of Kahn, Kappe, Lotery, Boccato, and founder of the
Southern California Institute of Architecture, discussed the ways man has
approached the problems of the past.
"To predictions of fantastic
growth in population and urban density by the year 2000, architects responded with the concept of megastructure. Technology was to emerge
full-blown to solve the world's physical and social problems. Architectural
schools," he continued, "attempted to
assimilate these new attitudes, and the
new generation of architectural students was spending most of the time
collecting data, discussing issues, analyzing but finding it very difficult to

synthesize without reverting to traditional design vocabulary and subjective decision-making methods."
Mr. Kappe also considered the
occurrence in history of "system
breaks," which he defined as discontinuities in past trends. The paramount
system break facing mankind today is
the energy crisis. "We have flaunted
our dominance over the rest of the
biosphere with our ability to harness
and transform the environment," he
said. Concluding, Mr. Kappe saw a
continuing concern with design and
technological considerations, "but we
will have to assume the responsibility
for developments that respect the
available world-wide resources and
future sources of energy," while dealing with development stresses.-}.N.

Resolved: to resume the ethics debate next year
In addition to the ethics issue, there
were a large number of other resolutions that AIA members voted on during the Convention's three morning
business sessions. Some of the results
were:
• A resolution passed that directs the
AIA board of directors to continue to
investigate and to report to the 1978
convention on the present prohibition
of architects acting as designers and
builders simultaneously.
• A resolution passed that establishes
improved communication between
the Institute and the membership either through existing written bulletins
or possibly by a special newsletter.

• A resolution failed that would have
permitted direct-mail balloting for
election of national officers and regional directors.
• A resolution passed that requires the
treasurer to report at Convention the
amount of money spent on account of
each resolution adopted at the previous Convention.
• A resolution passed that establishes
a task force to study the current structure of member representation by
directors from regions and to present
the findings at the 1978 Convention.
• A resolution passed that requires the
AIA board to review the procedures for
electing Fellows.-J.N.

Greenberg demonstrates the latest in computer graphics

At the Dodge/Sweet's party, held amid U. S. Navy ships tied up at Broadway Pier,
RECORD senior editor Mildred Schmertz, a newly inducted Fellow of the Institute,
talks with Pittsburgh architect John Schurko and his wife Mary Ann.

"Futurist" sees obsolete cities and an energy glut
In the most controversial of the major
speeches heard at the convention, philosopher and "futurist" F. M. Esfandiary drew strong reactions, ranging
from hearty laughter to applause, on
his personal vision of the future.
Boldly beginning, "We are the
breakthrough generation.
We are
still too programmed by the Old
World psychology of failure, too hobbled by guilt and shame and selfdoubt, too scarred by eons of suffering
and backwardness, to fully appreciate
the meaning of our new age." Mr. Esfandiary forecast six breakthroughs we
will experience.
There will be abundant energy,
food and raw materials, Mr. Esfandiary
prophesied. "All this primal screaming
about scarcity is a galactic farce. There
is no scarcity. There is a psychology of
scarcity. We are at the beginning of an
energy glut." (He did not explain this.
Values and lifestyles will change,
too, he said. Beyond our present-day

choices of behavior, we will be more
mobile-"We will be fluid and on the
move."
There will be breakthroughs in
community life, he went on. "The
cities are . . . now historical landmarks. We should leave them as they
are, and get out .... Cities have a great
future as museums .... [They] cannot
be modernized. Urban renewal is
largely a waste of money. The very
concept of city is obsolete."
The fifth breakthrough to be experienced will be in space. "From here
on, the only barriers in our forward
thrust are the limitations in our imaginations."
The last breakthrough will be in
life extension. To achieve prolonged
life spans, we will undergo "genetic
and biological reconstructions, indefinite replacements of perishable organs
. .. cryonic suspension . . . . We will
create new bodies suitable for existence in space."-}.N.

The future of computers in the architects' world was optimistically canvassed by Donald Greenberg, Professor of Architecture and director of the
program of computer graphics at Corne I I University. In a talk entitled
"Tools for Change," Mr. Greenberg
singled out the computer as a necessary tool for the architect that will become as routine in use as the pocket
calculator. But, he added, it will be
only an aid to better design and communication.
"Architects work and design in a
three-dimensional world, yet our communication either is in two-dimensional drawings, or it is verbal or numerical," Mr. Greenberg said. "Our

ability to comprehend complex phenomena is much greater when we see
them, so we must improve this situation by use of the new computer technology.
"I am not advocating computerdesign ... and I must make the distinction between computer-design and
computer-aided design. In computera ided design, only analysis takes
place, and the machine answers the
questions which are asked. This does
not suggest, however, that we all become technocrats!" (A report on Mr.
Greenberg's innovative work will appear in RECORD's "Engineering for Architecture" issue, to be published in
mid-August.)-J.N.

Attendees heard four major addresses in San Diego, all augmented by a spaceage splash of giant multi-media images. Among them: Donald Greenberg's demonstration of such computer graphics as a color rendering of a Meier house.
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EPICORE's hanging , loading,
and fire ratings can do as well
for you . Find out how from
Bob Ault, Vice President Engineering at 412-351-3913.

EPJCORE ®Composite Floor
Deck, in a 71/z-inch slab, is
supporting 750 psf live loads,
withstanding vibrations from
15,000 pound forklift trucks
and from hanging conveyors,
providing a lifetime hanger
system for 1,000 pound loads
at five-foot centers, and
delivering a three-hour fire
rating .

Pabst Brewing Company Warehouse,
Milw aukee, Wisconsin
Arc h itect and Structural Engineer:
C harles W. Yoder and Associates
Contractor: H unzinger
Construction Company
Structu ra l Steel Fabricator:
Wisconsin Bridge and Iron Company.

Eleven Talbot Avenue
Rankin, (Pittsburgh ). Pa. 15104
(41 2) 351-3913

For more data, circle 18 on inquiry card
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GSA will renovate
the Old Post Office
A renovati o n des igned around a 196foot-hi gh indoor courtya rd has been
se leded by the General Servi ces Admi nistratio n for the O ld Post O ffice o n
Washin gto n, D .C. 's, ceremo ni al Pennsylva ni a Avenue.
Th e 78-yea r-o ld stru c ture i s
marked for $16 milli o n in moderni zati on work that wi 11 spare its 3 1 5foot-tal I c lock tow er. A mi xture of
shops and commercial ventures will
be permitted o n low er floors. The N ational Endowment for the Arts and the
Advisory Coun c il o n Hi stori c Preservat io n, plus other Federal agencies,
w ill be ho used o n other floors, G SA
says.
The arc hi tect selected fo r the design is A rthur Cotto n M oore Assoc iates, W ashin gton, in a venture w ith
McGaughy , Marshall & McMill an, and
Stewart Dani el H oba n & Assoc iated
Space Des ign Inc.
The plan ca ll s for repl aci ng the
fi rst floor, mezza nine, roof and skyligh t. Fire safety improvements will be
made, and spec ial faci liti es for the
handi ca pped w ill be added. Co nstruct ion w ill begin in Septem ber
1978.
The re novati o n des ign venture
was selected under GSA's pro to type
" leve l three" process, the first time th is
system has been used . Under thi s
process, the agency pays a fee-$46,000 in thi s case-for a compl eted con-

HABITAT plus one:
what gives?-Part Two

ceptual des ign to the three fi nali sts invo lved in the competiti o n.
G SA descri bes the building as Romanesq ue Rev iva l style w ith Gothi c
ove rto nes. It ex hibits such fea tures as
arched entra nces and fenestrati o n, turrets, and a heavil y rusti ca ted base-a
sty le popul ar in the late 1890s.
Presentl y, there are nine leve ls of
office space arranged aro und a sky1ighted, mo numental court. Ori ginall y,
the fi rst-fl oor courtyard space was
used as the m ain post office wo rk
room , and it too was cove red w ith a
sky li ght- William Hickman, World
N ew s, Washing ton.

AIA teams with industry to reduce product liability costs
The Ameri ca n Institute of Arc hitects is
taking a new tack in its battl e aga in st
w hat the organizatio n sees as excessive product li ability costs.
It is urging Congress to beef up
ex isting W o rker's Compensatio n laws
and to make their awa rd s mo re genero us, but at the sa me time to " immuni ze" all empl oyers except the prime
workpl ace empl oye r fro m to rt prosecutio n arising fro m worker injuries.
If the ca mpaign is successful , the
effect woul d be that co nstru ct ion com pa ni es w ill pay higher produc t li abili ty
insurance prem iums, w hil e rates for
architects and engineers co uld fall dramati ca ll y.
A IA has joined forces w ith o ther
constructi o n design o rgani zatio ns and
th e m anuf ac ture rs of pr o du c ti o n
equi pment in an ad hoc o rga ni zati o n
ca ll ed th e Spec ia l Committee fo r
W orkpl ace Produ ct Li ability Reform .
The Committee has employed former
Senator Robert Taft, Jr. (R-Ohio), a
partner in the law firm of Taft, Stettinius & H o lli ster, to lobby for the proposa l.
Comm ittee spo kesm an Rando lph
J. Stayin says he expects the proposa l
to be suppo rted by organi zed labor
under the ass umpti o n that injured
workers w o uld get uni form , hi gher
m i n i m u m benefi ts and i n creased
workpl ace safety.
In many states, the statutory limits
o n Worker's Compensation sett lements are so low that injured workers

seldo m sto p at seeking reli ef from the
prime empl oyers. Instead , they seek
dam ages fro m constru ctio n des igners,
or, in the case of manufacturing injuri es, the builders of the producti o n
eq uipment.
The proposed rev isio n suppo rted
by the A IA-related gro up spec ifies that
W o rker's Compensa ti o n w ill be the
so le remedy fo r w o rkpl ace-related in juri es. It also proposes a revi sio n in
Federal minimum stand ards for the
state-admini stered
program
under
w hi ch injured workers would loo k
o nl y to Worker' s Com pensati o n fund s,
in return for hi gher benefits, as their
excl usive remed y.
The legislati o n proposed by the
Committee also w o uld eliminate suits
of insurers and empl oyers aga inst suppliers of equipment and serv ices to the
workpl ace. Thi s, the Comm ittee says,
w o uld enco urage employers using
such equipment and serv ices to im prove w o rkpl ace safety.
In additi o n to the AIA, the Committee is supported by the M ac hinery
D ea lers N ati o nal A ssoc iati o n, the N ati o nal M achine Too l Builders' Assoc iati o n, the Nati o nal Tool, Die, and Precisio n M ac hining Assoc iati o n, the
Pac kagin g M achinery Manufacturers
Institute and the Truck Equipment and
Body Di stributors A ssoc iation . The
Nati o nal Society of Profess io nal En ginee rs i s a lso ex p ec ted to join . Wi ll iam Hic kman, Wo rl d N e ws,
Wash ington.

Continuing his rep ort o n the fruits of
last year 's HAB/TA T Conference in
Va ncouver, Eric Carlson of UNEP,
who last m onth described offic ial
United Nations actions proceeding
from Conference recommendations,
this month discusses its effects o n national go vernments and on non-governmental organizations. At the national level, activity has been especially livel y in Latin America and
A frica, w hile the NCOs are sp onsoring
workshops, exhibitio ns and other consciousness-raising efforts. Mr. Carlson
also ventures som e predictio ns and
vo ices some hopes for the increasing
i nvo lvem ent of the U N H abitat Fo undation in Na iro bi, the UN Center for
H o using and Planning in New York
and the U /\I regional commissions, as
well as for the vigorous recruitment of
pri va te mo ney and labor.
At the nati o nal leve l the impact of the
H A BITA T reco mm e nd ati o ns h as
va ri ed co nsiderabl y. O bv io usly, implementati o n o n sensiti ve iss ues such
as land poli cy is not easy, eve n--0r
especially-in developing countries.
But determinati o n to proceed o n bas ic
human settlements issues is ev idenced
in several pl aces.
M ex ico establi shed a Mini stry
(Secretarfa) of Human Settl ements
early thi s year. In the Philippines in
1976, two entiti es w ere establi shed-a
N ati o nal Ho using Authority and a
Human Settl ements Commi ss io nwhi ch are fund amental fo r the impl ementati o n of the HABITAT recommend ati o ns. In Bo liv ia, a hi gh-level
tea m of four profess io nals fro m the UN
H abitat and Human Settl ements Fo und ati o n (UNHHSF) was requested to
prov ide advi sory servi ces for po li cy,
reorgani zatio n, fin ancing and investment programming, and ass istance to
the H o usin g Bank. The report, prese nted o n M arch 17 in La Paz, advoca tes an integ r ated ap p roac h to
human settl ements improvement, such
as ca ll ed for by H A BITAT. In Ve nezue la, a nati o nal H abi tat found atio n
was c reated , supporti ng resea rch and
demo nstratio n pro jects, urba n res to rati o n and renewa l acti viti es, community deve lopment and inform atio n exchange.
In the Afri ca n regio n, several
countries have undertaken rev iew s of
their po li cies and have structured new
in stituti o ns to finan ce hum an settl ements develo pment. Lesotho , for exampl e, has ju st set up a Bu i ldin g Finance Corpo ratio n, w ith tec hni ca l assistance and seed ca pital fro m the
H abitat Fo und ation .
The non-governmental orga ni zatio ns (NGOs) represe nted at HABITAT have demo nstrated inc reas in g
concern with its follow-up. At a notabl e meeting in Geneva in February,
they adopted a reso lutio n stress ing the
need for an early dec isio n o n the international cooperative human sett lement programs and their financing,

l"ILVV...I

urged NGOs to mobili ze publi c o pin io n for governmental impl ementati o n
of the recommend ations for natio nal
acti o n. And in general they pressed for
acti o n o n the part of the internati o nal
communi ty.
Each NGO, in its own w ay, is promoting the HABITAT cause, some with
quite specific projects. The Commo nw ea l th Hum a n Ec ol og y Coun c il
(CHEC), fo r examp le, sponso red a special international workshop on human
settl ements for developing countr ies in
Lo ndon in M arch , whi c h produced
considerabl e agreement on the impo rtance of mo nitoring HABITAT's implementati o n and strengthenin g applied
urba n researc h, educati o n, train ing
and inform atio n programs at all leve ls.
The Internati o nal Unio n of Architects
has urged its nati o nal c hapters to push
for acceptance of HABITAT recommendati o ns. In m any countri es, special di sc uss io ns and ex hibits o n HABITAT have bee n o rgani zed . In Pari s, for
exampl e, the Eco le Spec iale d ' Arc hitecture organi zed a o ne-w eek Exhibi ti o n V ancouver 76 to inform French
pu bli c o pini o n abo ut this event and its
fo ll ow-up .
In M ay, the UN H abitat Fo und ati o n spo nsored an expert Advisory
G ro up W o rkshop in Nairobi , chaired
by M argaret M ead , o n N G O Co ll aborati o n fo r Human Settl ements Improvement, whi ch is expected to arrive at a three-yea r acti o n pl an. Thi s
mi ght inc lude the des ignation of demo nstrati o n cities in the vari o us regions,
where NG O s could help o rgani ze systemati c parti cipatio n efforts.
What does the crystal ball show
for the future of HABITAT?
First, as often stated, HABITAT
was designed to beg in a process, and
it is clear that there must continue to
be inc reased mobili zatio n of resources
and energies at all levels to deal adequately with the recommendations of
the HABIT AT Co nference. The inputs
of the UN famil y of orga ni zati o ns will
see m excee din g l y m o d es t wh e n
viewed in the li ght of the probl ems to
be dea lt w ith . However, hopefull y,
they ca n be cata lytic and demo nstrati ve at regio nal and nati o nal levels.
It sho uld be noted that w hil e the
H A BITAT Conference devo ted suc h
enormo us efforts to di scuss ing the intern ati o nal program and instituti o nal
structure for human settl ements, the
o rgani zational links, central secretari at, and possible locati onal aspects
(witho ut agreement), thi s w as a narrow ly focused debate, as it w as in the
Ge ne r al A sse mbl y. Th e m a in UN
forces w ere the Department of Econo mi c and Soc ial Affairs, with its Center for Ho using, Building and Pl anning, the UN Environment Program ,
and , perhaps the HABITAT Secretariat
itse lf, whi ch is now di ssolved. (Enriq ue
Penalosa, the Secretary General for
HABITAT, has retired to Bogota, Colombia, and opened a consultant office there.)
H ow ever, the total budgets devoted by all three UN agenc ies to
continued o n p age 3 1
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Johnson Controls helps you
make buildings earn moreeven those over 40.
We specialize in automated building controls. We do the whole jobdesign, installation, service-with our own people. Results? See below.
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up
to space-agemoves
comfort.
A JC / 80 system in the 63year-old Northwestern
Mutual Life Building in Milwaukee improved operational efficiency summer and winter, saved
10.8% in energy
costs, too. Send for
Job Report 77-34.

U.S. Naval Academy
cuts energy costs 27%.
By expanding their Johnson Controls JC / 80
building automation system to eight additional
buildings ranging in age from one year to 70
years old, the Naval Academy expects to save
$142,000 yearly, paying for the expansion in
less than 2 V2 years. Send for Job Report 77-32.

From basic temperature controls, to life
safety systems, to the computerized JC/80,
today more than one-third of all large commercial, institutional and government
buildings in the U .S. employ some form of
Johnson controls, and our engineers, in 115
offices across the U.S. and Canada, stand
ready to put their expertise to work for you
-to help you make buildings earn more.

ings earn more are available in Johnson
Controls Job Reports listing operational
savings and names of the architect, consuiting engineer, and contractor for that
project. Included are the specifics of extra
earnings that for many buildings add up to
$1 ,000,000 or more. Write , describing the
buildings you're involved with, and we'll
send you documented reports on similar

buildings as well as those shown above.
We'll also send you " Energy Management and Systems Control for Existing
Buildings : an idea book to help your
building earn more and
....- ~= r:i
be more efficient. " Write
to R. J. Caffrey, Vice
President-Marketing,
Systems & Services Div.,
Johnson Controls, Inc.,
Reference N-2 Box 423
Mi~waukee, Wi~ . 53201 '

NSON
CQNTR LS We make buildings earn more.

Send for documented facts.

Full details on how we make these build-

V
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For more da ra. circle 20 on inquir y card
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human settlements purposes were infinitesimal compared to the quadrupling of investments of the World Bank
in this field over the past years, in a
large ongoing and growing program
which remains totally beyond the
scope of the HABITAT and General
Assembly debate.
The instrument which the UN
General Assembly created especially
to deal with the prob lem of resource
mobilization is the UN Habitat and
Human Settlements Foundation, made
operational in August 1975, and presently located in Nairobi . The Foundation is a unique flexible o rganization
with co nsiderable potential for promoting the implementation of the objectives and recommendations of
HABITAT. Currently, it is engaged in
servicing some 40 req uests from governments . Its initial cap ital of $4 million is contributed by the UNEP Governing Council, suppl emented by voluntary pledges or contribution s from
some 1 2 developing countries. The
draft decision of the UN General Assembly related to the Foundation is
likely to receive close attention at the
July meeting of the ECOSOC.
As for the UN Center for Housing,
Building and Planning, located in New
York, clearly it, too, must be strengthened and revitalized to serve as a core
technical unit in the proposed new
centra l secretariat for human settlements. At present, however, the Center' s budget and personnel resources
are not in line for any significant
growth in the imm edia te period
ahead, if it remains in the Department
of Economic and Social Affairs. It
seems evident, therefore, that it should
have close ties with the UN Habitat
Foundation.
The regional economic commissions are establi shing regional committees for human settleme nts with
their own secretariats and work programs. These committees will be immediately involved also in the development of the regional networks for
human settlements techno logy. Another possible development cou ld be
the establishment of regional Habitat
Foundations for resource mobilization
and other functions, in conjunction
and collaboration with the UNHHSF.
One such regional entity, to be of a
private enterprise character, is already
under discussion for the Arab states.
Strengthened regional
information
programs and foca l points, in some
cases related to the regional banks,
should also be developed.
At the national level, as in Venezuela, a pattern of establi sh ing Habitat
Foundations or other quasi-public entities may prove useful for follow-up of
all phases of the HABITAT Conference
recommendations, for resource mobi lization and inform ation, and as a
focus for research and demonstration
activities and for NGO participation.
Many countries would be welladvised, as in the case of Bolivia, to
undertake stud ies leading to reform
and reorganization of their institutions
dealing with habitat and human settlements policies, financing and invest-

ment programming. A growing demand for serv ices in this field can be
anticipated.
A word for the private sector:
clearly international and government
efforts for improved human settlements will be meaningless without the
understanding, co ll aboration and support of private bui lders, professionals,
entrepreneurial groups, investors and
the like. Perhaps the most significant
display in Vancouver at the time of the
Conference, privately financed and
mounted at the Vancouver Gallery of
Art, was the exhibit of the winning entries in the International Architectural
Design Competition for low-income
families, focused on a slum area and
resettl ement program in Manila. This
competition demonstrated that there is

a vast reservoir of talent and professiona l resources capab le of meaningful contributions.
As for financia l institutions, it is
evident that they often have more stability and longer histori ca l perspectives than many governments. A continuing effort must be made to interest
and involve them in fol low-up to some
of the HABITAT Conference recomme ndations. Their assistance with
both inform ation and investment
aspects ca n be considerab le, as can
the ir mobilization of resources and
ho useho ld sav ings. Workshops and
se minars at both regional and national
leve ls to discuss financial requirements between borrowing agencies
and lenders for habitat and human settl ements purposes will be another pri-

ority follow-up to HABITAT.
The conclusion? The news of the
demise of HABITAT was premature. It
lives!
The determination of those who
participated and contributed to HABITAT now is gradually being focused
on the action required for follow-up at
nati ona l , intern ationa l and local
leve ls. This is where new leadership is
required to use the promotional tools
and recommendations of HABITAT,
which should be widely circ ulated
among profess ional, civic and university groups. HABITAT, after al l, is a
con tinuing process, the struggle for a
world with better livin g conditions in
comm unities that are economi cal ly,
socia ll y and environmentall y sound
and viable.

Granite.

Beautiful for
heavy traffic areas.
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Cold Spring granite is a natural for landscape applications. Its warm colors
and natural textures blend beautifully with the environment. And at the same
time , granite provides the designer with the flexibility he needs to create areas
of unusual and lasting beauty.
At Cold Spring we now have a wide variety of Module
Pavers and Durax Blocks available. For more information , plus a packet of full color literature illustrating our
products in use , call toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call (612) 685-3621 . Or write to the address below .
Cold Spring Granite Company,

Dept. AR-7

202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320

Fo r mo re data, c ircle 2 7 o n inquiry card
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Truth is th at in 1956 when the n eed for
rai sed fl oo rin g in co mputer roo m s b eca m e
apparent (w ith fun ction th e ch ief d es ig n
criteri a) a stringe rl ess floor made up of
pedestal mounted di e-cas t aluminum pan els
was the choi ce. Th at's how the Floatin g
Floor System was d eve loped. Sin ce then,
Floating Floors® h ave b ee n providin g
trouble-free se rvi ce in thousands of co mputer rooms.
Stringerless design makes Floating Floo rs
the o nly tru e infinite access fl oo r system.
Male and fe m ale lock in g devices, at four
co rn ers of each floor panel, provide th e
hi gh es t lateral stability. In fact, Floating
Floors m ee t Fed eral speci fi ca tio ns for seismographic zo ne #3 (Sa n Fran cisco).
Th e sad truth is th at in order to comp ete with Fl oa ting Floors, other m anufacturers have had to prom o te flo o r sys tem s of infe rior m aterial s
and d es ign such as stringer-suppo rted wood and steel.
Whil e costi ng a littl e less initi ally, th ese other floor sys tem s
ca n rep resent a very bad investm ent ove r th e long term.
Computer downtim e du e to electrostatic bui ld- up or
m ag net ic du st may res ult from o ne of th ese wood or stee l
stri nge r-s upported fl oo rs. Costly delays are often caused by
th e inconveni en ce of working und er stringers, or di sasse mbling and re-asse mbling th em.
Floating Floors on the other hand have proven to be
problem-free eve n after as many as 20 years of service.
Monolithic co nstru ction with aluminum ensures di ss ipation
of static electricity. And since aluminum is non-mag netic
and does not require painting, iro n rust and paint flakes
are not p resen t to en te r th e air and i n terfere with comp u ter
operation. Aluminum will not of co u rse, ru st, warp or b urn .

Th e Floati ng Floor sys tem is d es ign ed
to m ee t future expa nsions and changes.
Compo n ents ca n b e eas ily changed around
since precision di e cast and mill ed alluminum floor panels ensure a uniformity in
size (m achin ed to +.005 - .000) not found
in hand assembled produ cts. And there is
pl enty of strength for th e installation of new
equipm ent.
In fact, the overall quality of Fl oati ng
Floors is so good th at we are abl e to give a
FIVE YEAR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE
AND BUY-BACK PROGRAM w ith every floor
in stalled . Our floor is designed for the life
of yo ur building.
For more co mpl ete information refer to
Floating Floors bulletin 10.27 FL as shown
in SWEETS und er Specialties - Access Flooring. Ca ll us for ass istance.
FLOATING FLOORS, IN C.
6955 W ales Ro ad, To ledo, O hi o 43619
Tel : (419) 666-8750
IN CANADA: Bru ce (E DP) Services Ltd .
3650 W eston Rd.
W es ton, Ontari o
Tel: (416) 741 -0854

FLOATING FLOORS, INC.
Available World-wid e from Licen sees and Distributors •
Insta llations Coast to Coast
For m ore data, circle 21 on inquir y card

At Raynor we give it to you straight
••• and that's the way it stays!
Most overhead type
doors looK great
when they·re first insta I led . But given
time and plenty of ups
and downs they begin
to sag in the middle .
Raynor doors won ·t sag ... and for a very good
reason : U- Bar reinforcement . we engineer and
fabricate this special reinforcement in our own

plant for all extra-wide doors .
It's th is extra concern for qua Iity that's made
Raynor the brand you can depend on for
residential. commercial and industrial doors
made of wood. aluminum . fiberglass or steel.
Call us for more specifics. 815/288-1431.
Or write Raynor Manufacturing company .
Dept . AR. Dixon . IL 61021. for the name o f the
Rayn o r factory-trained distributor/installer
near you.

RAYNOR ..
GARAGE DOORS

For more data, circle 2J on inquiry card

Commercial office buildings
continue to rise
in major downtown areas
Despite poor-mouthing by construction professionals and investors, high-rise office buildings in the cities are by no
means finished as a building
type, as these six projects for
five large cities scattered from
coast to coast testify. In all but
one case these buildings were
commissioned by private developers, and in all cases they
are intended at least partially
for commercial rental. And if
none of them is likely to leave
a major and long-lasting mark
on the course of architectural
design, all of them will have
considerable impact on the fabric of their downtown areas and
on the living and work patterns
of their users and neighbors.

Houston to get
new towers in
Allen Center Complex ~

Two Allen Center (rear center)
the first of two new offic
towers in Houston's Allen Cen
ter business complex, is unde
construction. The 36-story rein
forced concrete structure wil
provide 1.2 million square fee
of office space. Its curtain wall•
will be precast concrete witr
bronze reflective glass. Design
ers were Lloyd/Jones and Asso
ciates. An executive hole
(lower left) may be constructe
also. One Allen Center (uppe
left), completed in 1972, ca
also be seen at left below.

Newark utility company plans office building
Within the next three years, a
26-story office building designed by Poor, Swanke, Hayden and Connell of New York
wi 11 house the new headquarters of Public Service Electric and Gas Company of Newark. To be called the Public

Summit Tower East on way to construction in Houston plaza
Steel erection has been completed on Summit Tower East
(center), one of two 31-story
buildings soon to be members
of the Greenway Plaza office
park complex in Houston. Designed
by
architects
Lloyd/Jones and Associates, the
34

silver-colored tower of solar reflective glass will measure 100
by 250 feet. It will be completed by mid-1978. Floor
space in the towers and in a
projected 11-story office building will total 2 million square
feet.
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Service Center, the tower an
an adjacent two-story plaz
will sit on a granite base. R
flective insulative glass wi
form its exterior finish. Th
open plaza will occupy the sit
of present PSE&G buildin
which will be demolished.
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San Francisco mart combines new and old building
Restoration of the Pacific Building in San Francisco will be the
first stage of plans to develop
the San Francisco Apparel
Mart, designed by architect-designers Whisl er-Pa tri . The Pac ific Building , which hold s

present Mart facilities, will be
renovated using Moorish architecture and San Francisco-style
interior decorations. Thi s
theme will be ca rried into the
co nstruct ion of Apparel M art
Tower (left).
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Denver's Urban Center building project continues
As the next phase in an ongoing, multi-block development
project for Denver's financial
district, Urban Investment and
Development Company has
begun construction of a 29story office building with streetlevel shops and boutiques and
an adjacent landscaped pl aza .

Urban Center I and Urban Center Plaza were designed by
Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, Inc. The tower will contain 669,880 gross square feet
of rentable space. Beige-hued
precast concrete and bronzeti nted glass will wrap its concrete core and steel frame.

:hicago Loop to receive first major office building in four years

:.F. Murphy Associates' $60
iillion Monroe Centre degned for downtown Chicago
1ill provide more than just
ffice space. It will be the first
iajor structure built in Chiago's Loop in four years. The
0-story office bu i Id i ng has a
ngle tower, rounded to blend
i with its site, the southeast
orner of Monroe and Dearorn Streets. Two banks of eleators operate within the tower,
ne serving the lower floors,
ie other high-rise. Solar abxbent window modules inrease in height from 5 ft 6 in .
) 7 ft 9 in . on the north facade,
1hich faces the Fi rst N at iona l

Plaza . The center's curtain
wa ll s taper upward to avoid
conflict with existing structures.
750,000 square feet of rentab le
space wi ll be available once
the building is ready for
occupancy in late 1979. Each
floor will contain 21 ,600
square feet. Both subway and
surface transportation will be
within short distance of the
structure. Demolition of buildings on the site will begin immediately, with comp letion
scheduled in five months. Construction will begin in October.
Developers are RomanekGolub and Company, a Chicago-based rea l estate fi rm .
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT
VIEWS FROM THE
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION

VOL. 1 NO. 4

ENERGINEERS* FIND EFFICIENCIES IN RELIGHTING
The power to create all the
so much that these design
LIGHTING COST ESTlllATtS 10 YIAR UfE CYCLE
100 FOOTCANOLES MAINTAINED10.000 SQ. FT
lighting in the United States
methods are revolutionary; but
~.-------------====---'-.
LIMPilABI
NO Clf.ANING MAINTENANCE
consumes only about 5 percent
with the cost of electricity rising
ENERGY I
CAPITAL!
of all energy produced. And since rapidly, it becomes more prudent § 300
about 68 percent of all electricity to invest in the smal1 additional ~
is generated from coal, nuclear,
design cost.
~ 200
and hydro sources one can't
Energineers should also
really say that lighting provides a consider the source of light being 100
major opportunity for saving
specified. Selection of lamps
scarce oil and gas. But the cost
which are most efficient as
of electricity is climbing, and
measured in terms of output
lighting does utilize some fossil
lumens per watt is an effective
fuels, so it doesn't make sense to
means of conserving energy. It
FIGURE 2. COMPARATIVE 10- YEAR
squander the lighting power we
also saves money over the life of
LIGHTING COSTS
the lamps. As can be seen in
do use. Instead of emotionally
of producing one million lumens
pu Bing out lamps and darkening Figure 1, fluorescent, metal,
of usable light. This graph
halide, and high-pressure sodium
work areas to the point of
assumes no cleaning
lamps-all high intensity
reducing crucial productivity,
maintenance, a factor that no
-- - - - - - - - ,
energineers should be looking lW.---- - - -LAMP
professional energineer should
EFflCACY
85-130
for ways to improve the
overlook. One of the primary
energy efficiency of
considerations is the degree of
existing lighting systems.
lighting degradation occurring
Fortunately, lighting
with the build-up of dust and the
modernization affords
natural aging of the lamp. The
opportunities for saving
maintenance philosophy has not
both fuels and money.
changed in many years. It still
Here is what energineers
centers on economic trade-offs
INITIAL LUMENS PER WATI, INCLUDINGBALLAST
need to know about it.
FIGURE I. EFFICACIES OF
between periodic cleaning and the
LIGHT SOURCES
Traditionally, lighting
group or spot replacement of
discharge (HID)-sources are
users have concentrated
older lamps. Fortunately,
the more efficient. This doesn't
on footcandle measurements as
suppliers have developed
mean that all incandescent lamps
criteria for lighting design and
elaborate decision models that are
should be automatically
specification. Recent new
available to make life-cycle
discarded. In fact some
scientific developments indicate
costing analysis easier.
that there is a better way. Several, applications still are best achieved
Effective lighting controls can
in fact. The idea now is to use the with Edison's "light in a bottle".
also have a beneficial effect on
The higher brightness and
quantity of light as just one of
overall system costs. Selective
relative difficulty of distributing
several factors in designing for
switching, dimmers, and timed
lumen output of HID sources has
the quality of light. Quality
controls to automatically remove
now been controlled by new
lighting energineers now should
human judgement (or lack of it)
fixtures. So it is not unusual to
consider undesirable veiling
should also be considered . Rising
reflections. uncomfortable glare, find them being aesthetically
costs should convince energineers
applied in many office and work
and the selection 'of the proper
that these energy efficient
amount of light for the task to be areas that only recently would not relighting ideas are worth
have been recommended. Even
performed . New standards are
investigating. A qualified
available to the lighting designer the unique color qualities of HID
electrical contractor in your area
such as visual comfort p robability sources are providing unexpected
will be glad to help. Just ask.
benefits when coordinated with
and equivalent sphere
.
appropriate interior decorations.
illumination. With these design
Also, energineers should
tools, the user can obtai n a much
consider the long range life cycle
more pleasing work space,
costs of lighting as well as the first
lighted for maximum tenant
installation cost. Figure 2 shows
comfort and the highest
"'Energineers .•. designers, specifiers. users a nd
insta llers of energy efficient bu ilding systems.
the total estimated 10-year costs
operational productivity. It isn't
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Enfranchising the perceptions of people
DIMENSIONS: SPACE, SHAPE & SCALE IN ARCHITECTURE, by Charles Moore and Gerald Allen; Architectural Record Books, New York, 7976; 783
pages, illustrations, $ 72.95.

Reviewed by Raymond Gindroz
and David Lewis

In our age in which personal environments
cons ist of places connected by a fast-moving
car or an airplane or a television set, what is
the role of the architect as a maker of places?
The authors of this book discuss this question
through examining a variety of places which
have been very carefully made. And in doing
so they have produced what may well turn out
to be one of the most important statements of
urban design and architectural theory to be
published in years.
The title essay sets the book's theme. It
moves rapidly from an explanation of purely
objective measures of hei ght, width, and
length to an exploration of the perceptions of
the user -an odd mix of objective measure,
eclecti c ism , and subjective emotion-until the
rea lity of architecture becomes transferred
from the dimensions, proportions, and forms
on a drafting board of complex images in the
minds and emotions of the users of architecture.
In the essay Inclusive and Exclusive, one
of the illustrations is of an electronic c ircuit,
and on the opposite page is a map of the Los
Angeles freew ay system . The inference is, of
course, of an open-ended, almost random network of high-speed movement, interspersed
with destinations, places.
"The most powerful places which our
forebears made for them selves, and left for us,"
the authors tell us, "ex ist as a seri es of conti guo us spaces. They organized a hierarchy of importance-first dividing what is inside from
w hat is outside . ... In Peking an axis penetrates from the o utside of the ci ty through layer
after layer of walls to the seat of the emperor
himself. . . . The templ e of Angkor W at, with
its cross axes and its concentric rin gs of
temples, provides a diagram of heaven which
reca ll s the concentri c rin gs of mountains
arou nd the seven seas which center on the
sacred Buddhist mountain ."
But the world of modern perceptions isn't
like th is anymore. " M any of us have stamping
gro unds which exist in separate places end ing
at one ai rport and picking up again at some
other o ne. No matter w here our bodies are at
Raym o nd G indroz and D avid Lewi ' are arc hitects and pl anners and partners in the firm of Urban Design Associates in
Pittsburgh .

any moment, we can have ' instant anywhere'
by making immediate electronic contact with
people anywhere on the face of the globe . We
can even reve l in the vicarious pleasure of
b lasting people off the face of the earth in
order to be able to make contact with them in
outer space . . ..
" About the time that arch itects and planners started to bleat about human scale (as if
it had to do entirely with man's body and not
at all with his mind or his ideas) and to rhapsodize about the p leasures of sitting in the Piazza
di San . Marco (the heart of Ven ice and 'the
finest sitting room in Europe') people everywhere were changing the kind s of places they
inhabitated , electronically extending themse lves in new ways."
One theme of the book lies in the reso lution of the question posed by the diagram of
the electronic circuit: what is the ro le of the
architect as a maker of places in a world of
dynamic physical movem ent and in the networks of the mind? In searching for contemporary monumenta l architecture in California,
the authors lead us away from such traditional
place-making as the San Franc isco Civic Center-to Disneyland . There they find an intense
point in the looseness with which Los Angeles
pours itse lf unhierarchi ca lly across the landscape, the " unchartable sea of suburbia," a
spec ific place, " indeed a whole public world ,
full of seq uential occurrences .. . . There on the
inside of the Matterhorn from an aerial tramway over the bobsled run on the inside of the
plasti c mountain, is a vision of a p lace marked
out for the publi c life, of a kind of rocketing
mo numentality, more dyn ami c, bigger andwho knows?--even more useful to peopl e th an
any the world has yet seen."
W alking tours of buildings and environments develop and illustrate thi s theme. Some
of the buildings are quiet indeed, with apparently unexception al vocabularies. Others
are ri ch, eclecti c and eccentri c. St. Thomas'
Churc h on Fifth Avenue in Manhattan is examined both on the drawing board and in its
urban context. Its c uri ous asymmetries and dis-
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tortions of Gothic imagery make little sense
when seen as isolated elevation drawings .
When perceived by the pedestrian moving
along Fifth Avenue or 53rd Street, they become
dynamic elements which create a memorable
street corner, a monumental portal , and a
sa nctuary. In this way they provide an intense
focus in the generalized texture of the city.
The Santa Barbara County Courthouse is
unexpectedly linked with Le Corbusier's Carpenter Center to show how an architect ca n
use specific images (one romantically Spanish
Colonial, the other romantically TVA technological) to become the basis of a formal invention tailored to its local context. The relationship between local place and far away-image
is made over and over again in many different
ways by the user himself as he moves through
these bui ldings.
Hadrian's Villa as the Roman emperor's
representat ion of the entire world described in
c ircl es and squares is seen as a dialogue between one man's vision and a specific place,
which provides a coherent sequence of startlingly different and unique places .
In the course of these walking tours, the
authors lead us from the idea of architecture
consisting of the images in people's minds to
the brink of a very puzzling and disturbing
question. In this electric age, do we simply
provide " places" w h ich have the same discontinuity of experience for people as switching
from one TV program to another? Are " places"
in competition with one another for memorability? The answer I ies in the very notion of objective, "out there," form itself.
In examining two buildings by Joseph
Esherick-the Cannery in San Franc isco and
the Mcleod house in Belvedere, California- the authors refer to them as " dedica ted to
the moving inhabitants, not to the matters of
form." Gradually the authors move from the
old notion of objective form to the inhabiting
of form, and from inhabiting form to enfranchising the perceptions and the values of the
users them se lves. Discussing housing design in
Great Britain and United States, they find " the
message to architects should be clear-invite
involvement, invite care ." Let the architect become involved with his constituents, and together create a place which at once responds
to parti cul ar physica l conditions and configurations but contains the joy of laughter and
peace and surprise and di scovery, of insideness and outsideness, of monumentality and of
intimacy, of light and d ark, of color and texture, a place that is physically there, to walk
through and explore, and here as a I iving
image in our cu ltural and personal baggage of
experience.
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Stabre money markets will benefit most construction
this year, but a squeeze on housing funds could develop
Stability prevailed during the early months of 1977 in the money markets that provide the financing for con struction . In a show of determination , the Federal Reserve continued to keep a firm
grip on the money supply (M ), holding its growth within the target range (4 V2 to 6 h per cent)
for what now amounts to more than a year (top chart). With business demand for funds still less
than robu st, thi s proved adequate to meet the financing requirements for most types of construction, and interest rates (middle chart) either held stable (short-term) or declined ever so
slightly (mortgages and state/municipal bonds) .
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It' s not quite a picture of complete stability,
however. The bottom chart offers a look at a
couple of unsettling changes taking place behind the scenes, which could have a bearing
on the behavior of the credit markets later this
year, or early in 1978.
• The flare-up of inflation in the early months
of 1977 has made the Fed nervous. In May,
speaking the mind of the Board, Chairman Arthur F. Burns lectured the Senate, " Too often
in the past we have lacked the courage or the
patience to stay long enough on a monetary
and fiscal path that will lead to non-inflationary economic growth . We cannot afford to
backslide once again." Translation: I'm still
convinced that the economy is more in need
of restraint than stimu l us. If the Congress
doesn't curb its spending, the Fed will have to
adopt an even tighter monetary policy than it
wants to. (Or something close to that.)
• Consumers have backed off the uncommonly high rate at which they had been saving
in 1975 and most of 1976 when they were
stashing away better than 7 per cent of their
incomes. (It was this strong flow of deposits
into thrih institutions that set up the boom in
homebuilding that' s been going on since last
fall.) The savings rate is now down to only 5
per cent of disposable income, and that 2 per
cent differential means a shortfall of roughly
$25 bi llion a year.
How much do these new developments
threaten the continued expansion of construction markets? For the balance of 1977
they don't pose much of a threat at all. Above
all else, savings and loans and other thrift institutions are highly liquid, having both the commitments and the funds to sustain a high level
of bu ilding for at least another six months. But
as we get into 1978, these constraints on the
supply of credit-along with a reviving demand for funds by business to finance a 15 per
cent higher level of capital spending-could
mean the beginning of a credit squeeze for
some types of construction, notably housing.
It doesn't have to happen, of cou rse, but
the Federal Reserve's dogged pursuit of a tight
money policy increases the probability. If
nothing else, these developments at the edges
of the money markets are further reason to look
for a greater shift in construction away from
housing and toward commercia l and industrial
bui lding in 1978.
George A. Christie
Vice president and chief economist
M cGraw-Hi// Information Systems Company
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Construction costs show an 8.9 per cent rise in twelve months
The fo ll owi ng is a summ ati o n of regio nal per
cent changes in b uilding constructi on costs.
Based on a recent survey of the pri ces of five
key building materi als, and wage rates fo r ten
widely used b uilding trades, average building

Number
of
9/76
metro
to
areas
3/77

Districts
Eastern U.S.

constru cti o n costs have inc reased 5.2 per cent
in th e past six mo nths and now stand 8.9 per
cent above a year ago. O n the average, 1 83
metro po litan areas throu gho ut the United
States repo rted building materi al pri ces in-

qeased 10.2 per cent in the past 1 2 mo nths,
w hil e ho url y wage rates of building trade
craftsmen i ncreased 6.9 per cent for the year.
Jo hn H . Farley, chief editor
Dodge Building Cost Services
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HISTORICAL BUILDING COST INDEXES-AVERAGE OF ALL NON-RESIDENTIAL BUILDING TYPES, 21 CITIES
1976 (Quarterly)
2nd
3rd
4th

1977 (Quarterly)
2nd
3rd
4th

Metropolitan
area
1967 1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1st

Atlanta
Baltimore
Bi rmingham
Boston
Chicago

335.7
295.B
274.7
265.7
32B.4

353.1
30B.7
2B4.3
277.1
339.5

3B4.0
322.B
303.4
295.0
356. 1

422.4
34B.B
309.3
32B.6
3B6.1

459.2
3B1.7
331.6
362.0
41B.B

497.7
420.4
35B.3
394.4
444.3

544.B
475.5
402. 1
437.B
50B.6

575.0
534.3
421.2
462.5
529.6

59B.7
5B 1.1
44B.IJ
513.2
560. 1

602.6
609.7
469.0
535.7
560.3

604.1
611.2
469.5
537.2
56 1.B

655.6
5B3.5
550.4
554.4
633.7

657. 1
5B5.0
551.9
555 .9
635.2

701.5
605.7
543.B
567.7
662.2

712.0
6 14.B
551.9
576.2
672. 1

Cincinnati
Cleveland
Da ll as
Denver
Detroit

2BB.2
303 .7
270.4
305.1
301.2

302.6
331.5
281 .7
312.5
316.4

325.B
358.3
30B.6
339.0
352.9

34B.5
380. 1
327.1
36B.1
377.4

3B6.1
415.6
357 .9
392.9
409.7

410.7
429.3
3B6.6
415.4
433.1

462.4
462.2
436.4
461.0
501.0

500. 1
509 .5
477.9
510.0
53B.7

550.6
53 1.0
499.6
553.6
597.5

602.9
578.7
506. 1
580.3
6 15. 1

604.4
580.2
507.6
58 1 .B
6 16.6

60B.3
631 .4
537.0
614.5
6 15.7

609.B
632.9
53B.5
616.0
617.2

615.6
619.4
560.1
656.3
634.2

624 .B
628.7
56B.5
666.1
643.7

Kansas City
Los Angeles
Miami
Minneapolis
New O rleans

264.3
3 10. 1
2B6.1
300.2
267.6

27B.O
320. 1
305.3
309.4
274.2

295.5
344. 1
392.3
33 1.2
297.5

3 15.3
36 1.9
353.2
36 1. 1
3 18.9

344.7
400.9
3B4.7
4 17. 1
34 1.8

367.0
424.5
406.4
412 .9
369.7

405 .B
504.2
44 7.2
456.1
420.5

444.9
531.B
485.5
4B8.6
442. 1

509. 1
594 .1
55B.9
538 .0
494 .7

523.B
599. 1
5B8.1
548.3
522.B

525.3
600.6
589.6
549.B
524.3

545.B
67 1.6
59 1.0
562.6
533.3

547.3
673. 1
592.5
564 . 1
534.B

56B.2
709.2
604.6
593.0
580.2

576.7
7 19.8
613.7
60 1.9
5BB.9

New York
Phi ladelphia
Pittsburgh
St. Lou is
San Francisco
Seattle

313.6
293.7
275.0
293.2
390.8
2B3.5

32 1.4
30 1.7
293 .B
304 .4
402.9
292.2

344. 5
32 1.0
3 11 .0
324 .7
4 4 1. 1
3 17.B

366.0
346.5
327.2
34'1.4
465. 1
341 .B

395.6
374 .9
362.1
375 .5
5 12.3
35B.4

423. 1
41 9.5
380.3
402.5
56 1.0
37 1.5

4B5.3
4B5. 1
4 24 .4
444 .2
632.3
424.4

515.3
5 18.5
465.6
4 76.7
672 .5
4 50 .2

533.5
567.5
509.5
528. 9
753.3
515 . 1

539.4
5B 1.8
508.5
542.7
790 .1
525.9

540.9
5B3 .3
5 10 .0
544.2
791.6
527 .4

579.3
577.7
524.8
535.6
8 19.3
569 .0

5B0.8
579.2
526.3
537. 1
B20.8
570.5

607.7
6 15.B
549 .5
605.B
904.5
603.7

616.8
625.0
557.7
6 14.9
9 1B. 1
6 12.B

1st

Costs in a given city for a certain period m ay be compared w ith costs in another period by divid ing one index into th e other; if the index fo r a city for one period (200 .0) divi ded
by the index for a second period (150.0) equals 133%, th e costs in the o ne peri od are 33% hi gher th an the costs in the other. A lso, second peri od costs are 75% of th ose in the
fi rst peri od (150.0 + 200.0 = 75%) or they are 25% lower in the second peri od.
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Floors with fashion, at last.

C . BYRNES

Who said that a contract floor has to
look like a contract floor?
Certainly not GAF. Because now
GAF brings fashion to contract floors with
GAFSTAR@Contracfloor™ Sheet Vinyl-the
only color coordinated solid and patterned
flooring for commercial usage.
Contracfloor™, with its unique Melandria and Melandria Square patterns artfully defines areas and breaks up floor
space. With fashion. Flair. And without
sacrificing durability.

Floors with fashion,that last.
GAFSTAR41> Contracfloor™ Sheet Vinyl is
the toughest sheet vinyl floor GAF makes.
Its extra-heavy-duty wear layer makes it
ideal for use in heavily trafficked areas.
And you'll take a shine to the no-wax
surface that resists scuffs and stains. And
stays looking cleaner than carpet-even
when it's dirty. In fact, it's practically maintenance free. After a time, if heavy traffic
areas lose a bit of luster, a simple buffing
with a lambs wool pad restores the shine
instantly.
Melandria and Melandria Square are
available in 9 ' widths, so there's less
seaming and less labor for hallways and
corridors. And of course , like all GAFSTAR 41>
Sheet Vinyl floors, the Quite-Cor™foam
interlayer provides comfort and quietness
underfoot.
If you 're looking to add a little pizzazz
to offices, schools, stores, whatever, specify
the only tough-wearing fashion floor with
the new color-coordinated design system.
Specifically , GAFSTAR Contracfloor
Sheet Vinyl.
For further information , write GAF Floor
Products , Dept. F-43, Box 1121 , Radio City
Station , New York , N. Y. 10019.

~®

contracfloor

.-·11 sheet vinyl.
For more data, circle 37 on inquiry card
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The news release as marketing tool
by Stephen A. Kliment, A /A
A news release is nothin g mo re th an an 8 %-by- 11 sheet of paper (two sheets at most), typewritten
for offset reproducti on, and designed to impart to its recipient a piece of news and a source for
further detail s. Wh at di fferenti ates new s releases from most o ther tool s of marketin g commun icati ons is the indirect path used to reach the cli ent. There is, in other word s, between the
cl ient and yourself, a middl eman . Thi s middl eman who must be satisfied as to the new s value
of w hat you have sent him, represents the news medi a.
Not all happenings lend themselves to thi s vehicle. The simplest guide to appl y is the "s ingle
event" rul e. Imagine that you (1) are abo ut to
complete a major commiss io n (if o n time and
w ithin the budget, or a candidate-you feelfor an A IA O scar, so much the better); (2) have
just been retained for an impo rtant commi ssion; (3) have made some key staff promotion s
or appo intments; (4) have agreed to merge
w ith o r acquire another firm ; (5) have received
some o utstanding recognitio n for a pro ject,
princ ipal or the firm as a w ho le; (6) have
ch anged address; (7) have opened a branch
office; or (8) have made a technical or management brea kthrough.
All th ese situati o ns fit the "s ingle event"
rul e and justify a new s release.
When to avoid a release
Do no t use a news release merely to talk about
a continuing activ ity of the firm . A job in
progress, the workin gs of your firm' s fin ancial
management system or project delivery approaches, are the stu ff o f fea ture arti cles, no t
news releases.
Nor are you likely to get any ho t editoria l
reactions w ith releases o n the virtues of an intern al management reorgani zati o n, compl eti o n of interim phases of a pro ject, or staff reassignments. A n exceptio n may be the ass ignment of a new person to head a branch office;
in th is case a noti ce in the loca l press may have
so me market va lue, especiall y in a small er
community.
Who should receive news releases
Begin to build up a medi a li st. Di v ide it alo ng
these Ii nes:
1 . Printed: journals and newsletters read
by your cl ients, your peers and co lleagues;
journals and newspapers read by the general
publi c; financia l journals (if your fi rm is publicly owned).
2. Broadcast: radio, televisio n, w ire news
services.
3. Se lecte d associa tio ns o f po te nti al
Mr. Kliment is an architect and communi ca tions consultant
i n New York C ity.

clients (e. g. school administrators, commerc ial
developers).
You may further break down your li st
along th e lines of national, regional and local
media . If you speciali ze in certain building
types (hospitals, multi-family residential ) or
servi ces (renovation , constru ction management), you could div ide the li st o n such lines.
The brea kdown all ow s you to " rifl e-shot"
releases. (Why send new s of a schoo l project
to a magazine read by apartment developers?)
Scatterin g releases across the w ho le spectrum
is costl y, and needl essly saturates your market.
M ake a po int of keeping your list up-to-d ate,
espec iall y in term s of the name and pos ition of
the target editor. (For sources you can use to
build up a medi a mailing li st and keep it up-Iodate, see the articl e " Gettin g Publi shed," RECORD , February 1977).
Some firm s al so send courtesy copies of
new s releases to their mailing list of past and
current clients, along with a sho rt explanatory
note. If you retain a clippin g serv ice, be sure
to send them a copy o f all your releases; it will
help the servi ce do a more thorou gh job for
you.
Finall y, make a po int of fo llowing up a
mailing with a phone ca ll to a handful of key
jo urnals.
Timing for market impact
Timin g d epe nd s o n publi ca ti o n d ates. A
mo nthl y journal usuall y cuts off all but earthshaking events abo ut three to five w eeks before
pu bli cati o n date. W eekl y magaz ines, w hi ch
tend to have a strong news slant, are mo re fl exibl e and will process new s almost up to the last
minute. A lways (even if your agreement w ith
the cl ient doesn' t require it) coordin ate publicity with the cli ent, general contractor, key suppliers and consultants. It m ay save you tim e
and money and w ill make for a bi gger spl ash.
Writing the news release
The typi cal new s rel ease consists of seven
parts: your logo and address ; a title or head1ine; contact information ; release date; dateline; text; and suppl ements.

The most cru c ial element is the titl e or
headline. Thi s should be typed in capital letters
and should not exceed two lines; it sho uld be
informative, specific, adive, and dramati c
without being coy , cute or corny.
As to text, what distingui shes a news release from other pieces of writing is sequence
and emphasis. Place the main point in a short
first paragraph . (Editors cut from the bottom of
the release.) The second and successive paragraphs sho uld then take up : (1) the event in
more detail , including some back-up ration ale;
(2) a quote o r two on the event by a principal
(opti onal); (3) rele vant background on the firm
and its princ ipals; (4) information o n relevant,
recent, or current projects.
No new s release should go beyond two
typewritten doubl e-spaced pages. The aim of a
release is to whet the appetite, no t to cover
every poss ible angle. If there is so much to say
it cannot fit o nto two pages, you need to
rewrite it or fo rget abo ut it. To round out the
materi al, it sometimes helps to include a project photograph, staff snapshot, or copy of a report, if appropri ate.
It is a sanguine office that believes all editors wil I observe a suggested release date. You
will thus do better to wa it until all contents are
cl eared, and mark the piece " for immediate release" at the to p of page 1.
Producing the release
If you pl an to issue mo re than three or four releases a year, develo p a special new s release
form . It is rarely worth settin g the release in
type. It costs more mo ney and dilutes the sense
of immed iacy conveyed by the typew riter face.
The ori ginal sho uld be cl ean, black and sharp.
Doubl e-space the text and leave generous
margins fo r use by the editor. Reproduction is
best by photo offset for the quantities you are
likely to need . Offset costs are about $5 per
hundred per original.
Tying in with other marketing efforts
As we noted, your program of news releases
cannot exist in a vacuum . It must ti e-in with
the over-a ll directi o n of your marketin g and
communi ca ti o ns. If you pl an to expand geographica ll y, or cultivate a parti cul ar seri es of
building types or serv ices, or make an o rganized effort to improve the level o f des ign, then
the tenor of your new s releases should reflect
thi s, along with your firm' s other marketing
communi cation s.
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New Haven, Conn. j
demand a whole new approach
stun Assoc. - Archit1
to a building's exterior design.
I

The

The demand is for buildings that use sunlight as much as possible .
At the same time, they must be highly insulated!
The Kalwall System is BOTH
light transmitting and INSULATED.
This means the entire structure can
have walls of Kalwall to let natural
sunlight in all around . Yet, because
Kalwall is so highly insulated, there isn't
the terrible heat loss of transparent
window-wall type buildings .
See for yourself! Visit a Kalwall building. Talk with the owner,
with the operating personnel. It'll be an exciting experience.

KALWAI,I~

SYSTEM

~that

NEW
APPROACH!

Kaiwall

Some specifications of the Kalwall System :
• Light transmission range
3% to 83%
• U-Factors
.40, .24, .15, and .C
• Shading Coefficients
..85 to less than .06
• Weight per Square Foot
1Y2 pounds
• Thickness of System
2¥4 inches
• Design Considerations
Unlimited
Try Kalwall on for s
• Cost

CORPORATION
1111 Candia Road, Manchester, New Hampshire 03103 Phone

603-627- ~

Full color literature gives OOfl'lllete details and specifications.
Call or write Bruce Keller. By return mail, you'll get all the
literature plus the name of an installation nearby!

For more dara, c ircle 38 on inquiry card

THIS COUPON CAN
BACK UP YOUR BUILDING
I BEAUTIFULLY l~All~HD~ I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Anchor Fence® can complement
your building back. .. front...
all around. And do a beautiful
job of it. After all, this fence
is built with 85 years of experience. Experience resulting in
superior engineering, the
industry's widest chain link
selection and a functionally
handsome design. Not to mention superior service.
Anchor Fence. The beauty
built with 85 years of experience.

Anchor Fence
Dept. E077 , 6500 Eastern Ave.
Baltimore, Md. 21224
Please send An chor Fence cata log
& specs.
Name
Title

Company
Address

City / State / Zip
Phone

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

--------------

The Dial-A-Drink
handle on Oasis
water coolers twists right or left:

for easy control. But tlie valve stem
doesrit turn ... cloesn~rind into the
valve seat. Result? The valve seat
wears on and on. So for lon_g-lasting
water coolers, turn to Oasis. And
take your 1eft-eshment with a twist.

OASIS~
The word for water coolers.

OA.5IS~bco Manufa.cturin<! Co., Columbus, Ohio 43213. -

L
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For more data, circle 3 9 o n inquiry card

For more data, c ircle 40 on inquiry card

Ezra Stoller
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RECYCLING ''MAIN"
-A LANDMARK
AT VASSAR
The engraving at left was made soon after Main, designed by James
Renwick in the Second Empire style, was completed in 1865. The Renwick building is the heart of today's Vassar, but back when the college
was founded, it was the entire body as well. In the beginning, Vassar
girls-among the first American women ever to go to college-lived,
ate, went to class and studied in this grand structure. As the campus
grew, Main's functions changed and by the early 1970s it seemed logical to expand it into a needed college center. Architect Jean Paul Carlhian of Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott proposed that the
new facilities (above) be wrapped around a rear wing in such a way
that two high, skylit atriums were created. This juxtaposition of old and
new has produced eminently successful interior spaces, which interconnect easily while leaving the original landmark, including the main
facade shown in the engraving, intact. For respecting the old building
and bringing new life to the restored structure, SBR&A have won a
1977 AIA Honor Award.-Mildred F. Schmertz
Vassar College Library
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It is among the nice coincidences that occasionally happen
in the practice of architecture that
Jean Paul Carlhian of Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott
should have designed the addition
to this particular building by
James Renwick. The latter, a great
19th-century eclectic, designed in
several styles including his Pugininspired Gothic Revival. Grace
Church and St. Patrick's Cathedral
in New York City, and the crenellated and spired Gothic fantasy for
the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C, are among the
best of his works in this style.
During his visit to the Paris
Exposition of 1854, Renwick discovered a new brand of eclecti-

cism-a French Renaissance Rev ival-called Second Empire in
honor of Napoleon Ill. What he
saw were the enlargements of the
Louvre by Louis Visconti and
H.M. Lefuel. He returned to the
United States with the new style as
part of his repertoire. He performed it conspicuously in Washington for the Corcoran Gallery of
Art (now the Renwick; RECORD,
July 1972, pages 110-112), and
for a much smaller audience in
the small town of Poughkeepsiethat new breed of woman student
at Vassar.
Back to Jean Paul Carlhian
and the coincidence. He, most fittingly, is French, grew up in Paris,
spent his boyhood at the Louvre
and studied architecture at the
seminary for which eclecticism
was the religion-the Ecole Nationale Superieure des Beaux Arts.
From 1937 to 1948 he competed
for a Grand Prix with, for contrast, a two-year interval at Harvard under Walter Gropius from
1945 to 1947. So he too, like Renwick, has brought a little bit of
Paris to Poughkeepsie. Deeply interested in formal composition as
taught by the Ecole, he has applied its principles in this addition
to the Renwick building.
In his own words: "The essence of any French Second Empire composition lies in the articulation of various elements of the
plan and elevation in a series of
wings and pavilions, symmetrical
within themselves and symmet-

rically disposed on either side of a
single grand axis. As a clue to
what we believe to be the massing
success of the addition, such an
arrangement was preserved , with
all the new elements arranged
symmetrically along the original
main axis, thus recognizing, reemphasizing, and reinforcing the
original concept. The side elevations were articulated along similar lines. The openings posed a
real problem, with all efforts to
duplicate, imitate or recall the
Renwick windows turning into
failures. Skylights were chosen,
wherever justifiable, over conventional windows. Where the latter
were deemed necessary they were
grouped into simple glass surfaces, each of which became a
single statement. Another challenge was the roof silhouette.
Sloping roofs or other 'Mansard'
solutions interfered with views
from Main's windows. We devised a crenellated outline where
cutouts (in lieu of pediments) expose inward sloping skylights (in
lieu of dormers) which we believe
provides a measure of articulated
richness which can stand on its
own besides Renwick's bravura ."
The addition stands on its
own with Main on the interiors as
well. Its two-story landscaped
atriums, spanned by bridges at the
second level , are dramatically
handsome communal spaces for
the college to congregate-better
than any of the major spaces extant in the Renwick structure.

The two old photographs (top left)
show the wing as it appeared before
the renovation. The outdoor terrace
has been replaced b y a two-story
atrium, and a ne w terrace (le ft) exte nds
beyond the snack bar in the ne w structure. The photo o f the ne w addition
(a bove) has been take n from a vantage
po int similar to the ones in the old
pho tographs. It is accessible from the
fo ur po ints o f the compass including a
bridge o ver the sunken court which illuminates and gives access to the
lower lobby. The diagram s (right)
show the elem ents destro yed and replaced and the considerations o f sym m e try and propo rtion whi c h co ntrolled Carlhian 's design.
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As the section (left) and the plans (opposite page) indicate, the new addition
consists basically of a U-shaped structure wrapped around the eastern stem
of Main. The entire four-story building
over 500 feet long was originally designed to house all of the activities of
the Vassar of 1865. The original structure remained virtually untouched
save for two additions. Following a
disastrous fire in 1918 which swept
away the original chapel and its apse,
the stem of the " T" was extended eastward. The other addition created a
new axial appendage toward the west
(see diagrams overleaf). The latter unfortunate accretion was demolished by
Vassar in the sixties in celebration of
the centennial of its foundation.
Carfhian persuaded the College
that the post-1918-fire addition to the
east be demolished as well. Everything
left was by Renwick and Carlhian and
his team were determined to preserve
as much of his work as possible, as
well as adding to it in the original spirit
of his design.
Most dramatically, Carlhian preserved Renwick's walls and windows
by holding his additions respectfully
back from them by the use of glassenclosed halls and two magnificent
atria (left and right photos), which
serve as all-weather gathering spaces.
These are crossed by bridges at the
second floor level that interconnect
the two-story lounge in the Renwick
''T'' (bottom left) with the additions
which flank it on either side. This
lounge was a former dining hall which
had been badly remodeled after the
1918 fire. Carlhian removed the ceiling, recaptured the spaces between
the post-fire trusses, and revealed the
original Renwick windows that had
been blocked up-thus bringing sunlight to the room.
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VASSAR COLLEGE CENTER

Special care was taken to assure that
all the new brick walls in the addition
matched perfectly the color and coursing of the original. Exposed metal parts
on the interior as well as the exterior
were either coated or painted in a special shade of gray to recall the subtly
differing shades of the old slate roofs
of Main. Shown above is the student
pub and to the left and below are two
views of the atria. Where needed, the
original windows have been remodeled as walk-through openings. The
atria are used primarily as sitting, study
and circulation space.

COLLEGE CENTER, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York. Architects : Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott. Consultants:

Zaldastani Associates (structural); Stressinger & Adams (mechanical); Thompson
Engineering Co. (electrical); Elizabeth Carlhian (landscape). Contractor: Dimeo Construction Co.
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A DIFFERENT KIND
OF
YOUTH CENTER

The "junior citizens" of Miami Beach
have a sparkling new facility that is intended
to bring them together as a cohesive group
-and hence keep them in the community.
To serve its particular function, the building
differs from traditional concepts
in many interesting ways . The image is vibrant;
the possible activities are many and varied.
And most important, the building is
what the users really wanted.-C.K.H.
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Smith Aerial Surveys

The Miami Beach Youth Center is different
from many of its predecessors because of the
wide variety of activities offered, because
those activities are actually what the users
wanted , and because of the facility's distinctive design. Architects Ferendino/Grafton/
Spillis/ Candela spent a great amount of time
and effort to make sure that the results met the
difficult program, and some of the processes
are discussed later on. But first, it is interesting
to see what their efforts produced.
A surprise here is the diversity of possible
activities beside the usual gymnasium and
meeting rooms (see plan , overleaf). Within the
brightly colored environment, there are constant loud sounds from bowling lanes, pinball
machines (located on a mezzanine above the
80
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lanes), a juke box and multi-media equipment
(located in the smaller round form at the top of
the plan, overleaf). Separated from the noisy
uses, there are facilities for serious pursuits
such as reading, group discussion, musi cal
practice (also located on the mezzanine) and
even television programs to augment the local
schools' requirements in a more relaxed atmosphere.
The architects point out that-despite the
presence of an ice skating rink (to the left of the
entrance)-the center conserves energy in
ways that hark back to earlier practice than the
normally fully enclosed educational facilities
in the region . For example, much of the floor
area relies on natural ventilation, which of
course is only possible all year in such
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As viewed from the entrance side
(photo, left), the building forms a
gateway to a multitude of activities,
which include tennis on the roof and
swimming in the 75-foot pool. Other
activities in the gymnasium are
accommodated in spaces that can be
open to the outdoors or enclosed ,
depending on the normally temperate
weather (photo above).

subtropica l locations . The gymnasium has
walls that can be opened up by means of rolling steel doors. And the center's main gathering place is a double-height open "porch" between the swimming pool and gymnasium
(photos above and last page).
Almost all of the center's spaces open to
each other--either directly or through glass
walls. The objects are to encourage interest in
all of the activities, to avoid a feeling of isolation when the spaces are under-utilized , and of
course to allow surveillance from the control
desk. (!here are three lull-time directors, a
supervisor and many part-time directo"rs.)
The 42 ,300-square-foot tactility was built
for a cost of $2,300,000 on a difficult triangular site, which contained utility easements that
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD July 1977
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further complicated planning. The building's
scale recognizes both the nearby large singlefamily houses and the fact that the building is
institutional in nature. The center's dynamic
appearance relies on the molding of traditional
construction methods-rather than structural
theatrics. It is built in the usual construction
manner for the area: poured-in-place concrete
frame with stuccoed concrete block infill . The
mezzanine and roof (where three tennis courts
are located-see aerial photo) are precast concrete double tees.
How did this youth center get to be so
different? To a distant viewer, Miami Beach
might appear to be the last place in need of
government-sponsored social programs and
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their facilities, but it has some unique problems. One is a large population of the aging
which has retired to a popular mecca of
"golden years" sun worship, only to find that
their once adequate funds no longer ca n support them .
Another problem has been the disaffection from the city by the children of often
affluent local families. And it was to counter
this di saffection that the concept of the youth
center was started.
While the very term "youth center" may
conjure up images of impoverished neighborhoods and the desire to keep the poor off the
streets, the needs here were quite different: to
give social cohesion-and hence civic enthusiasm-among contemporaries who m ight be

otherwise scattered over a broad geographic
area. To do thi s, the center was to provide constructive outlets for pent-up energies, including
augmenting school programs and any other activities th at might be popular-as well as the
traditional athl etic faci lities.
How is such an unusual facility programmed?
To determine w h at activi ti es we re to be
housed- as well as an appropriate site-architects Ferend i no/G rafton/Spi 11 is/Candela were
commi ssioned to do prel iminary research right
after approva l of the $2.5-mil lion bond issue.
A gro up ca ll ed " Junior Citizens of Miami
Beach" was organized with representation by
all local scnoo\s, and it acted as an advisory
committee to the architects. In the group' s
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A multitude of recreational equipment
is contained in the enclosed parts
of the building, and it is made
feasible by users paying for damage.
Over the bowling lanes (near the
entrance) a mezzanine accommodates
practice rooms, pinball machines
and tables for billiards and paddle
tennis (photo, left). A lounge,
toward the rear of the building, has
tables for study and snacks
(photo below).
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MIAMI BEACH YOUTH CENTER

name, a survey was sent to all students between 9 and 18 years of age, and its first question concerned just what was perceived by the
potential users when the term "youth center"
was mentio ned. Aside from the answer : "a
place of our own," their perception w as close
to that of the original intention : to create an
atmosphere for social cohesion. The need for
the center was emphasized by almost twenty
per cent of the respondents stating " nothing"
in answer to what they did in their free time .
Other questions involved interests in activities not accommodated by existing local facilities (the consensus included swimming,
bowling, tennis, karate, billiards, gymnastics,
relaxation, concerts, " rap" sess ions and-surprisingly-ice skating) and who should use the
84
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facility ("teens," " pre-teens" or both-the
consensus was both) . Another question concerned the desirable location of the proposed
facilities, and the majority answer was a generous "anywhere." The last answer left the architects with a long, detailed search to determine
a site. This was finally chosen on the edge of
a golf course near two of the larger local
schools and public transportation routes.
MIAMI BEACH YOUTH CENTER, Miami Beach,
Florida. Owner: City of Miami Beach. Architects
and engineers: Ferendino/Crafton/ Spil/is/Candelapartner-in-charge: Edward Grafton; project manager: Jose Corbato; project architect: Julio Crabiel;
interior and graphic designer: Howard Snoweiss
and Juan Lezcano. General contractor: Seldin Construction Co.
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The Clark Kerr Learning Resources Hall on the University of California

campus in Santa Barbara is the first link of an audio-visual inter-campus

communication system in the state-a structure housing the technology
of an educational network to share information. As a communication

service center, it was designed by architects Marquis & Stoller not just to provide
for all the newest electronic equipment, but to meet the obvious need for
spatial flexibility to accommodate yet-to-be-developed equipment. In so doing,
the architects also maintained a sensitivity to non-technological aspects,
perhaps demonstrated best by not losing sight of a simple pedestrian circulation
pattern , and ultimately converting that circulation space into a major design
feature in the new structure and thereby enhancing the experience for the passer-by.-janet Nairn
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purpose of the Learning Resources Hall is to be an integrated,
specialized , non-teaching facility for the development, production,
storage and distribution of any kind of visual or audio material that can
be used as a learning aid by students and teachers. It is, in essence, an
extension of the co nventional library conta ining printed matter; it is an
electronically-based library. It has become the central communi ca tions
hub on ca mpus, and is directly electron ically connected underground
to several other buildings. While this structure was intended to be a
prototype design for such facilities on other campuses throughout California, the concept has not yet been widely adopted.
To facilitate the various kinds of spaces needed to carry out this
multi-dimensional audio-visual purpose, and to maintain what was a
long-established, well-trodden axial through the site, the 45,000square-foot building was separated into two sections by a skylighted
arcade. One section houses the video production facilities in a soundproof chamber; the other houses offices, photo studios, engineering
shop, graphic arts, set production and storage-the support facilities.
The arcade is the focal point of the structure for most. It becomes
a special experience, a bonus th at did not exist on the campus before.
There is a great strength of enclos ure, partly due to blind walls enclos ing
spaces needing little natural light and to the dominant coffered ce iling
at the entrance. Yet there is also a light-filled openness with nonenclosed entrances and the two-story height of the space, capped by a
skyli ght.
The structu re is poured-in-place reinforced concrete, with shear
walls for expected lateral earthquake movement. The video studio is
separated structura ll y from the balance of the structure. In the arcade,
the roof and second-story balcony are cantilevered from the large wing,
attached at only two points to the video studio wing (on the north and
south sides-seen on the second story plan) by a hanging connection
composed of two steel pins that provide a vertical expansion joint.
At completion in 1975 , the build ing cost was $55 per square foot.

STU DENT LEARNING SYSTEMS

1
SECOND FLOOR

CLARK KERR LEARNING RE SOU RCES HA LL, The University of California, Santa
Barbara, Ca lifornia. Architects: M arquis & Stoller-}. Peter Winkelstein, Peter
Kampf, project architec ts. Engineers: Isadore Thompson & Associates (s tructura/),
Archer-Spencer Engineering Associates, Inc. (m echanica l/e lec trica/). Landscape
architects : EDA W, Inc. Consultants: Wilson, Ihrig & Associates, Inc. (aco ustica/);
J. E. Goolsby (graphics); The Koch Company (cos t). Genera l contractor: J. W.
Bailey Construction Company.
FIRST FLOOR
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LEARNING RESOURCES HALL

Built-in flexibility is obviously experienced in the learning systems area
(above) where the electrical system is
spread across the open ceiling beams
allowing any kind of working arrangement and demonstration. Not seen is
the easily accessible channel below
the first floor hallway, which contains
the heart of the center, the cables and
electrical hookups. The video control
room (right) and studio (a bove) are
separated from the other facilities as a
division of functions and sound control. The engineering shop (below) was
positioned near the building's service
entrance (bottom page 86) and is filled
with natural light through a line of
clerestory windows.

COOL-HAND COLLEGIATE
Designing part of a hospital complex has generally been to the practice of architecture what
personal injury litigation has been to the practice of law-not entirely glamorous.
There are so many programmatic considerations, not to mention overlapping or conflicting departmental demands, that esthetic
impulses are often excused from the room, if
not rudely laughed out of it.
This makes Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's
Medical Center's new academic facility-Rush
medical college, for short-a really remarkable
event. The architects, Metz Train O lson &
Youngren, with partner John King in charge of
design , have not only come up with a technically proficient structure, but they have also
made the most of what everyone else thought
was an impossible site, one with an elevated
train running through . Inside, it cl early responds to functional patterns; outside, to existing elements of the surrounding Med ical Center, becoming a unifying, organizing participant amidst an unkempt cluster of older facilities. Exacting and elegant in its massing, finishes, and detailing, and very much in the Chicago "tradition" in this respect, the Rush medical college more than holds its own as a conscientious architectural concept.
This is not only an architectural story. It is
a programming and planning story, tied up in
the very nature of medical practice itself. This
was to be a new school with a very old name.
Rush University, named after Benjamin Rush ,
the doctor who signed the Declaration of Independence, dates from 1837, the year of Chicago's incorporation, but it was discontinued
during World War II. Then in the late 1960s,
Presbyterian and St. Luke's Hospital s, having
been recently combined, started some soulsearching. And the architects, called in early,
helped the hospital to decide what its nature,
and its location , as an institution should be.
There was a question, for example, as to
whether to stay in its inner-city neighborhood,
where nurses had to be paid a 20 per cent premium to surmount the dangers of coming to
work. It was realized, finally, that other, and
less noble, premiums would have to be paid
were the institution to hightail it fo r "safer"
surrounds. The result is what John King calls a
" mini-national health system," with the medical center as a research and referra l hospital
linked to other primary, secondary, and tertiary
health-care facilities throughout the region .
Gradually this Rush Care Network, and revolutionary it is, has come to consist of 14 medical
schools in the Midwest, plus ten hospitals in
Chicago and northern Illinois.
The Network was full of implications, and
obligations. It meant building a neighborhood
clinic, nearby in the West Side ghetto, and
knocking on doors to find people who needed
care. It meant offering its own pre-paid healthmaintenance insurance program. It meant
starting its own medical school, cutting ties
with the one at the University of Illinois, and
Rush University, which had been in this same
neighborhood, was rechartered in 1969.
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The Rush Care Network now serves a
population of 1.5 million . Students have
access to all of its components. And the college, opening last September at a cost of $24.5
million, has 1,000 of them, expected to double
in four years.
Where to put the college was an open
question for a long time. The architects looked
into building it over the expressway, but the
delays of government red-tape seemed too
much, and into putting it across the street from
the hospital complex. Says partner Ralph
Youngren, "No one thought we could use the
skinny site where the elevated train ran, but the
hospital al ready owned it, and it was on the
same block as the rest of the buildings. So we
said, why not think of the El as an asset, building around it, maybe even putting stops right
inside the hospital-a potential that has not yet
been taken advantage of, what with the Chicago Transit Authority somewhat hesitant. But
we did achieve the major concept-a walkway
in the air. The hospital complex consists of
buildings dating from the 1880s to the 1970s,
and these are made of different materials, with
different entrances, and they have no connections. We wanted to build the connector."
That is exactly what Rush is, one tinkertoy in an urban-scale construction . " It isn' t a
building," King emphasizes. "It's a mid-section."
This " mid-section" starts on the fourth
floor. There is nothing below except the concrete stilts supporting it, and the train . But the
structure is such that a third floor could be
slung down ; first and second floors could be
built up from grade. "The idea for that street
level area," says partner Carl Hunter, an associate designer at the time, " was eventually to
have a drug store, flower and book shops,
maybe a restaurant, and doctors' offices. The
complex now has thousands of people and no
amenities, but it could be a school on top, with
a lively sub-culture below."
Today, there is just the school on topfloors four, five, and six. But the structure is
geared to hold between seven and eleven
more. Four additional elevator shafts are in
place to serve such someday expansion . And
mechanical gear, housed in spiffy immaculately sheathed side towers so that nothing on
the roof will have to be removed for expansion
purposes, ca n carry more vertical load . Horizontal growth can also occur at each end.
The El suggested several trains of thought
about the stru ctura l configuration itself, and
has even become a kinetic feature of experiencing the architecture. The college is on
sti lts because it was necessary to climb over
the El tracks and thus take advantage of the
site's full width . A way also had to be worked
out to insulate the co llege from the trains.
The first thing was to separate the building's structure from that of the tracks. They are
supported on columns that go six feet below
grade. The building, in contrast, has caissons
going down 60 feet. That left only the most virulent vibrations to travel through the soi l,

skinny urban site with an elevated
train track running through it. The long
structure, on stilts, climbs up and over
the tracks and, acting as a three-level
walkway in the air, actua lly consisti ng
of floors four through six, it interconnects with o lder su rrrou nding facilities. Cantilevered on either side of the
m ain axis , the savoir fa ire of its
hoisted, hovering surfaces gives continuity and composu re to the existing
streetscape, while leaving room for future addi ti ons, amenities, and activities that can be plugged in from gradelevel upwards. Seven to eleven more
floors can also be added topside . Aluminum slats provide an impeccable,
immaculate detailing that is more than
worthy of the Chi cago tradition .

Philip Turner

Steve Grub man photos except were
h
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down to the caissons, and up again. So a neoprene pad was placed between the concrete
stilts and the steel columns at the fourth floor.
As for noise, the architects devised an obstacle course of sand-filled concrete-block
walls, with sealed joints covered with soundabsorptive panels, plus a reflective hard membrane over the tracks themselves. The ceiling
bounces sound back down, and the side walls
devour it. Just in case, the floor above the
tracks is flocked with acoustical fibers. In some
places, the trains are only ten feet from a doctor's desk. You can't hear a thing.
The El also determined the structu ral system. To climb over it, the architects cantilevered the building 24 feet out on that side. Efficiency factors said to cantilever it 24 feet on
the other side. That left 72 feet of central column-free space, ensuring fine flexibility, and,
to span that, there was a choice between a
five-foot six-inch beam or the same amount of
steel in a seven-foot six-inch truss. That gave
the architects an idea.
One of the real problems of the hospital
complex was that it was a bunch of separate
buildings, and though the new buildi ng was
envisioned as a connector, none of the floor
levels of its neighbors matched-unless, that
is, the truss option was used to make room for
interstitial space between floors , thus giving an
over-all floor height of 17 feet six inches . That
could manage to touch two of the three nearby
buildings, and any new additions to the site.
Brilliant. But would it make sense in dol lars?
A study of another research building in the
medical center was done to see how m uch had
been spent in remodeling and, in the previous
ten years, it turned out that $9 per square foot
had been spent, 85 per cent of that for mechanical changes-not counting the disturbance every time something was changed. With
interstitial space, where a man can walk in and
rearrange the innards of the building without
scratching at its skin, much of that expense
could be saved. So the decision was made.
Rush has interstitial levels below the fourth and
above the fihh and sixth floors. There is none
between the fourth and fifth because there are
two-level lecture halls in that location. This
premium will be repaid in seven years.
With its floor-height module, the college
could be connected to two older adjacent
buildings-climbing over the street to meet
one of them and giving it an additiona l elevator core. There are also bridges to a new parking garage, across another street, and a new
geriatrics center next door-both of them by
Metz Train Olson & Youngren.
The long cantilevers naturally called for a
lightweight skin. The architects adapted a British system of extruded aluminum sl ats, encased in stainless-steel slipcovers, but leh the
slipcovers off in this application. The slatting
technique proved less expensive than bending
big metallic sheets, and retoo ling an American
plant to make the slats was no problem. What
was a problem was racking the sl ats into
panels for site work. King relates, "At fi rst the
people were racking them up from the back,
and there were variations in color. Th e building would have come out striped, but carefully
preselecting the slats, it worked fine."
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As a result, the Rush medical college has
a certain top-hat savoir faire. It avoids the potential harsh desolation of a futuristic structural
essay by the scale and texture of the slatting
pattern, by the tone of the aluminum finish ,
and in its dash around corners and the delicate
definitions of section and infill. Nor is the
smart cut of its facades disappointed by the interior-a restrained palette of burgundy and
blue, natural woods, buff carpeting, and
rounded accents.
The skinny site dictated that corridors be
run along each outer edge, with rooms in the
middle . The east corridors are public and carpeted; the west ones, in terrazzo, are for supplies, animals, and staff. And rather than shut
the classrooms and offices into little cells, the
architects borrowed natural light for them by
way of canted glass clerestories . Spritely gathering spots are sprinkled throughout.
The two-level library, a lounge-like focal
point at one end of the school, is reached by
a dramatic staircase, celebrated with a pyramidal skylight, carpeted throughout, made comfy
with handsome wooden furniture , and embellished with chrome light fixtures. The doctors
hated fluorescent supermarket-style libraries,
said so, and wanted something like the lamps
from their own school days. So there are table
lamps all over; touted today as "task lighting,"
something other than energy conservation was
on the architects' minds at th e time th e lamps
were specified.
A lot of the furniture here consists of a system that was developed by Niklas Zographos,
at the architects' request, from an earlier chair
design of his. They further invented, and had
fabricated , a special carrel that can be locked
full of books, like a piano's keyboard. This kind
of attention appears throughout, whether it is
a handsome railing on a back staircase or trunk
lines in the desks of the lecture hall for electronic hook-up, and this has yet another practica I side-the kind of natural, giving
thoroughness with which people tend to apply
themselves to their work when their surroundings are comely, engaging, and bright.
Rush medical college was not an inexpensive building, running $91.40 per square foot,
but not untoward , either, for this kind of technical load. Besides saving, strengthening, and
sharing itself with its urban context, it can
make room for the growing demands of an unknown future in an economical fashion, making front-end costs more than justifiable. And
what sure style! Perhaps it will help dispel the
notion that quality is limited to corporate headquarters and private hillside homes.

------. .

ACADEMIC FACILITY OF RUSH UNIVERSITY, Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center, Chicago. Architects: Metz Train Olson & Youngren; john Matthew

King, project designer; Kenneth R. Mullin, project
manager. Engineers: C. A. Metz Engineers and Le
Messurier Associates (structura/); Environmental Systems D esign (mechanica l, electrica/); Bolt Beranek
and Newman (acous tical); David A. Mintz (lighting).
General

contractor

and

constru ction

manager:

Morse/Deisel.
Nary Miller is managi ng edi tor of Inland Architect magazine, arch itecture crit ic for The Chicago Daily News, a 1976
Fellow of the Graham Foundation for Advanced Study in the
Fine Arts, and a 1977 recipient of the Loeb Fellowship of
Harvard University.
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A GLOW ON OLD GOTHIC
Lopez-Medina

The idea that a learned and lookable architecture should be part of a good education, or
that a good education should at least lead to an
appreciation for architecture as a sound cultural influence, was mixed right into the mortar
of the University of Chicago when it was
founded in the early 1890s.
Henry Ives Cobb was called to lay out the
campus; Frederick Law Olmstead , the tree1i ned linearity of the Midway Plaisance.
Wright, Goodhue, Mies, Eero Saarinen, and
many others would find place here as well. But
it is Cobb's English Gothic quadrangles that
hold the campus together .
In a recent picture book about this heritage, Dreams in Stone, Donald J. R. Bruckner,
the University's Vice President for Public Affairs observes, " There are styles more awesome, most seem to me more noble; but in
Gothic it is clear the builders had fun. "
These buildings, gotten up in blue Bedford
stone, look like a meeting of mischievous gray
eminences, which makes them very good English Gothic-revival buildings. There is dignity
and humanity and wit in them . Good old
Gothic, or the fun part of it anyway, m ight not
have been a bad thing to stick to.
Metz Train Olson & Youngren, with Ralph
Youngren seeing after things, did stick to it,
and in regearing the interiors of several of these
buildings for new needs, they have assimilated
the idiom with a subtle, sure hand.
The old Harper Library, of 1912, by Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge, has been turned into
the College Center. The old Rosenwald Hall, of
1914, by Holabird & Roche, and the o ld Business East of 1904-also by the Shepley firmhave been turned into the Graduate School of
Business.
In addition, the adjacent Wieboldt Hall , of
1926, by Coolidge & Hodgdon, has been
turned into a study area as an extension of the
College Center facilities in old Harper. Rosenwald and Business East interiors were done in
association with Samuel A. Lichtmann, with
the Harper/Wieboldt conversion assigned to
Metz Train Olson & Youngren on their own.
Essentially three concerns guided the architects, working with Calvert W. Audrain, the
Director of Physical Planning and Construction
of the University, and Harold Hellman, the
University Architect. The Gothic character of
the interiors had to be preserved. The functional nature of the various new academic facilities had to be efficiently accommodated; in
other words, the affectionate retention of old
stylistic elements and details could not be allowed to get in the way of practical performance. And the life-style of students and faculty
had to be expressed.
The main reading room of Harper, always
somewhat cavernous and regal , as if waiting
for some knighthood to assemble, now has
lounge-style study areas and a lot of quiet
corners to get lost in. Big old tables were refinished, and in the small study areas, defined by
low book stacks, which are oak-trimmed
standard metal units, new trestle tables of oak
94
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have been used. Two magnificent chandeliers,
rewired and relamped , spread a soft light over
the richly patterned vaults and infill of the ceiling, reaching over to emphasize the deep recesses of the Gothic windows.
Beyond each end wall are the East Tower
and the West Tower, which contain faculty offices and, on a third -floor mezzanine, student
lounges. Classrooms, with their reclaimed detailing, are varied and delightful.
Old Business East has been tied into old
Harper by way of a new third-floor reading
room, which is directly accessible, as is the
reading room in Harper, from the new "checkpoint" and library services desk in the East
Tower. This beautifully proportioned room has
finally been allowed to reveal its full nature,
and an affable nature it is. Wonderful wood
trusses, once lost in the dark "up there," have
new lighting concealed in them. Two study
platforms have been put in, and are proving
popular. Colorful foam cushions provide a putup-your-feet nonchalance.
The second floor of Business East, formerly stack space, now has classrooms and
offices, while the main floor was redesigned to
house two tiered classrooms and a seminar
space. These serve the Graduate School of
Business, as does the entire Rosenwald interior, reached by a bridge from Business East,
which was redesigned for offices, seminar
rooms, and administration. For example, the
Dean's suite of offices, off a reception lobby,
incorporates Gothic-style screens of oak
-and this incorporation of old themes, set
off by bright contemporary posters and hangings, appears throughout the principal areas of
the complex. Whenever possible, the architects saw to it that original detailing was
reworked. Some doorways were redesigned for
easier, more spacious access, but their details
were lifted from older existing elements. Very
little was thrown away, and what had to be
was thoughtfully replaced with features of enhancing simplicity. This is not only a unifying
design discipline on the part of the architects
but also a dignifying one. Like Cobb and his
colleagues years ago, they had fun, but now it
is an evenly distributed humor.
Those gargoyles still grin; finials sprout,
ancient emblems encrust refurbished stone
walls. There is solidity and certitude in these
retrieved resources and, maybe influenced by
it all , there is a feeling that being "modern" is
not the privilege of one particular time.-W.M.
THE COLLEGE CENTER and THE GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, The University of Chi cago,
Chicago, Illinois. Architects of The College Center
(formerly Harper Library and Wieboldt Hall): Metz
Train Olson & Youngren. Architects of The Graduate
School of Business (formerly Rosenwald Hall and
Business East): Samuel A. Lichtmann and Metz Train
Olson & Youngren. Engineers: C. A. Metz Engineers
(structural); Environmental Systems Design (mechanical, electrical, plumbing). Contractor: L. } . Graf
(Harper Library Reading Room); Coath and Goff
(College Center, Graduate School of Business conversions).
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The English Gothic quadrangle buildings of The University of Chicago are
yielding up some efficient, stylish contemporary facilities. The old Harper Library (opposite top) has been adapted
inside as a new College Center, and its
main reading room (above), while
carefully preserving the character of
the original scale and detailing, has
been made more informal and familial. The old idiom has been evoked
down to such small details as the lighting battens in a Harper classroom
(right) which liven up original ornament. Other phases of the quadrangle
conversion include old Rosenwald
Hall (opposite below) and old Business East (overleaf) as the Graduate
School of Business.
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The beautifully proportioned thirdfloor reading room in old Business East
(above), connecting to the study and
library facilities in the old Harper Library, redesigned as the College Center, now fully reveals the gentle gran- '
deur of its wooden trusses and provides colorful , comfortable surroundings for reading and quiet conversation. In the somewhat more staid office
and seminar areas of adjacent Rosenwald Hall, old details have been either
preserved or newly interpreted-for
example, the Gothic-style wooden
"screens" of the Dean' s office entrance (below), setting off both original
window details and wood moldings,
and enhanced by bright contemporary
posters and hangings. Outside Business East (right) maintains its familiar
symbolic stance.

LOFT LIVING:
BIG SPACES, FRESH IMAGES
Changes in the zoning ordinances, here and in other cities,
are opening up old manufacturing districts to special residential occupancies.
These transformations sometimes produce new kinds of neighborhoods
and often--as in this loft by architect Alan Buchsbaum-generate spaces of high contrast.

At the time of purchase, this five-story loft
building-a former cord factory-in Lower
Manhattan showed many of the signs of neglect that make this kind of building economically attractive and certain design idiocyncracies that might be turned into architectural virtues. The floors were in poor condition and
needed patching. The stamped tin ceiling,
nailed right to the wood joists, was in sad disrepair. Transverse partitions, some of them
awkwardly positioned with respect to the
structural grid of heavy timber, chopped up the
space wastefully. In addition, all the mechani-

cal and plumbing services were at one end of
the 25- by 90-foot floors.
Buchsbaum removed the partitions and
made repairs to finishes where necessary. He
opened the space to its full length. In plan, he
zoned out the principal functions, being
guided by obvious requirements for light and
privacy. The kitchen, needing large amounts of
neither, was placed near the center of one of
the long walls. But to bring the services to it
from the rear wall, the bedroom and dining
areas had to be raised up to create a false floor.
Across from the kitchen, Buchsbaum set up a

work area with drafting tables, tack space and
supply cabinets. The plan is completed by living space and bedroom at opposite ends.
In general feeling, the loft is casual and
unselfconscious, although sculptural accents
-as at the long kitchen counter-betray an
abiding concern for form. Most of the furnishings are simple, informal, and selected for their
potential for easy rearrangement. Buchsbaum
has gotten considerable design mileage from
subtle contrasts in textures and from a lighting
plan that is well thought out and inventive in
its selection of fixtures.
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The bedroom however, presents a somewhat different vocabulary of form and finisha vocabulary of more studied elegance and
more dramatic contrasts (see preceding page).
The raised floor is finished in a smooth, high
glaze, off-white tile that turns up at the built-in
bed to form an enclosure for the mattress. The
closet has mirror-glass doors and the whole
space is defined in the long axis by a gently
undulating glass block partition that slaloms
leisurely around a pair of heavy wood columns. The lighting is subdued in the bedroom
although the glass block partition is actually

lighted from both sides. A row of airport fixtures, floor mounted with rigid conduit and fitted with blue bulbs, lends the space an unexpected trace of mystery.
The building has three owners (Buchsbaum is one) and each occupies a floor. To put
the project on a sounder economic footing, the
remaining space has been turned into rental
property.
LOFT FOR ALAN BUCHSBAUM, New York City. Architects: Alan Buchsbaum and Stephen Tilly. Lighting design: Paul Marantz .

BUCHSBAUM LOFT
The raised platform-required
for plumbing-provides carpeted sea ting for the dining
table which is set in a ci rcular
cutout. Over the dining area
(photo at right) is a tapestry/
sculpture executed in felt and
designed by Robert Morris. The
bath, w ith its open shower, is
shown reflected (photo below).
It is fini shed, like the bedroom,
in reflective materials.

RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS

Religious buildings provide some of the
most taxing and difficult programs that architects ever have to cope with , for, in
spite of the full storehouse of architectural precedents for them, there are nonetheless a bewildering variety-and sometimes a
baffling vagueness-of goals they are meant to respond to. Consider, for instance, the question of " function," which, in turn, the
form of religious buildings is meant to follow. Is function simply what goes on inside-the movement of some number of people
and the sounds they make? Or is it something a good deal more complicated, less clear, more filled with matters of the heart and
soul? The answer is clearly the latter-though none of the buildings shown in the following collection defines "function" in just
the same way as any other one. They use structure, recalled traditional shapes, light, symbolic images-all to try hard to conjure
up the picture of "church " in our minds. Some respond to the changing forms of the liturgy; several- since they are renovationsrespond as w ell to th e current reawakening of interest in adaptive re-use . Their quality is probably uneven- though it is to no one
person , perhaps, to say which veer farthest from excellence. In any case, this is a collection which gives a good picture of the current
state of thinking about the problem of designing religious buildings.-Gera/d Allen
A RC HITECTU RA L RECOR D July 1977
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CARMEL
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
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This church building is one of a group of
buildings meant eventually to surround an
open cloi stered area roofed over by a bosque .
It is, in pl an, a 75-foot-square, topped by a 60foot-square pyramidal roof. The structure of
the roof is steel lattice, sheathed in pine decking with rigid insulation and a standing seam
copper roof. One of the four sides of the pyramid extends farther than the others to form a
north-faci ng clerestory. The flat roof around
the bottom of the pyramid acts as a beam to
contain horizontal thrust. It also contains duct
work and it forms, inside, a trough for the lighting. Typically, according to the architect, the
church congregation socializes after services,
and so a covered porc h outside and a specia l

place inside are provided . To encourage peopl e's movement to these areas-and also to inc rease the connecti on between the ch urch interior and the bosque-three pairs of glass
doors are prov ided. In the rea r of the ch urch is
the choi r loft, and , above that, speakers for the
electroni c organ .
CARMEL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH , Charlotte,
North Caro lina. Architects: Wheatley/ Whisnant Associates-Murray Whisnant, princ ipal-in-charge-ofdesign. Engineers: King-Hudson and Associates
(s tructural); J.M. M cDowell and Associates (m echanica l); 5. T. H ocsak and Associates (electrical). Consultant: Robert Cook (aco ustical). Fabric wal l hanging: Jose Fumero. General contr actor ·. R.H . Wheatley Company.

Cordon H. Schenck, Jr. photos
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Otto Baitz photos

MEMORIAL
UNITED METHODIST
CHURCH
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The congregation of this church approached
their architect with a strong and well-defined
program, a minimal budget, and a magnificent
site of four acres in a pasture with views of rolling wooded hills. The fundamental principle of
the building program was that the life of the
church begins in worship, and a second
tenet-almost immediately as important-was
that for the uses of tomorrow as well as today,
a flexibility had to be built into the design for
worship. Seating was required for 240 people,
including a choir of 30, and supplementary
seating for special services needed to be able
to be brought in (from a storage room off the
narthex, as it turned out). The resulting church
is a structure of considerable simplicity, made

of concrete block bearing walls. As is so often
the case in contemporary churches, natural
light-shown above-is used to denote the
altar, the focal point of the whole building;
here the clerestory that admits a sheet of light
at that point is almost the only "architectural"
feature of the interior, and it gains enormously
in power for that. Outside, the angular, fragmented shapes of the block suggest, without
copying them, older church forms.
MEMORIAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,
Avon, Connecticut. Architects: Philip Ives Asso-

ciatcs-associate-in-char[!c: Edward W. Winter. Engineers: Throop & Feiden (structura/); I. M. Robbins
(mechanica//e/ectrica/). General contractor: Fred
Brunoli & Sons.

Frank Lotz Miller photos

CHRIST THE KING
CATHOLIC CHURCH

This church, like several others in this collection, is designed as the centerpiece of a collection of buildings still to come-in this case, a
rectory, parish hall, and eventually a school
and a convent. It attempts in part to follow the
ancient form of the basilica-a simple, threeaisle structure, originally with flat ends-in
new-fangled materials: a concrete structural
frame with infill sometimes of concrete (in the
tower at one end and over the altar at the
other) and other times of rough-sawn cedar,
stained to weather eventually to gray. Light is
introduced inside at either end of the building
in two different ways. At the entrance is a large
stained glass window, and over the altar is a
clerestory that allows the I ight to flood down

over the entire chancel area, illuminating as
well the large and thin wall hanging that forms
its focal point. In one important way, however,
the building swerves from the traditional forms
which on the whole it emulates: the traditional
long and thin shape of the basilica has been
considerably widened-in homage to current
liturgical thinking, which tends to require not
only a freestanding altar facing the congregation but, in addition, a seating arrangement
that brings more people up front.

---------------------------------------------------------CHRIST THE KING CATHOLIC CHURCH, Little
Rock, Arkansas. Architects and engineers: Wittenberg, Delany & Davidson, Inc-project architect:
Fred Arnold. General contractor: Matson Con-

struction Company.
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ST. BARNABAS
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
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The design of this delicate, gently scaled, and
specially lighted Ep iscopal church was only
one part of an over-all study which was undertaken by the architects. The new church was to
be constructed on a softly rolling site in suburban Delaware, and the entire complex was intended eventually to include a large church
school as well as a sanctuary proper and rooms
for other more directly liturgical activities. The
new school still is waiting to be built, but its
anticipation is reflected in the prominent entrance lobby to it, which is located just left of
the main entrance to the church itself. This
lobby now contains as well a flight of stairs that
lead down to classrooms and an assembly hall
below the existing church.

The most striking feature of the interior of
the churc h is a large double cross, so designed
as to be visible from all sides; and made of
stained glass. This hangs above the main altar,
and it is lit from skylights above, in the roof of
the crossing of nave and transcept. The interior
supports for the crossi ng also become, outside,
the church's spire, in a lacy web of structu ral
elements topped by a cross.
ST. BARNABAS EPISCOPAL CHURCH , Marshallton,
Delaware. Architects: Victorine and Samuel Homsey. Engineers: Victorine and Samuel Homsey (structural); Ewald and Miller (mechanical/electrica/).
Double cross above the altar designed by June Groff.
General contractor : W.D. Haddock Construction
Company.

CHAPEL
OF THE ,ASSUMPTION,
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA

This is a small Roman Catholic c hapel wh ich
is located in a cemetery just south of the city
of Mede llin in Colombia. According to the architects, the motivating concept of the design
here was a desire to express the Christian hope
of the resurrection of the body and life after
death in terms of a clear and dramatic structura l shape for the building. So a structural system was devised , using two triangular frames
th at rise to a height of over 90 feet above the
chapel ' s altar. These in turn support 52 white
concrete ribs which spring up to reac h it and
which have infill of gray-tinted glass . Since the
ribs spring from the perimeters of a plan that is
rhomboidal , the resulting three-dim ensional
shape becomes complex and remarkable, as it

creates an interior space, brilliantly lit, that
rises upward from a relatively low entrance
portal to its full height above the altar. The interior modifies all of this drama somewhat with
a touch of austerity, in that, aside from the altar
itself, there are no other furnishings . The basement of the church contains a crypt and a
smal l chapel , and there is also a ceremonial
platform at the main entrance for funerals.
CAPILLA DE LA ASUNCION , Medellin, Co lombia.
Architects: Laureano Forero and Rodrigo Arboleda.
Engineer: Jaime Munoz Duque (structural). Consultand: L. and L. H . Forero (landscap e). General co ntractor: Arquitectos lngenieros Asociados Con-ConCreto.
A RCHITECTURAL RECO RD July 1977
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ST. PATRICK'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
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The program for this Roman Catholic church
called for a great deal of flexibility for roundthe-week use, and it had as well to make a visible impression to tourists on the nearby highway leading to Alabama Gulf Coast beaches
not too far· away. Three specially divisible
areas were required, and they are achieved in
the plan which is shown above: a permanent
chapel which can seat up to 80 people, a secondary seating area to bring the seating capacity to 250 on Sundays, and a third area which
could be used for church services but could
also be adapted to secular activities. The
building can be used for one, two, and three
separate functions simultaneously, or combined into one room for large and special serv-

STOR 6
GAME RM

ices. Most of the architectural emphasis here,
then, is on a special set of church functions; for
the rest, the building is for the most part extraordinarily simple and dignified, sitti ng
quietly on its site in a grove of tall pine trees.
Four separate roofs pitch upward towards the
central area, which corresponds to the central
crossing in churches of traditional design.
ST. PATRICK 'S CATHOLIC CHURCH, Robertsdale,
Alabama. Architects: J. Buchanan Blitch and Associates- }. Buchanan Blitch, Bill Argus, Jr. , and
Eduardo Camacho. Engineers: 0. E. Britt and Associates (s tructural); J. V. Reuter, Jr., (mechanical);
Schroeder and Associates (electrical). Consultant:
Sean Cullen (furnis hings and stained glass). General
contractor: 0. and A. Equipment Company.

CHAPEL OF
THE GOOD SHEPHERD

The Chapel of the Good Shepherd on Roosevelt Island in New York was designed in 1875
by Frederick Withers, a one-time partner of
Calvert Vaux, one of the architects for Central
Park. It has been restored as a community
building with a religious focus for the bu rgeoning Roosevelt Island new town . The design
problem in this case involves an intriguing host
of technical problems, rather than any dramatic alteration of the old bui lding's appearance. Cu rrent code requirements, for instance,
call for windows about six times the present
size for ventilation (which is therefore accomplished mechanically), and a good deal of
structural rei nforci ng (by new steel beams) was
required . Access for the handicapped also had

to be provided, and the front stai rs had to be
supplemented with an additional stairway
reached from the opposite direction, which
was finally placed in the bottom of the bell
tower, with new mechanical equipment in the
top. All of this, as well as the needs of the community, increased the urgency for the building
to become a multiple-use structure in order to
raise the required money fm its preservation.
CHAPEL OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD, Roosevelt Island, New York, New York. Arch itect: Giorgio Cavaglieri-project manager: Denis Glen Kuhn. Architects for the plaza landscaping: Johansen & Bhavnani. Engineers : Hecht, Hartmen & Concessi (mechanical). General contractor: Caicedo Construction

Corporation.
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LEAMINGTON ROAD
BAPTIST CHURCH
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The architects of this radical restoration were
initially commissioned to design an altogether
new building to replace the one which is
shown above. They duly noted, however, that,
in addition to a rather small budget for the required new program, they were being presented with an older building which made a
considerable and memorable impression in its
neighborhood. Its basic problem was that it
was vast and therefore extremely expensive to
heat and otherwise to maintain, and it was also
beset with a particularly bad case of dry rot,
which would have to be arrested immediately
if the building were to survive. And so it was
arrested, the shell of the existing building was
retained, and a two-thirds smaller (in volume)

and more modern interior was composed inside it. Existing cast iron columns were used as
a basic structure from which to hang wooden
trusses at varying levels; these in turn were left
exposed, and they support the I ightweight
timber ceiling. The windows at the ground
floor level were left exposed, to give light inside, and the new strongly profiled ceiling was
cocooned in fiberglass taken down the paneling of the external walls to give a very high
level of thermal insulation.
LEAMINGTON ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH, Black-

burn, England. Architects and engineers: Building
Design Partnership. General contractors: Henry Ibbotson and Sons, Limited.

Belton 5. Waif photos
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ST. MARY'S
EPISCOPAL CHURCH

The renovation of this sma ll church made good
use of a building which had fallen into disrepair, and it attempted to invest it as well with
an altogether new character wh ic h, it was
hoped, would be appropriate to a liturgical
form that had changed radically since the original church had been built. The adaptation,
though, sought to respect as much as possible
the character of the original structure, shifting
the tone to the more contemporary mainly by
application of new elements, rather than by
radically altering the o ld ones. Thus the bulk of
the renovation consisted of providing new furnishings, new lighting, and new mechanica l
systems-plus simply refurbi shing what was
already there. Flexibility is the key here: the

new seating is composed of interlocking singl e
chairs, there is no fixed pulpit, nor is there a
communion rail , and the altar is completely
portable. Panel s of nylon stretched on aluminum frames allow spaces to be d efined
differently for different functions, and neon
arches were added above to create the feeling
of a festive atmosphere-and to induce some
li ght up near the dark ceiling. Track lighting, in
addition, is used to provide supplementary
lighting when needed during the day, and primary lighting at night.
ST. MARY'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH, Jacksonville,
Florida . Architects: Freedman/ Clements/ Rumpel.
General contractor: Jenkins Construction Company.
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD July 7977
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MONASTERY AT
BELMONT ABBEY
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Thi s newl y renova ted m o nastery in N o rth
Caro lina began life as a 33-foot-wide building
with a single- loaded corrido r th at w as designed and built by the m o nks of the m o nastery
in 188 1. Success ive efforts added and added to
it until , by 1900, it had attained the co nsiderabl e length of 300 feet-still in the fo rm of
a row of room s o n three fl oors. The buildin g is
an unsophi sti ca ted o ne, co ntaining no very impo rtant arc hitectural feature except the m ost
impo rtant o ne of all- the imprint of the peopl e
who ca refully put it together. It has now been
renovated with perhaps equal care to make 36
room s for the monks, eac h with sinks, closets,
and individual heating and air-conditioning
controls. In addition , there is a six-room infir-

mary w ith a k itc hen, p lus si x bathroom s and a
dining roo m , a liv ing room , and a te lev isio n
room . New stairs we re added to repl ace o ld
o nes th at did not meet the code, and all wa ll s
th at w ere not load bearin g w ere repl aced to
fo rm the new roo m s. The greatest c hange of all
was the repl acement of the o ld windows-not,
perh aps, the m ost des irabl e event, b ut necessary, and necessa ril y " m odern " fo r wh at
turned o ut to be inexorabl e reasons of cost.
MONASTERY AT BELMO NT AB BEY, Belmont,
North Ca ro lina. A rchitects : M cMurray A rchitects +
Planners. Engineers: King-Hudson and Associates
(s tructural); Mechanica l Eng ineers, Inc. (mechanical); Stephen T. H ocsek Associates (electrical). General contractor : Turner Construc tio n Compan y.
ARCHITECT U RAL RECO RD July 1977
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The building shown on these and the following
pages is a renovation of existing spaces in a
school of theology for a new library, bookstore, and o ther related functions. The spaces
are designed eventually to house as many as
75,000 volumes ; and, as well, the main reading room is conveniently and quickly convertible into an auditorium for assemblies, meetings, and even small theatrical s. The tabl es
normally used for reading are moved aside to
the lei sure readi ng area (the raised platform
near the large windows that face the cloistered
courtyard), and this in turn becomes the stage.
Chairs can be brought up from the basement
by boo kl ift.
The location of the library takes advantage

of the cloister and its gard en, which was
pl anted with evergreens and ivy to give a tranquil view-not only from the main reading
room, but from the mezzanine above.
The librarian' s office and the catalog
workroom are located around the booklift,
which serves all three level s, and this area is in
turn connected with the administrative offices
of the school , so that delivery and communication links are short. Another area,
under the mezzanine overhang, is separated
off from the main reading room by a screen
and is used as a projection room.
A bookstore, which had before been
housed on makeshift tables in the corridor, was
moved into the renovated spaces, and existing
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD July 1977
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large cl assrooms w ere di v ided into smaller
seminar room s, whil e another classroo m was
converted into a lounge th at o pens up into the
schoo l's cafeteri a.
In the large, central reading room , a high
and skyli ghted ceiling gives a li ghtness and
o penness to the room-and it balances, as
w ell , the dayli ght w hic h is ad mitted by the
large wall of glass th at o pens o nto the renovated garden of the cl o ister.
LIBRA RY O F THE MERCE R SCH OOL OF TH EOLOG Y, Garden City, N ew York. Arc hitect : Ro nald
W ood wa rd. En gineers: Victor Sa ntoro (structural);
Phillips A ssociates (m echanica l/e lectrical). Consultant : Eleanor Pepper (furnishings and colo r). General
contractor : Ingram-Howell Compan y.
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ELEVATOR SPACE REQUIREMENTS IN HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS
By Jeffrey K. Ochsner, Nat W. Krah/ and Anderson Todd, FA/A
All of the authors are affiliated with Rice University. Houston. Jeffrey Ochsner is a graduate student in architecture.
Nat Krahl is professor of civil engineering and architecture
and chairman of civil engineering; he also is partner in Nat
Krahl and Associates, consulting engineers. Anderson Todd
is professor of architecture, and a practicing architect.

Economic pressures in recent years have compelled the architects of high-rise buildings to
squeeze the most out of net-to-gross areas. It
follows that in the future architects must push
net-to-gross ratios to the highest levels without
sacrificing the amenities tenants expect. It is
apparent, however, that very real limits do
exist for the net-to-gross ratios that are defined
in part by the space demands of vertical transportation. If elevator-system performance in a
high-rise building is to meet acceptable levels,
there is a minimum amount of building volume
that must be devoted to elevator space.
Even at the earliest stages of planning and
design it is often necessary to estimate elevator
requirements. A review of high-rise buildings
constructed over the past two decades can
lead to some "rules of thumb" for estimating
the space required for elevator hoistways.
In our work at Rice University we have
been able to identify two excellent indicators
of the relative efficiency of elevator design.
The first is the ratio of total area devoted to
elevator hoistways and machine rooms in a
given building to the gross floor area of that
building. This is a measure of over-all effectiveness. The second indicator is the ratio of
elevator hoistway area to the gross floor area
on the lowest typical rentable floor. This indicator reflects the fact that th~ Iarge space demands of local and express elevators on lower
floors reduce the area of these prime lease
spaces. As a result, buildings that appear effective over-all may actually be impractical because of inadequate space at lower levels.
(Neither indicator makes allowance for elevator lobby and corridor design. While particularly efficient layouts of lobbies and corridors
may enhance building efficiency, the contribu~
tion of such planning is usually minimal since
elevator core layouts generally follow fairly
standardized patterns.
Figure 1 shows per cent of total gross floor
area devoted to elevator hoists plotted against
height of building, in number of floors, for a
number of recent high-rise structures. Figure 2
shows per cent of gross floor area of a single
lower floor devoted to elevator hoistways plot-
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ted against height of building, in number of
floors, for the same buildings. The list on the
following page shows the data used in plotting
the two figures. All of the buildings listed are
of recent design. In structures constructed be-

fore 1950, the quality of elevator service varies
widely in terms of the time required for calls to
be answered. Today, most systems are designed so that most calls are answered in 30
seconds and only 2 or 3 per cent remain unARCHITECTURAL RECORD July 1977
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answered after one minute. (While people appear willing to wait 5 or 10 minutes for a subway, they will not make the same allowance
for elevators. Of course, this seems less true in
older buildings. By current standards, the twominute waits encountered in skyscrapers of the
thirties seem unbelievably long.)
The tabulations given are approximate. It
should also be noted that the spaces occupied
by plazas and parking garages and their elevators are omitted from these totals.
It is clear from the figures that either economic feasibility or elevator service must suffer
if conventional elevator systems are to be used
in buildings over 80 floors. All recent structures above this height have introduced innovations to increase elevator capacity without
increasing hoistway space. These new solutions include tandems (double-deck elevators)
and systems with sky lobbies. It appears from
the figures that such systems make some taller
buildings more efficient than conventionally
designed lower ones. The very-higl:i levels of
high-rise building found in the World Trade
Center and the Sears Tower are possible only
with these elevator systems.
It seems clear from both Figure 7 and Figure 2 that a fairly linear relationship exists between building height and elevator space demands for conventional systems, and that a
similar but different relationship exists for innovative systems. The straight lines shown on
the figures represent the "best" linear interpretation ol the four sets of data by least squares
solution. The equations of the four straight
lines are as follows:
Figure 1, conventional systems
PT= 1 .67 + 0.11 N
(Eq. 1)
Figure 1, innovative systems
PT= -4.60 + O. lON
(Eq. 2)
Figure 2, conventional systems
P5 =2.69 + 0.13 N
(Eq. 3)
Figure 2, innovative systems
P5 =-22.80 + 0.30 N
(Eq. 4)
where PT= per cent of total gross floor area,
devoted to hoistways,
P5 =per cent of gross floor area of a single
lower floor devoted to hoistways,
N=number of floors in building.
These equations can be used for a quick
estimate of elevator requirements in preliminary design. For example, for a 60-story building with a conventional elevator system, Equation 1 tells us that the designer must expect to
devote about 8.27 per cent (say 8.3) of the
over-all gross area to elevators. Equation 3 tells
us that for the same building he must also expect to devote about 10.49 per cent (say 10.5)
of the lowest typical rentable floor to elevators.
Innovative elevator systems will enable
buildings to grow even taller than today's tallest buildings, but eventually a new limit must
be reached. Indeed, perhaps the ultimate limit
on high-rise structures will come, not from the
structure itself, but from the demands of vertical transportation within it.
The table and graphs shown here are not
the final word in elevator design. They are simply indicators of some "rules of thumb" which
may prove helpful in determining building efficiency and economic feasibility at the earliest
stages of design and planning.
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ELEVATOR HOISTWAY REQUIREMENTS

1. Alcoa Building, San Francisco:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

26 floors
520,000 sq ft
3.6 per cent
20,000 sq ft
4.8 per cent

2. Tenneco Building, Houston:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted co hoistways:

31 floors
1,100,000 sq ft
4.4 per cent
34,200 sq ft
6.6 per cent

3. Civic Center, Chicago:
32 floors
(Note: This building provides extra elevators to courtrooms and
municipal offices.)
a) gross floor area tptal:
1,460,000 sq ft
devoted to hoistways:
6.0 per cent
b) gross floor area single floor:
39,200 sq ft
devoted to hoistways:
9.6 per cent
4. Equitable Building, Chicago:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

35 floors
850,000 sq ft
4.8 per cent
24,000 sq ft
6.8 per cent

5. Brunswick Building, Chicago:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

37 floors
791,000 sq ft
5.5 per cent
21,600 sq ft
6.7 per cent

6. C.B.S. Building, New York:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

38 floors
820,000 sq ft
5.5 per cent
20,600 sq ft
7.0 per cent

7. New England Merchant's Bank, Boston: 40 floors
a) gross floor area total:
720,000 sq ft
devoted to hoistways:
6.5 per cent
b) gross floor area single floor:
18,000 sq ft
devoted to hoistways:
8.5 per cent
8. 1100 Milam Building, Houston:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

47 floors
1,130,000 sq ft
6.4 per cent
24,100 sq ft
8.9 per cent

9. Carlton Center, Johannesburg:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

51 floors
1 ,650 ,000 sq ft
7.0 per cent
31,500 sq ft
8.9 per cent

10. One Shell Plaza, Houston:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

51 floors
1,200,000 sq ft
7.0 per cent
23,200 sq ft
10.0 per cent

11. Marine Midland Bank, New York:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

52 floors
1 ,000 ,ooo sq ft
8.4 per cent
19,250 sq ft
11.1 per cent

12. Chase Manhattan Bank, New York:
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

60 floors
2, 100,000 sq ft
8.2 per cent
30,800 sq ft
12.0 per cent

13. First National Bank, Chicago:
60 floors
a) gross floor area total:
2,090,000 sq ft
devoted to hoistways:
8.6 per cent
b) gross floor area single floor (at grade): 50,400 sq ft
devoted to hoistways:
8.9 per cent
14. U.S. Steel Building, Pittsburgh:
a) gross floor are a total:
devoted to hoistways:
b) gross floor area single floor:
devoted to hoistways:

71 levels (64 floors)
2,900,000 sq ft
7.8 per cent
41,000 sq ft
11 .6 per cent

15. John Hancock Building, Chicago:
(Note: This is somewhat a special case as it includes apartments and
a sky lobby. Elevator service demands of apartments are lower than
those of office space.)
3,010,000 sq ft
a) gross floor area total:
devoted to hoistways:
5.4 per cent
b) gross floor area ground level: 46,000 sq ft
devoted to hoistways:
7.2 per cent
16. World Trade Center, New York:
two towers, each 110 floors
(Note: Each tower has two sky lobbies.)
a) gross floor area total:
9,640,000 sq ft (including both towers)
devoted to hoistways:
6.4 per cent
b) gross floor area single floor:
43,800 sq ft (one tower)
devoted to hoistways:
10.2 per cent

Sprinkler system installer
invents a bar joist
that is part sprinkler pipe
A unique new structural bar joist that incorporates steel sprinkler pipe as its lower chord
could dramatically cut installation costs for
sprinkler protection-perhaps in half-according to its inventor, Morton Hirsch, president of
Active Fire Sprinkler Corporation, a Brooklyn,
New York sprinkler contracting firm.
Outlets for sprinklers are located on uniform modular centers, rather than on a specific
sprinkler-design spacing. Hirsch says that 4-ft
centers are most desirable, considering web
spacing, architectural layouts, and typical
sprinkler-head multiples. The uniform centers
facilitate the design of sprinkler systems and
the design and production of bar joists. Unused outlets are plugged.
The outlets may be up or down, depending upon whether the joists will be left exposed, or whether a finished ceiling and pendant heads will be used.
Obviously not all joists need be hydraulic.
The designer might use a hydraulic joist every
sixth or seventh one for floor construction
where it is framed on 2-ft centers; or every
third or fourth one for roof construction, if it is
framed on 4-ft centers.
The modularity of the system allows a
sprinkler system to be installed before the type
of occupancy is known, and it can be adapted
to future architectural and occupancy changes.
In addition to the sprinkler-head connection, two other mechanical connections are required. One is the end connection which joins
two hydraulic joists in a straight line. The other
one is the cross-main connection that connects
two parallel hydraulic joists.
The lower chord of a bar joist essentially
is a tension member, but it also must have
stiffness between panel points to allow hanging of lighting fixtures, pipes, etc. The inventor's structural consultant, Milton Alpern,
points out that a pipe section is stiffer than the
customary bars of bar joists, and that because
of welded outlets on the holes, the material
cross-sectional area of the pipe can be compared directly to the cross-sectional area of the
lower chord of any standard bar joists. The hydraulic bar joists can use either 1 V4-, 1 V2- or
2-in. pipe depending upon the design load,
joist spacing and span.

' - - - - - - - - U P P E R CHORD
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For information, circle item numbers on

Reader Service Inquiry card, pages 777- 778

WATER COOLERS I A full line of commercial water
coolers and fountains is described in a 12-page color
catalog. The material contains installation and
rough-in drawings, application and capacity tables,
color and material swatches, accessory information
and electrical specifications. • White-Westinghouse Corp., Commercial Products, Mansfield,
Ohio.
Circle 400 on inquiry card
TRAFFIC DOORS I AirCard flexible doors meet
USDA standards for cooler and freezer room applications; an eight-page catalog outlines the energyand time-saving features of both bi-parting and strip
door types. Said to minimize the movement of air
between rooms having a temperature differential,
AirCard doors are offered in a selection of stock options for specific conditions: impact plates, window
and hinge variations, magnetic locks, weights.
• Chase Industries, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Circle 40 7 on inquiry card
LOUDSPEAKERS I Data sheets on the "160A/
168A" speakers and the "731 A" driver explain their
suitability for areas where high speech intelligibility
is required under adverse ambient noise conditions.
The music/paging speakers are fully weatherproofed
for such outdoor applications as shopping plazas,
stadiums, etc. • Allee Corp., Anaheim, Calif.
Circle 402 on inquiry card
SECURITY SCREENS I A full line of security and insect screens, screen doors and accessories is described in a 28-page catalog. Featured in the bulletin
are Van-Guard security screens and the fast-operating Push-Quick life safety emergency release, said to
have wide application in public housing projects.
• Kane Mfg. Corp., Kane, Pa.
Circle 403 on inquiry card
INSULATION BOARD I Pre-molded flat or contoured fiberglass MA Board is available in various
thicknesses and densities for thermal and acoustical
insulation applications from -120 to 450 deg F. A
fact sheet gives information on physical and acoustical properties of the sound control board, which can
be faced with fabric, laminated, coated, etc.
• Molded Acoustical Products, Inc., Allentown, Pa.
Circle 404 on inquiry card
PRE-INSULATED PIPING I Chit-Card pre-insulated,
prefabricated piping systems are designed for buried
chilled water and condensor water applications. A
four-page brochure gives physical characteristics
and installation suggestions for this polyvinyl chloride plastic pressure carrier pipe. • RIC-WIL, Inc.,
Brecksville, Ohio.
Circle 405 on inquiry card
FLOW CONTROL UNITS I Water flow rates of 1.5-,
2- or 3-gallons per minute are possible with Omni
flow control products for bathroom and kitchen faucets and showers, according to a six-page catalog.
Vandalproof units are included; a chart gives information on thread sizes and fitting dimensions.
• Jenson-Thorsen Corp., Addison, Ill.
Circle 406 on inquiry card
WINDOW VENTILATORS I Said to be easily installed in either operable or fixed wood- and metalframed windows to permit year-round, draft-free
ventilation, Unitas vents are burglarproof. Product
brochure shows how these German-made units provide a tight, weatherproof seal when in the closed
position. The anodized aluminum ventilators are
available in brass, bronze, black, brown, and other
finishes. • Rota International, Essex, Conn.
Circle 407 on inquiry card

CUTOFF LUMINAIRES I The "Modules II Sharp
Cutoff Luminaire Lighting System" is described in an
eight-page color brochure. All available sizes,
finishes, wattages and poles are shown on charts;
photometric data, dimensions and mounting information are also given. • Moldcast Lighting, Pine
Brook, N.J.
Circle 408 on inquiry card
REPLACEMENT WINDOWS I Cross-sectional drawings of double- and triple-hung, slider, and picture
windows are featured in a 12-page catalog of residential and commercial replacement window units.
Newly-introduced Gothic and circle-top windows
with operating top sashes are also shown. • Season-all Industries, Inc., Indiana, Pa.
Circle 409 on inquiry card
WATER-SAVING FIXTURES I A four-page brochure
introduces a line of Water-Guard fixtures: toilets,
urinals, shower-heads and faucets that are said to reduce water use 25 to 75 per cent. Potential savings
may be calculated using flow rates provided for each
fixture. • Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.
Circle 4 70 on inquiry card
FACSIMILE TRANSMITTERS I Time-sensitive documents and drawings can be electronically transmitted and reproduced at distant stations in just minutes, according to a data sheet on Copyphone Ill facsimile transmitting equipment. Material can be sent
automatically and received unattended. • Telautograph Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
Circle 4 7 7 on inquiry card

AllRusswin
exit devices work
beautifully.
Russwin exit devices give you
an easy way out on both styling and
safety requirements. Let you
smoothly blend function into the
prevailing mood of interiors. Give
you continuity in door hardware
styling, throughout the building.
Available in a wide selection of vertical rod, mortise and rim designs UL
listed models. Narrow stile, concealed and low profile types. Add
beauty to emergency duty with exit
devices from the full, in-depth
Russwin line. Write for more
detailed information.

UNIT HEATERS I A product bulletin describes a line
of heavy-duty electric unit heaters with drawthrough design, interchangeable mounting for vertical or horizontal discharge, and a fan delay to recirculate residual heat from ceiling to floor. The ULlisted heaters are available in 2.5- to 50-kw models
• Brasch Mfg. Co., Inc., Maryland Heights,
Mo.
Circle 4 72 on inquiry card
FIXTURE PLATE I A fact sheet explains the advantages of a fixture plate or base designed to maintain
true vertical installation of I ighting, meter box and
other fixtures on aluminum siding. The plate is
nailed to sheathing and butts pre-cut siding; electrical wires are then pulled through the hole provided,
and the fixture plumbs automatically. • Omni
Products Co., Addison, ill.
Circle 4 73 on inquiry card

Exiter 780 Series UL listed heavy-duty vertical
rod type

CERAMIC TILE I Over 160 ti le colors and dozens of
shapes, sizes, designs and glazes are illustrated in a
specifier's guide to Romany-Spartan ceramic tile.
The company's mural design service is also described. A section of the guide deals with tile trim for
both floors and walls; national distributors for the
Romany-Spartan line are listed. • United States Ceramic Tile Co., Canton, Ohio.
Circle 4 74 on inquiry card
MOBILE CARRIAGE STORAGE / An application
guide assists in the selection of filing/storage mobile
carriage space compactor systems for a variety of
specialized installations. Conceptual drawings show
how space can be utilized for maximum efficiency,
and illustrate a number of typical applications for
computer tapes, office files, X-rays, libraries, law
office, schools, museums and geological collections.
Featured are both manual and fully automatic electric systems, ranging from 3-ft mini-carriages to
extra-large 68-ft-long units. These systems permit
adapting existing shelving or new hardware. •
Spacesaver Corp., Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
Circle 4 75 on inquiry card
more literature on page 736

Exitcr 630 Series Narrow Linc heavy-duty
rim type

365 Series Low Profile rim type

E=
..

HARDWARE DIVISION. EMHART INDUSTRIES. INC
BERLIN. CONNECTICUT 06037

!U.SSWINl

For more data, circle 68 on mquirv card
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Wood block floors are often "taken for granted."
They're known for their many unique qualities (see
panel at right) , but not completely understood. To
truly understand them requires living with them as
we have for over 60 years . We know, and would like
to prove to you . that properly pre-designed Kreolitee
End Grain Wood Block Floors can serve many of
your traffic and production problems and make life
beautiful for you and all of your associates. Let us
preplan your floors so that none of their advantages
will be overlooked. This is part of our service.
The Jennison-Wright Corp., P.O. Box 691 , Toledo, Ohio 43694

.ADV.A TAGES OF
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wear areas.
3. Special finishes for absolutely dust-free surfaces.
4. Versallllty In providing tor In- floor conveyor systems, towlines, etc.
5. Measurable contributions to noise abatement.
6. Easy Installation of oil dispersal and/or recovery systems.
7. Traditional properties of comfort throu gh Insulation .
6. Non-sparking surface In volatile areas.
9. Reduction of damage to dropped tools and products.
10. Priced for profitable production.

For more data, circle 69 on inquiry card
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REOLITE 8 FLOO

_ / 1. Easy relocation and concealment of service lines to machinery.
V 2. Speed and economy of replacement In aisles and other heavy
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NOISE CONTROL PANELS I The TEC noise ba rri er
panel system , co nsisting
o f 2-i n .-thi c k acoustic
panels, connectors, floor
c h a nn els, and ce ilin g
caps, is sa id to provide an
effi cient a nd s impl e
method for isolating and
protecting people from
noisy eq uipmen t and machinery. Barriers, enclosures, wa ll s/partiti o ns, pinged sou nd scree ns, and
plant offices can be constructed from TEC co mponents. So lid core wood and stee l doors have continuous acoustic seals. • Eckel Industries, Inc., Ca mbridge, Mass.

"Butler building?" wrong,

Circle 302 on inquiry card

SOIL-LESS PLANTING MIX I Terra-Lite Metro-Mix
200 contains ho rti cu ltural
ve rmi cu lite, Ca n adian
sphagnum peat moss, perlite, granite sand, nutrients
and trace eleme nts: no
' dirt. These and other li ghtweight soi l-less planting
mixtures are sa id to provide exceptional drainage, aeration and moisture retention for such interior land scape req uirements as the mezzan ine of the Ca mbrid ge H yatt Regency H ote l, show n here (Everett Conklin Compani es, International, landscape contractors). • W. R.
Grace, Horticultural Products, Ca mbrid ge, Mass.
Circle 303 on inquiry card

it's by
Varco-Pruden
the uncommon building company.

TRASH RECEPTACLES / Availab le in seve ral diameters and heights, these ash and trash receptacles for
ou tdoor use come in more than 20 standa rd colors. • Peter Pepper Products , Inc., Compton, Ca lif.
Circle 304 on inquiry card

Uncommon? Yes, and for important reasons. We ' re
now number two in the metal building industry, and
you've probably never heard of us.
Each Varco-Pruden building is built to your precise
needs . To your exact width, length, and height
requirements - even your frame of mind. Without
cost penalty. Without added construction time.
Also, the Varco-Pruden weathertight SSR roof
is the best in the industry. Period.
There 's a Varco-Pruden Franchised Builder
near you, with a Varco-Pruden
plant near him.

g: ~:im. V2varco-Pruden

1

LOBBY SEATING / This modular seating line, designed by Robert Bernard Associates, begins as an
individual base lounge chair and multiplies into a
two-, three-, and four-seater unit. Unit pictured has
a laminated table top interchangeable with the
cha irs. Seat back and shell are molded plywood,
urethane covered and upholstered , mounted on a
black matte finish square steel bar. Polished ch romeplated, tubu lar stee l form the legs. • Thone! Industries, Inc., York, Pa.

metal building systems

Unit of AMCA International Corporation
Clark Tower, Memphis, Tennessee 38 137
901/767-5910

Circle 305 on inquiry card
more products on page 13 7

For more data, circle 70 on inquiry card
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l'KUUUL I Ktl'UK I::, continued from page IL!!

DRAPERY HANGERS / Pinch pleats do not have to
be sewn i n to drapery
treatments using the Rohline hanging method: special ny lon tape with four
snaps per fo ld is sewn to
the top of a flat panel and
snapped onto the linkage.
Drapery fo lds wi ll not sag;
panels are said to be easily removed for cleaning. • OH line Corp., Gardena, Ca lif.
Circle 306 on inquiry card

Haws
maIles

it an

WORK STATIONS I Cu rved corner panels, counter
tops and work surfaces are new design features of the
serie-Seven modular office system. The 24-in.-radius
curved corner pane ls are availab le in heights of 40-,
56-, and 72-in ., faced in a choice of vinyls and fabrics . Other additions are an acoustical panel with a
NRC of 0.99; a universal swivel-mounted fluorescent task li ght; and two sizes of flipper-door cabinets. • The Haws Corp ., Elkhart, Ind .
Circle 307 on inquiry crd

OUTDOOR BULLETIN BOARD I The largest "Messenger" board is 10-ftwide wi th 6-in .-high b lack
baked-ena mel letters on a
white aluminum background. The vandalproof
....flll___lm"!.,.."i:!!l 3;16 -in.-thick Plexiglas
cover has a continuous
top piano hinge, and comes with two recessed tumbler locks. An optiona l 1 2-in.-high top-mounted
name panel serves to identify the schoo l or bu ilding.
Tubular legs, framing and door are extruded, anodized aluminum; the signboard needs no additional
bracing. • Poblocki and Sons, Milwaukee, Wis.
Circle 308 on inquiry card

Model HWCD-8 electric water cooler beckons to those in wheelchairs
as well as the general public, promising the satisfaction of cool
water for all, meeting the requirements of Public Law 90-480
and most state codes.
Dual, self-closing operating lever valves offer greatest user convenience;
stainless steel exterior eases maintenance, assures permanent brilliance.
Packaged water chiller is warranted; installs behind louvered panel.
ROOF-TOP PACKAGED AIR CONDITIONER I The
"Mark 15" packaged hvac unit has a cooling
efficiency that meets ASHRAE 90-75 sta ndards for
1980. It is availab le as a multizone, single zone, or
single zone variable air volume unit for either
bypass-type or throttling boxes. Dampers used with
the throttling VAV unit are located downstream of
the fans for quiet operation and improved fan
efficiency. Several heating options are offered including gas furnace, electri c resistance coils, steam
or hot water coils. Cooling options include both
direct expansion and chilled water coo ling.
• American Ai r Filter Co., Louisvi ll e, Ky.

Specify Haws Model HWCD-8 wall-mounted electric water coolers for schools
hospitals, office complexes, or any other projects where construction, leasing'
or financing involves federal funds. Get full facts on Model HWCD: contact
Haws Drinking Faucet Co., 1441 Fourth St. , Berkeley, CA 94710.

WATER. COOLERS

Circle 309 on inquiry card
more products on page 133

Fo r m ore data. c ircle 72 on inquiry card
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T o begin with 40,000 tie-rod holes were patched with
TH O RITE, the nonslump , nonshrink patching mortar before
all concrete surfaces , inside and out, of this library were
sprayed with two coats of THO ROS EAL PLASTER MIX,
cement-base , waterproof coating , PLUS ACRYL 60, adhes ive
bondi ng agent. T he primary purpose of this finish not only
waterpro ofs and p reserves these surfaces for as long as they
stand, but maintains t he architectural detai ling with a
beaut ifu l, uni form white texture over all.

Beautiful Huling of Medical Library finished and waterproofed
quickly and economically with THOROSEAL PLASTER MIX!

Louis Calder Memorial Library, Miami, Fla .• Arch .: Steward & Skinner Ass. •
Contr. : Clark Construction Co . • Appli.: Bernard Snetiker Pai111i11g Colllr .

S T A N D A R D

D R Y

W A L L

PRODUCTS

DEPT. AR 777 • 7800 N.W . 38th ST., MIAMI , FLORIDA 33166
For morp rlnta . circle 7 J on innuirv card

ENERGY RECOVERY WHEEL I Utilizing a newly-developed heat transfer material, the Enreco wheel
works automatically by
slowly rotating between
two adjacent air ducts,
one carrying exhaust air,
the other, outside makeup air. Energy recovery
efficiencies of up to 90 per cent are claimed for the
heat transfer media, a material that is nonmetallic,
nonasbestos, chemically inert, water resistant, bacteriostatic and fire retardant. This media is shaped
into small unidirectional triangular flutes, providing
maximum open face area with the largest possible
contact surface to passing air. Air flow surfaces are
coated with a water film to promote transfer of both
latent and sensible heat. • Energy Recovery Co.,
Germantown, Wis.
Circle 3 70 on inquiry card
PRE-ENGINEERED ROOFING I The "Standing Seam
Roof" system developed
by this manufacturer of
low-profile
pre-engineered metal buildings is
said to provide a thermally-efficient roof which
acts as a complete, onepiece membrane. Roof
movement resulting from
seasonal temperature changes is accommodated by
the mounting clip shown in photo. The clip is attached to the purlins and extends through the insulating layer to fasten onto the roof panel. This allowance for thermal expansion and contraction should
result in longer, useful roof I ife. • Varco-Pruden,
Memphis, Tenn.
Circle 3 7 7 on inquiry card
LARGE BULK STERILIZERS I Institutional users of the
Verna-Clave series of
large bulk rectangular
sterilizing equipment can
specify almost any combination of chamber size
and mounting method
from a large selection of
standard ASME-rated
units. Doors have radial
locking arms; full automatic control of the sterilization cycle is maintained
by an indicating recorder incorporating cyclelock selector pushbuttons for al I types of loads. Timers are
reset automatically on a fail-safe basis in the event
of loss of electrical power or a 2 deg fall in sterilizing
temperature. Conduit for supply and exhaust systems
have check val;es, steam traps, and vacuum breakers to protect the potable water supply. • Vernitron
Medical Products, Inc., Carlstadt, N.J.
Circle 3 72 on inquiry card
SOLAR HEATING PANEL I Weighing only 13 lbs
when full of heat-collec~,
·. \
ti on water, these 30- by
\ ~
..
30- by 5-in. solar panels
,. . are said to provide up to
'-' \ ..
. .;,,
1000 Btu/hr for residential
./
heating. The panels may
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nected in a number of patterns to meet different on-site requirements. Competitively-priced, the panels have a preformed, closedcel\ urethane base; a plastic cover with ultraviolet
inhibitors; and a polyurethane solar energy absorber
with integral channels for uniform water flow. • Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, N.J.
Circle 3 73 on inquiry card
more products on page 735

With Gotham,
you've got a choice.
Aesthetic appeal ... Gotham downlight engineering
... and the choice of incandescent or energy-saving
H.l.D.
Here are combinations for efficiency and lighting
quality to give you the complimentary downlight system for your interiors. However you look at the
Gotham 3000 Series H.1.D. and the Gotham 900
Series incandescent, they're a perfect match.

Gotham 3000 Series
For mercury vapor or metal halide
lamping, this Gotham series lets
you benefit from the high lumen
output, long life and energy savings of these light sources. Features of this Open Reflector
Downlight series include precise
optics for low brightness; high
efficiency; and the option of specially finished baffles to give the
light incandescent color compatibility.

Gotham 900 Series
Where recessed low-brightness
incandescent downlights are
called for, this Gotham series is
a highly efficient, quality choice.
For a range of wattages-and
complete with U.L. listed thruwiring junction box-the Gotham
900 series fixtures are engineered
to eliminate glare; to give soft,
even illumination; to be an economical, high performance lighting choice. Available with specular Alzak or specular champagne
gold reflector.

For full details and specification information on the Gotham
choice of the 3000 Series and the 900 Series, contact your ITT
Gotham representative; or write:

JI

ITTll]ITTll]
j_Lj_L

ART METAL• GOTHAM• WAKEFIELD
INDOOR LIGHTING

P. 0. Box 195, Vermilion, Ohio 44089 •Phone (216) 967-3131

For more ddta, circle 74 on inquiry card
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Hillyard Cem-Seal®II.
-whythe best seal
is also the best cure.

LET
HILLYARD HELP
ALABAMA

Birmingham ... Carlos Noblett . .
(205) 933-2625
Montgomery .... J. Victor Akin ..... (205) 2B8-6700
ALASKA

Anchorage .

. Jim Harper ....... (907) 276-5146

ARIZONA

Phoenix ... Hillyard ol Arizona , Wendell Harper , Gen.
Mgr.
...... (602) 267-t341
ARKANSAS

Heber Springs ..
Magnolia .....
SSptarring.dtyale......
C1
....

Forrest E. Moss ... (5011362-6229
Bill Talbot . . . . . . (501 234-2035
G. Van Horton ..... (501 751-1224
William Phillips ... . (501 628-4572

CALIFORNIA

Anaheim ....... Lenzi M. Allred ... (714) 637-0105
Stocklon ....... Jack G. Hoover .... (916) 988-6493
Escondido
Donald J. Ervin ... (714) 234-9927
Los Altos ...... Eldon P. Hart ..... !4151 964-9687
Oakland
Robert Klieman . . . . 408 295-6000
Orange ........ Michael Allred .... 714 637-2143
Redding ....... Ralph Young ...... (916 246-9476
San Gabriel ..... Warren Sperling ... (213 287-1223
San Jose ... Hillyard-Western West Coast Sales Office.

c

0

1

sa~ j~~e ca~to: Re~~;:~ ~~~sler ·. ·. ·. ·. (!8~\ ~~~:~~~~
Ventura ....... Herb Crapo . . .....
287-1223
Walnut Creek . . Jerry Klieman ..... l415 939-4ll09

M
p 4000

~213

R
E

ss
I

COLORADO

Co~~~~~h~i~;rd~~estern Gener.al . Sal(°a51S~~~i: 13~ti
CONNECTICUT

3000---;rr-t=:::;;;;::t:;;;::;;:;;::;;:::;i:::;;::;;:::::::i::=::======="=~~
Moist-cured After 1 Year 1n Au

Glastonbury .... John Zimms .

v

Folcroft , Pa ..... Joe Keenan .

Hollywood .. .. . William H. Burk .. (305) 792-4274
Miramar ....... Hartley Maxwell ... (305) 961-2937
Orlando ....... Dan K. Minnick . . . (305) 293-3121

2000 .

GEORGIA

T
R
E
N 1000 :
G

Atlanta

Lbs. p er O

... Thomas L. Campbell (404) 237-9003

IDAHO

Iona ......... G. Duane Browning (208) 522-8250
ILLINOIS

Chicago .......
Mackinaw
..
Paxton ........
Rockford .
Shelbyville .....

T
H
SQ.

. (215) 586-5680

FLORIDA

E

s

. . (203) 633-5131

DELAWARE

50

100

150

200

250

300

IN DIANA

350

Indianapolis

AGE AT TEST DAY

in .

Robert F. Horwath . (312) 782-0854
John G. Allred .
(309) 359-8292
Alan Allred ....... (217) 379-4284
Jesse Daughtry .... (815) 633-3224
Jay Allred ........ (217) 774-4723

.. William Rollinson .. (317) 293-3772

IOWA

Hydration Period Important, Portland Cement Association

Proper curing. Without it, concrete dries quickly a nd doesn 't build
its full-s trength potential. But when new concrete and terrazzo floor s
are kept moist over a period of tim e, an increase of up to 2703 in
compression strength is possible , according to a study made by the
Portland Cement Association. And that's where Hillyard Cem-Seal®II
comes in.
Cem-Seal II is a clear, non-yellowing copolymer seal and curing
compound . One coat sprayed on concrete and terrazzo floors form s
a clear membrane surface barrier that holds mois ture in the mix
over the proper hydration period . Moisture is allowed to escape very
slowly as vapor.
And while Cem-Seal II is protecting the surface against penetration
of outside moisture , stains and soil, it's also producing a water-tight,
dense , hard floor. One that has higher wear-resistance and won 't be
affected by the worst threat of all - freezing , expanding water under
its surface.
Cem-Seal II saves you time and inconvenience by e liminating any
need for materials such as plastic or sawdust on new concrete. It's
your best seal and your best cure for strong, wear-res is t a n @
concrete and terrazzo floors . For complete information ,
write or call:
Hlll~I

1-1 ill yard Floor Treatments. 302 North Fourth Street,
St. .Josep h . Missouri 64502 (8 16) 233- 132 1

Ames . . .......
Barnum .......
Des Moines ....
Des Moines ....
Des Moines ...
Sioux Center ....

Richard Hade . . . (515) 232-0792
Lyle C. Haldin .... (5151542-3395
Loren Baxter
. (515 276-2458
R. C. Bechtel .. . . (515 277-3938
Daryl Cummings . (515 266-5669
Floyd Achterhof .
(712 722-4691

KANSAS

Topeka ........ Fred Burnett .

. .. (913) 272-0105

KENTUCKY

Lexington . .
. Walter Ferguson .. (606! 252-7511
Madisonville .... Don Hancock
. . (502 821-9345
Louisville ...... Dave Ederhe1mer ... (502 587-8818
LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge
Franklin
Lafayette .
Linville
Metairie
Natchitoches

...
...
..
...
...
...

Howard Badon ... !504\ 927-7849
Arthur J. Grey . . . 318 828-0551
Ben Dawson . . . . 318 984-3176
Dan Bryan . . . . . . (318 292-4201
Jack B. Jones .... (504) 887-0682
Walter LeDet ..... (318) 357-6171

MAINE

Lincoln . . .... R. Gary Rivard .... (207) 794-8870
Rumford ....... Roland Rivard .... (207) 364-2584
MARYLAND

Cockeysville . ... Dennis B. Doherty . (301! 628-6237
Columbia
... Edward W. Ganoczy (301 730-7979
Silver Spring ... Lawrence Weyer ... (30 1 585-3957
MASSACHUSETTS

Newton Highlands Walter Elcock ... (617) 969-4517
W. Springfield .. Thomas Allen .... (413) 781 -5539
MICHIGAN

Detroit
Dick Sheldon .
. (313! 571-4476
Escanaba . . . . . Harold Schermer . (906 786-5881
Grand Rapids ... John Hill .
. (616 455-9400
Grand Rapids ... Robert H. Hill . . . !616 455-9400
Jackson
.... Bud O'Brien ..... 517 784-7891
Kalamazoo .
Thomas M. Hill . . 616) 345-22 15
Northville .
. Charles J. Bowser .. 313) 864-3416
MINNESOTA

Brainerd ....... Jim Demgen ...... (2 18) 829-7438
Minneapolis .. . Hillyard-Western North Central Sales
Office, Jerry Bird. Regional Mgr. .. (612) 533-7660
Minneapolis .... Jim Buis ......... (612) 533-7660
Spring Grove ... Bob Bunge ....... (507) 498-3384
Storden
..... Harvey Iverson . . (507) 445-3954
Winnebago ..... Bob Hynes
(507) 893-4126
MISSISSIPPI

Moselle ........ A. Grice . .

. .. (601) 752-5725

MISSOURI

Maryland Heights Art Werkmeister ... (314) 432-4600
Mexico .
. . Jim Inlow .
. .. (314) 581-1314
St. Joseph ... .. Hillyard-Western
General Sales Office .
. .. (816) 233-1321
08·77

70 Years of Quality in Professi onal F loor Care Products.
For more data, circle 75 on inquiry card
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PERSPECTIVE SCALING CHARTS/ Photographs and
Shawnee Ms , Ks. James D. Brand
St. Joseph
Guy Humphreys
St. Joseph .
Count Rush .
Springfield
Joseph Newton .
MONTANA
Billings
C. Ben Martin
NEBRASKA
Lincoln .
. R. H. Beckman
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Stratham
Thomas G. Binette
NEW JERSEY
Longport
Joseph E. Smith
Phillipsburg
John W. Benol
Trenton
Robert Myers, Jr.
Trenton
Robert Myers, Sr
NEW YORK
Black Creek
. John Musson
R. Golankie
Brewster
Buffalo .
. . James Gallivan
Delmar .
Clinton Atwood
Ted Platt .
Elbridge
Endicott .
William Schutte.
Guilderland
Doak Dochak
Oceanside
William Zimms
Huntington
Gregory Rose
Huntington
. Charles Rose
Morristown.
James Smithers
Rochester .
. . Murray Weeks
Saranac Lake .. Daniel McNulty
Smithtown
Allan R. Ely

' (913) 677-5936
(816) 233-1321
(816) 233-1321
(417) 862-4235
' ( 406) 252-5366
(402) 423-9015
(603) 722-4012
(609) 823-2450
(201) 454-1859
(609) 882-8862
(609) 882-8862

(716) 968-3809
(914) 279-6060
' (716) 884-8011
(518) 439-0456
(315) 689-3796
' (607) 754-1597
(518) 482-6597
(516) 766-7705
(516) 692-6240
(516) 692-6240
(315) 375-8246
(716) 426-0828
(518) 891-1752
(516) 265-2228
Syracuse
Lawrence Brennan (315) 463-6182
NORTH CAROLINA
(919) 787-4050
Raleigh
. Carl Jarvis
Charlotte
(704) 536-7856
Ralph L. Jones
(919) 292-1787
Greensboro ... Ralph E. Norcom
NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo
Jim Heller
(701) 235-8970
OHIO
Berea .. .
. Robert Gillespie
'(216) 331-3580
Bowling Green
Ron Tilman
(419) 352-1254
' (513) 277-7695
Dayton
James Jackson
Harris Gillespie .
(216) 331-3580
Rocky River .
(614) 745-5312
. John C. Reynolds
St. Louisville
OKLAHOMA
(405) 751-8932
Oklahoma City
Walt Powers
(405) 942-7861
Oklahoma City . James Randle
OREGON
Beaverton .
Thomas G. Good
(503) 646-2888
PENNSYLVANIA
(814) 382-8211
Conneaut Lake .. William Snyder .
(215) 586-8320
Folcroft . .
. James A. Smith
Munhall
Lawrence Cullen
(412) 462-3165
(215) 759-1041
Nazareth
John F. Magdith
Pittsburgh
Roger K. Jorgensen (412) 563-6812
Pittsburgh
. W. Gregory Snyder (412) 366-0841
(215) 678-4110
Reading
Fred Harnar .
Reading
Willard N. Wink
(215) 777-0857
Peach Bottom
Bernard Richards ' (717) 548-2061
Wyoming
Clifton Miller
(717) 655-6089
York .
. Emory E. Sterner
(717) 854-0030
RHODE ISLAND
(401) 739-4500
Warwick
.. Craig Swanson

SOUTH CAROLINA
Duncan
Ben Blackwell .
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
Harry Prater
Billy Schrivner
Jackson
TEXAS
Amarillo .
C. W. Hefley
Austin
Lee Killeen

Brownwood

Lew Bennett .

Corpus Christi
William Cleland
Carrollton . . .. Scott Hillyard
Dallas . .
. Hillyard-Western
Southwestern Sales Office,
Ted Trask, Regional Mgr.
Dallas
Carl Montgomery
El Paso
.... Gene J. Dennehy
Houston
Neal MacAllister

Longview

Baxter Sales

Lubbock
Schertz
Spring
Sulphur Springs
Willoughby.

George Francis
Martin Gerber .
Dwight Sandusky
W Laurence

UTAH
Salt Lake City
VERMONT
Burlington

(803) 439-3694
(615) 624-0066
(901) 422-2902
(806) 353-4551
(512)928-3833
(915) 646-0619
(512) 992-2266
(214) 242-1117
(214)
'(214)
(915)
'(713)
(214)
(806)
(512)
(713)

241-3174
241-3174
565-5829
526-1409
759-2796
762-1489
658-1122
367-7609

(214) 885-3802
Dale Y. Duke .
. Edward Danaher

'(801) 943-2981
(802) 655-1120

VIRGINIA
Afton
Louis DePiro
Harrisonburg
. Elvin Miller
Virginia Beach
Conway Britton
WASHINGTON
Kent
Earl Kanz
Spokane .
. Lyle Guiles

(206) 631-4391
' (509) 624-4516

WEST VIRGINIA
Huntington
Robert L. Dodson
Nitro
. William Grimes

' (304) 522-7962
(304) 755-3251

(804) 361-2144
(703) 433-2471
(804) 481-4731

WISCONSIN

Manitowoc ..
Superior

. Ken Schaller
Earl Johnson
. Robert Raatz .
... Gordon Hunter

WYOMING
Cheyenne

Emil Eggert

Fond du lac
Sheboygan

(414)
(414)
'' (414)
(715)

682-0138
921-1067
457-4481
394-5255

' (307) 632-8252

CANADA
Thunder Bay
Bob McGonigal . . . \807) '044-'0SS 1
Calgary
... Hans van der Woerd (403) 253-8660

perspective views can be
measured directly using
these scaling and perspective charts. Charts give
direct scales for both horizontal and vertical dimensions regardless of foreshortening, simplifying interpretation of photographs and odd-scale drawings.
Perspective views can be drawn from any vantage
point, including aerial and topographic views; any
size or shape object, interior or exterior, can be accommodated. • Skapa, Andover, Mass.
Circle 3 74 on inquiry card

PLAY EQUIPMENT I Sand and water play units are
available in heights convenient for handicapped
""'-""'-:"' .. , ·
,. . ·w,,,
children. The curved (pictured) and rectangular
troughs are made of allweather ABS plastic; units
can be filled by hose or
pail and emptied by the built-in drain. Portable, permanent, or mobile (with casters) "Martian Canals"
may be used indoors or out. • TheraPlay Products,
Long Island City, N.Y.
Circle 3 75 on inquiry card
-.

PERSONAL EFFECTS CHECKING I The "MiniCheck" locker for small,
valuable articles such as
watches, is designed to
complement existing
checking systems in those
locations utilizing selfservice
coin-controlled
security lockers. Coincontrolled locking mechanisms accept coin or token fee; hardware is type 304
stainless steel. Self-closing doors are 3 /1s-in.-thick;
the case is brown enamel-finished 19 gauge aluminum. • American Locker Security Systems, Inc.,
Jamestown, N.Y.
Circle 3 76 on inquiry card

COUNTER FACINGS I Easy-to-maintain facings for
the Braniff ticket counters
at the Dallas-Fort Worth
airport are of Architectural
Mesh, a woven wire product recommended for
heavy traffic areas. Architectural Mesh uses a variety of wire diameters or strip widths, and with different crimps. The mesh is woven into various patterns to highlight the base metal. Mesh is available
in stainless steel, brass and aluminum; special designs can be woven to meet specific requirements. • Cambridge Wire Cloth Co., Cambridge,
Md.
Circle 3 77 on inquiry card

TOILET TISSUE DISPENSER I The Contin-U-Matic
automatic-refill toilet tissue dispenser for commercial and industrial washrooms accepts all standard-size 4 Y2-in. rolls of tissue. Reloading is said to
be easy: just unlock, flip
open, and slip on the new
rolls; there is no need to peel or break cores. The
stored second roll drops into position only when the
original roll is used down to the last few
sheets. • Scott Paper Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Circle 3 78 on inquiry card

DEirA
IS
EADY
EN

YOU

ARE

WITH DELTA AIR FREIGHT
THAT OFFERS YOU MORE
PRIME TIME FLIGHTS TO
MORE PRIME MARKETS. Delta
covers 90 prime markets
throughout the Western Hemisphere. Few shipments are too
large, none are too small. Pickup, delivery available.

WITH DELTA AIR EXPRESS
THAT GUARANTEES SHIPMENT
ON THE FLIGHT YOU CHOOSE.
Airport-to-airport or door-todoor. Local pickup, delivery
available. Shipments accepted
up to 90 minutes before flight
departure time.

WITH 3D'"AIR FREIGHT (DELTA
DENSITY DISCOUNT)'" THAT
GIVES YOU 40% OFF REGULAR
FREIGHT RATES. Shipments
with a density of 25 lbs. or
more per cubic foot get 403
discount. Applies to noncontainerized shipments of 250
lbs. or more.

WITH DASH (DELTA AIRLINES SPECIAL HANDLING)
THAT GETS YOUR SMALL
PACKAGE THERE IN A BIG
HURRY. Up to 90 inches, width

+ length + height is acceptable,
at airport ticket counters up to
30 minutes before flight time, 60
minutes freight terminals.
Ship prepaid or collect, cash
or approved credit. COD, RFC,
Signature Service, advanced
charges and excess valuation on
request. DASH shipments
prepaid.

For more data, circle 76 on inquiry Cdrd
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OFFICE LITERATURE continued from page 727

EVAPORATIVE CONDENSER / "V-Line" evaporative condensers for air conditioning, industrial refrigeration, and process vapor condensing are explained in a 24-page product bulletin. Cutaway
views show construction details; full engineering
and dimensional data are given for the blow-through
condensers, which range in capacity from 147- to
14,700-MBH. • Baltimore Aircoil Co., Inc., Baltimore, Md.
Circle 416 on inquiry card
ELECTRIC SNOW REMOVAL I An illustrated brochure outlines the advantages of electric snow and
ice removal systems, and shows how to estimate annual operating cost by multiplying the electrical rate
by the power required to handle an annual snowfall
for a particular area. Installation methods are shown,
and such special applications as stairs, curves and
unusually shaped sidewalks are discussed. • Easy
Heat, New Carlisle, Ind.
Circle 417 on inquiry card

GARBAGE DISPOSERS I A loose-leaf binder catalog
presents a complete line of commercial disposers, as
well as details on the "Positive Flush" system. A section compares features of the manufacturer's most
popular disposer models; tables, troughs, control
systems and accessories are also shown. • Master
Disposers, Inc., Cincinn·ati, Ohio.
Circle 424 on inquiry card

CONTRACT/OFFICE FURNITURE I An extensive
collection of commercial and office furniture, including stacking, office and upholstered chairs; conference, dining and stacking tables; and lounge
pieces, is presented in this manufacturer's current
catalog. Included is information on a Grade 6 upholstery fabric, Firex. • Fixtures Mfg. Corp., Kansas
City, Mo.
Circle 426 on inquiry card

MATS AND MATTING I "Carpet Cover 11" all-nylon
pile mats for commercial and industrial use are
shown in an illustrated 16-page catalog. Other products include rubberized link entrance and anti-fatigue mats; vinyl- and pile-top link mats; entrance
and corridor mats; molded rubber stair treads; duckboard matting; steel roll matting; and accessories
such as frames and nosings. Photos illustrate specific
use locations. • Durable Mat Co., Norwalk, Ohio.
Circle 425 on inquiry card

INLET GRATING I An illustrated bulletin discusses
six functions important for good inlet grate design:
capacity; screening out harmful debris; eliminating
unwanted clogging; strength; durability; and bicycle
safety. • Neenah Foundry Co., Neenah, Wis.
Circle 418 on inquiry card

TUBULAR STEEL SEATING I A color brochure presents the "421 International" series of seating for
contemporary or conventional offices, manufactured
in the United States, Canada and France. The chair
line features open tubular frame styling, and is available in both sledbase and swivel models. • Steelcase, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Circle 42 7 on inquiry card

IT'S YOUR BUSINESS,
YOUR CLIENT,
YOUR REPUTATION.

SPECIFY
ELKAY.

SHELF STORAGE I A product brochure on "TriLine" storage units features the "Active-Aisle" system: steel shelving units are mounted on wheels
which fit into floor tracks. Each storage unit is immediately available by sliding it apart from others on the
track as needed. Also shown are fixed shelving for
permanent or semi-permanent installations and mobile storage carts. • Hamilton Industries, Two
Rivers, Wis.
Circle 419 on inquiry card
WINDOW TREATMENTS I A 32-page color brochure shows how woven wood can be used as a
window treatment in any room in the house, as
woven wood shades, draperies and accent pieces. A
section details the features of various types of woven
wood products, explains how to treat special windows, and illustrated trim options. • Del Mar
Loomcrafted Woven Wood, Huntington Beach,
Calif.
Circle 420 on inquiry card
LABORATORY FUME HOODS I A large selection of
standard, induced air, and specialized fume hoods is
illustrated in a product catalog. Included is a choice
of base cabinets, counter tops, interior linings, blowers and plumbing and electrical fixtures and accessories. To facilitate planning and installation, the catalog supplies cooplete roughing-in details and duct
collar locations and sizes. • Duralab Equipment
Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Circle 421 on inquiry card
HEAT RECLAIM FANS I An application bulletin details cost savings possible for this heat reclaim system, and gives procedures for system sizing and
layout. The installation consists of a number of large
overhead fans installed to recirculate warm, stratified
air from high-bay ceilings back down to employee
working levels. • Emerson-Chromalox Div., Emerson Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Circle 422 on inquiry card
MODULAR CLASSROOMS/ "Modular Concept-A
Solution to School Housing Problems" explains the
advantages of relocatable structures in typical school
applications. • Profile Structures, Inc., Santa Fe
Springs, Calif.
Circle 423 on inquiry card
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Like Elkay Stainless Steel
Sinks, Elkay Water Coolers are
the finest money can buy. But
then, that's what you'd expect

from a company with a 50
year reputation for dependability and superiority. Send
for our latest catalog today.

Elkay versus the ordinary. Theres no comparison.

e

ELKAY@
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2700 South Seventeenth Avenue
Broadview, Illinois 60153 Department 32-20

LABORATORY STORAGE I An eight-page bulletin
describes the "Gratnell Modular Storage System" for
organizing samples, specimens, apparatus, supplies,
etc. The brochure shows how stationary or mobile
modules are tailored to specific storage problems by
combining steel frames with interchangeable polystyrene, wood, or basket trays. Wall, peninsula, or
island units are said to be easily arranged and rearranged to meet changing needs. • Fisher Scientific
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Circle 428 on inquiry card
ENVIRONMENTAL ROOMS I A 16-page planning
guide for environmental walk-in rooms provides an
analysis of conditioning systems available; information on pre-fabricated construction and non-cycling
refrigeration systems; and possible room applications. • Forma Scientific, Inc. Marietta, Ohio.
Circle 429 on inquiry card

SOIL PIPE FITIINGS I Brochure presents the complete No-Hub line of carrier-fittings for use with NoHub cast iron soil pipe. Photographs and dimensional drawings show typical installations for both
single-floor and mutli-floor pipe systems. • Wade,
Tyler Corp., Pyler, Texas.
Circle 430 on inquiry card
MOVABLE WALLS I The "2500 Operable Wall System" is a top-hung, manually-operated partition
using uniform basic components to accommodate
individual job needs. A product brochure shows
how the use of L's, T's and cross-overs to achieve
90-degree turns saves money by eliminating manual
or automatic switches, transfers or stack devices.
Continuous contact seals on each panel provide a
sound barrier; special panels are available for locations requiring greater acoustical performance. •
Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co., Aurora, Ill.
Circle 43 7 on inquiry card

IT'S YOUR BUSINESS,
YOUR CLIENT,
YOUR REPUTATION.

MAKE MORE OF
IT WITHE

OFFICE FURNITURE I The "Designs in Wood" collection of contemporary tables and bookcases is
shown in a full-color brochure. Included are end
tables, magazine tables, conference and table desks,
along with matching bookcases. All pieces are
offered in walnut and oak veneers. • Steelcase Inc.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Circle 432 on inquiry card
PERIMETER HEATERS I Four series of perimeter
units----€lectric fin tube sill line, pedestal, draft barrier, and architectural draft barrier heaters-are described in a product catalog. All units have built-in
duplex receptacles and tamperproof controls; a
"Perfect Fit" feature permits wall-to-wall installation
without field alteration of heaters or accessories. • Erincraft Mfg. Co., Inc., Michigan City,
Ind.
Circle 433 on inquiry card
NOISE CONTROL I Sound control effectiveness of
floor/ceiling assemblies and plywood wall systems is
the subject of tables included in "Plywood Construction and Noise Control." The 12-page brochure
also offers basic information on the types, control
and measurement of noise, as well as results of
acoustical tests on several plywood construction systems used in apartment buildings. • American
Plywood Assn., Tacoma, Wash.
Circle 434 on inquiry card
ELECTRICAL SWITCHES/RECEPTACLES I The Decora line of switches, receptacles, combination devices and matching wall plates is presented in a color
brochure. Switches, receptacles and wallplates are
available in matching or contrasting colors. Product
brochure contains ratings, dimensional drawings, installation and operational features; also included are
UL-listed combination devices. • Leviton Mfg. Co.,
Inc., Little Neck, N.Y.
Circle 435 on inquiry card
GROUND FAULT INTERRUPTERS I The theory of
operation behind Qwik-Card ground fault circuit interrupters is explained in an illustrated bulletin;
direct-wired, plug-in and circuit breaker configurations are described. Specialized Qwik-Card units for
residential, commercial and industrial buildings, for
mobile home parks, and for construction sites are
also described. • Square D Co., Lexington, Ky.
Circle 436 on inquiry card

e

Elkay offers a complete line of stainless
steel sinks. They're the finest stainless steel sinks
money can buy, but then, that's what you'd expect from
a company with a 50-year reputation for dependability and
superiority. Ask to have our representative call on you, or send for
our latest literature.

Elkay versus the ordinary.
E.LKAY@

There~

no comparison.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2700 South Seventeenth Avenue
Broadview, Illinois 60153, Department 40-20

LOW FLUSH TOILET I An illustrated bulletin describes a line of china and stainless steel toilet units
which need only two quarts of water per flush. Floormounted units operate with an air and water sequence valve, and are said to have a high volume
usage capability. Toilets can be used with existing
plumbing and treatment systems, and meet UPC requirements. • Microphor Inc., Willits, Calif.
Circle 437 on inquiry card
NOISE CONTROL PANELS I Acoustisorber mineralfiber panels and screens are standardized for low
cost and easy installation, according to a brochure
on these noise control products for industrial environments. Panels are 2- by 4-ft wide and 2-in. thick,
framed in galvanized steel. Aluminum expanded and
flattened metal mesh is also available on one side for
applications where physical abuse is likely. Screens,
2-ft-wide by 4-, 8-, or 12-ft long, may be suspended,
supported freestanding from the floor, or used to enclose a noise source. • United States Gypsum Co.,
Chicago, Ill.
Circle 438 on inquiry card
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Now there are four basic exteriors
for Type III buildings.
Anyone who's designed or built light
commercial structures in the 50,000 square
foot range knCMJS about steel curtain walls,
concrete and masonry. We'd like to introduce
you to something else: Simpson pl)MIOOC! sidings.
Simpson Redwood Pl)MIOOC! offers the
natural beauty of redwood at a price that's
fully competitive with other light commercial

siding materials. And Simpson Ruf-Sawn 316
gives builders an attractive saw textured resin
overlaid surface that takes paint beautifully,
and requires virtually no maintanence. Both
can be fire retardant treated and successfully
restained or painted. Something that makes
the 4-story wood-clad commercial building an
economic reality.

That's why architects Ware-MalcombGardner & Associates used Simpson Redwood
Pl)MIOOC! in the building you see here. They
needed four floors to satisfy the program
requirements; and wanted the natural beauty
of redwood. Fire treated Simpson redwood
pl)MIOOC! was a natural solution.
Bther redwood pl)MIOOC! or Ruf-Sawn 316
panels could be the perfect solution for your
next light commercial project. We'd like to tell
you more about both. Just write Simpson
Timber Company, 900 Fourth Avenue,
Seattle WA 98164.

Plywood Sidings
Redv.Kxxi Ply..vooc:I

Ruf-Sawn 316
For more d ata, circle 78 on inquiry card
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New associates, promotions

=·
=
••

Since l 930, more than
4,000 important American
landmarks have been
needlessly destroyed ... to
say nothing of individual
homes, entire sections of
our cities. And, more are
disappearing every year.
The only way to stop this
destruction is to get
involved. Personally. For
more information, write:
National Trust for Historic
Preservation, Department
0605, 740 Jackson Place,
NW, Washington, DC
20006.

Allen & Hoshall, Inc., consulting engineers,
have announced the following staff changes:
J.M. "Matt" Bonner, vice president, has been
appointed chief engineer; Frank Gianotti, Ill,
chief project manager, and Bob Kelley, chief of
production.
Beyer Blinder Belle, architects and planners, have appointed Frederick A. Bland director of design. Michael A. Geyer has been
named an associate.
Dalton•Dalton•Little•Newport,
architects, engineers and planners, have appointed
Jim L. Ayres vice president in charge of the
firm's activities in West Virginia.
De Leuw, Cather & Company, consulting
engineers and planners, have announced the
following staff changes: James A. Caywood,
executive vice president; David M. Harlan,

G.A.R. Meier, Lawrence D. Hazzard, Roy W.
Kessmann, vice presidents; Robert S. O'Neil,
Midatlantic regional manager.
The Eggers Group, P.C., architects and
planners, have announced that Jan J. Kalas and
Michael Greenberg have been elected vice
presidents.
Colemon & Rolfe, architects, have announced the following staff changes: John M.
Farrell has been named a partner; Samuel G.
Catli, Jr., Janita Lo, Robert Kester and Harry
A. Harwood have been named associates.
Cruzen & Partners have announced that
Thomas C. Lehrecke has been promoted to senior associate and Virendra K. Girdhar has
been named an associate.
Albert Kahn Associates, Inc., Architects
and Engineers, have elected Daniel Shahan,
Paul G. Fleck and C. Dino Gavras to the firm's
board of directors.
Kammeyer Lynch & Partners, Inc., environmental planners and landscape architects
have elected Tom Runa a principal.
Kemp, Bunch and Jackson, Architects,
Inc., have elec;ted Albert L. Smith as president
and chief executive officer. Mr. Smith succeeds William D. Kemp, who will continue as
chairman of the executive committee. Walter
Q. Taylor has been added to the board.
William Kessler and Associates, Inc., Detroit architects, have announced that Eugene L.
Dilaura, Jr., has rejoined the staff and has
been named technical and construction administrator.
Kirkham, Michael and Associates, architectural engineers, have announced that Kent
0. Lande has become manager of their Minnesota operations.
The architectural firm of Lankton Ziegele
Terry and Associates Inc., has announced a
transition of management following the death
of its president, John N. Ziegele. The new officers are: John W. Crawford, president and
treasurer; J. Robert Dageforde, vice president,
personnel; Val E. Fuger, vice president, design
and secretary; Herman Thun, Jr., vice president, business development; and Carl R.
Wagner, vice president, production.
Lothrop Associates, architects, have announced that Arthur C. Clements, David A.
Heuer and Kyun Kim have been elected
partners.
more Office Notes on page 773

,...
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Detex guards doorways more ways,
with a wide line of reasonably priced
security hardware products. powered
by batteries or low voltage AC. Units
for any non-residential building: exit
alarms, exit control locks, entry controls, switches, locksets, remote indicating panels. The whole parade is on
display in our new omnibus Security
Hardware Catalog. Send for a free copy.

SOUND SECURITY

DETEXw
4147 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago. Ill. 60613

For more dJta, circle 79 on inquiry card
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A drink that's
refreshing to the eve

Halsey Taylor's twin bubbler provides
plenty of water for a refreshing drink
every time. When it comes to water
coolers, we do that job better than
anyone else in the industry. But the
functional aspect is only one element you 've got to consider. Aesthetics is another. That 's why Halsey
Taylor coolers come in a wide array
of sizes, colors and models for the
perfect style to blend with any
setting. Get fast, simple and economical on-site installation. And
they are built to last, with top quality

components to assure dependable,
trouble-free performance . Thousands of architects all across the
country regularly specify Halsey
Taylor. That 's because we deliver
hard - working long-lasting water
coolers with a functional beauty
that's refreshing to the eye.
For sample specs , additional information or free literature, write today
to Halsey Taylor Division , Freeport,
IL 61 032 . Or contact your nearby
Halsey Taylor representative.

KING-SEELEY lt,$T THERMOS CO .
ROUTE 75 , FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 61032
For more da ta, circle 80 o n inquiry card
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OFFICE NOTES

continued from page 7 J9

New firms, name changes
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

MATERIALS HANDLING
CONSULTANT
DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
Warehousing and Storage Arrangement
Equipment Design and Specifications
Twenty Years of Successful Practice
\1etropolitan -..ew York
Fee or Per Diem

PETER GONDELL
19 Crest Drive· White Plains, N. Y. 10607

BOOKS
Europe: Architectural Guide 1860-Today by
Jerryll Habegger. 13 countries-500 Bldgs.
with address, architect+ date. 150 illus. $4.50
Order from: ..\rchitectural Guidebook, 421
West Belden, Chicago, Illinois 60614.

OVERSEAS JOBS GUIDE
Job Hunting Guide + Directory of 600 Firms.
Details on job sources, resumes, taxes. US
$6.00 + 50<t P&H (US & Canada). To foreign
addresses-add $1.50 P&H. Friar Books, Dept.
AR, 8956 E Ardendale, San Gabriel. CA 91775.

BROCHURE
Architectural Exam Candidates; Get economical, practical guidance on mastering
multiple-choice tests, dealing with judgment
questions, what to-and what not to study,
detailed study schedule and subject breakdown. For information, write; Bonus Pointers
c/o Arts International, 165 Jefferson Street,
San Francisco, CA 94133.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Successful, exapnding, NY based national interior design firm engaged in several related
fields desires to establish a relationship with
other interior design or architectural firms in
other areas of the country. B0-5182, Architectural Record.

DESIGNING MANUAL
Roofing Concepts/Principles is a non-proprietary, functional manual to assist in designing roofing systems that function. $12.50 (Prepaid) Paul Tente Associates, P.O. Box 7508
Colo. Springs, Co. 80933.

MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
Value Management Workshop for contractors, construction managers, engineers,
owners in Washington, D.C., June 20 and
Chicago, July 11. For more information call
800/848-3960 (in Ohio 614/882-4388) or write
VM Workshop, P.O. Box 1-A, Westerville, OH
43081.

When Answering

BOX NUMBERS
to expedite the handling of your correspon·
dence and avoid confJJs1on. please do not
address a single reply to more than one
1nd1v1dual box number. Be sure to address
separate replies for each advertisement.

Paul Depondt and James M. Peterson have
formed the architectural and engineering firm
ot A/1-Chicago, with offices at 18 South
Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
Robert W. Anderson and Brian R. Klipp
announce the formation of a partnership to be
known as Anderson/Klipp, with offices at 288
Clayton Street, Suite 201, Denver.
Ted Mondzeleuski, Jr., AIA and Wayne D.
Bridgens have announced the formation of
their partnership, Architectural Concepts, with
offices at 1221 North Chester Road, West
Chester, Pennsylvania.
Charles S. Bicksler, AJA has announced
the formation of Charles S. Bicksler & Associates, with offices in Griffith Towers, Pottstown, Pennsylvania. The new firm succeeds
Sanders and Bicksler.
Jim Carr and Tommy Razoznik announce
the formation of James H. Carr Associates,
AIA, with offices at 6044 Gateway East, SuitE:
720, El Paso.
Clifford l. Coleman AIA and Melissa M.
Coleman, registered architects formerly of Lancaster and Hershey, Pennsylvania, announce
the opening of their office at Morris Street and
Benoni Avenue, Oxford, Maryland.
Neil Frankel, AIA has announced the formation of Frankel/Associates/AIA, with offices
at 173 West Madison, Chicago.
Robert F. Galpin, Jr. AIA & Associates and
Prem N. Bhandari, AIA, announce the formation of Galpin & Bhandari, architects, with offices at 184 Mangel Street, Marietta (Atlanta),
Georgia.
Cruzen & Partners has acquired the
Washington firm of McCleod Ferrara Ensign.
John H. Hadley, Jr. has formed his own
company, Hadley/Architects, with offices at
335 N. La Cienga Boulevard, Los Angeles.
Harbeson Hough Livingston & Larson, has
changed its name to H2L2 Architects/Planners, and has added former associates Fritz K.
Neubauer and Barry N. Eiswerth to its partnership.
James Howie, Andrew Freireich and Joseph Druffel have established the firm of
Howie, Freireich, Druffel, Architects, with offices at 500 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Arthur D. Little, Inc. has announced a new
operating unit, Arthur D. little Program Systems Management Company. Albert J. Kelley
has been named president of the new unit.
Lynn A. Riley, AIA, and Jeffry T. Fletcher
have formed a partnership, with offices at
2131/2 East Broadway, Maryville, Tennessee.
Spinney-Coady-Parker, Architects, Inc.,
has changed its name to Spinney-Parker, Associates, Inc. The address will continue to be
711 South Fifth Street, Springfield, Illinois.
Richard G. Stein, FAIA, Cyril Beveridge,
AIA and Carl Stein, AIA have formed a partnership, to be known as Richard G. Stein and
Partners, Architects; with offices at 588 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.
P. Whitney Webb, Hugh D. Dillehay,
Kennon C. Taulbee, Alan Hisel, R. L. Herrick
announce the formation of the Webb-Dillehay
Design Group, with offices at 104 Esplanade,
P.O. Box 419, Lexington, Kentucky.

THEStemminder
NEWS AND VIEWS ON HARDWOODS AND VENEERS
Richard K. Stem
President
Chester B. Stem
Incorporated

If you design
store fixtures

... you should
know about

SATINWOOD
Probably no other display-case
wood can do as much to set off expensive retail items in fine stores as
Satinwood.
This regal Far East species yields
the most lustrous of finish of all
woods, one that approaches pure
gold in color with an unusually
beautiful "bee's wing" cross figure.
We'd be pleased to send you a
hand sample.

... and also about
this book
The Architectural Woodwork Institute has just published a book,
"Architectural Woodwork Quality
Standards and Guide Specifications." Covers specs on architectural
paneling and fine cabinet work.
For a copy, send $3.50 to: The
Architectural Woodwork Institute,
Chesterfield House, Suite A, 5055
S. Chesterfield Road, Arlington, Va.
22206.

Chester 8. Stem, Inc.,
2704 Grant Line Road,
New Albany, Indiana
47150. Manufacturers
and importers, sliced
wood and lumber.
Fifteen minutes from
Louisville, Ky. airport.
Phone (812) 945-6646.

s--T--E-M-·
EMINENCE IN WOOD

Let's face if: onlg wood is wood.
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ADVERTISING INDEX

D-G-1-L

Prefiled catalog~ of the manufacturers listed below are
available in the 1977 Sweet's Catalog File as follows:

E-G
G-1-L

G General Building (green)
Engineering (brown)

E-G-1

Industrial Construction and Renovation (blue)

L Light Residential Construction (yellow)

G-1-L

D Interiors (white)

D-E-G-1-L
G-1-L

GAF Corp., Floor Product;
Division
Gardco Mfg. Inc.
General Electric Co.-Air
Conditioning
General Electric Co.-Silicone
Products Dept.
Gold Bond Building Products
Division of National Gypsum
Co.
Goodrich General Products Co.,
B.F.
Grace & Co., W.R., Construction

E-G-1

----·----------~

E-G

G

E-G-1-L
G-1
G-L

D-G-1-L

70
175

Acco-Chain Conveyor Div.

Alliann'Wall Corporation
All Steel Inc., One of the
C.l.T. Companies
52
Aluminum Co. of America
161
Anchor Post Products Inc.
56
Ander>en Corp.
60-61
Architectural Record Books
36-2,
60A, 60D, 149, 154, 160
Armstrong Cork Co ........ 2nd cover-1
2-3,5

Grefco Inc., Building Products
Division
Grunau Co.

Association

G-1-L

8
G

6-7
70

0

46
142

G-L
G
D-E-G-1-L

G
G-1
G-1

Hager Hinge Company
66
Halsey Taylor Div., of King
Seeley Thermos Inc.
140
Haws Drinking Faucet Company
131
W.P. Hickman Co.
62
Hillyard Chemical Co.
134-135

G
D-G-L
D-G-L

G

B

G-1

Bally Case & Cooler, Inc.
Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Bradley Corporation

Olympic Stain Company
Otis Elevator Inc.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp.

62

9
17, 22-23

p

H
E-G

G

36

National Gypsum Company, Gold
Bond Building Products Division 6-7
Norelco
18
Nucor Corp., Vulcraft Div. . . 152-153

72

126

Products

A

National Electrical Contractors
54
167

Pate Co.
66
Pella Rolscreen Co.
155
Philips, Eindhoven
60B-60C
Potlatch Corp.
143
PPG Industries Inc., Commercial
Glass
. 170-171
Products Report
HA

66
42-43
151

R
G-1-L
E-G

c
G
G-1
E-G

c
G-1
D-C-L
G-1
C-1

lnryco, Inc.
International Ma~onry Institute

ITT Landmark Lighting Division
ITT Lighting Fixture Div.

Caradco Division of
Scovill Mfg. Co.
Carpenter & Co., L.E.
Carrier Air Conditioning Co.
Ceco Corp.
Chain Conveyor Div.-Acco
Chester B. Stem Inc.
Chevron Asphalt Co.
Clayburn Industries Ltd.
Cold Spring Granite Co.
Congoleum Industries Inc.
Conwed Corp.
Curries Mfg. Inc.

20-21
50
64
165
70
173
19
36-1
31
168
148
12

14-1

s

19
176
133

G-1-L

G-1
E-G-1
D-E-G
G

Russwin Div., Emhart Corp.

D-G-1
D-E-G-1-L

Jennison-Wright Corp.
128
Johns-Manvi I le
Building Systems Division .. 3rd cover
Johnson Controls Inc.
30

D-G
G
C-1
D-E-G-1
D-E-G-1

135
139
The Di Iler Corp.
175
Dover Corp., Elevator Div.
156
Dow Chemical Co.
.. 158-159
DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc.,
E.1., Elastomers
39
DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc.,
E.I., Zepel
63

E-G-1
G-1-L
E
G
G
E-G-1

K
E-G-1
G-E
G
G
G-1

Kalwall Corp.
Kawneer Company Inc.

KDI Paragon
Kelley Co., Inc.

33
36-1
169
47
41
24
150
127

s

D
Delta Air Lines
Detex Corp.

Raynor Mfg. Co.
Rauda Scale Models
Regal Tube Co.
Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co.
Robertson Co., H.H.
Rohm & Haas Co.
Roll Form Products Inc.

56
.... 144-145
65
58

Silhrico Corp.
166
Simpson Timber Co.
138
Sloan Valve Company
4th cover
Suss Mfg. Co.
19
Standard Dry Wall Products
132
Stanley Works
59
Steelcase Inc.
121to124
Steel Joist Institute .
157
Sunworks
16
Sweet's Catalog Div. of McGrawHill
146

u
E-G-1-L
E-G-1
Lanier Business Products

Lat co Products
E-G-1
E-C
G

Eb< o Mfg. Co.
Elkay Mfg. Company
Emhart Corp.
Epic Metals Corp.

56
136-137
127
28

D-G
D-E-G-1-L
C-1

Levolor Lorentzen Inc.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Co.
Lyon f'v1.etal Producb Inc

United States Gypsum Co.
United States Steel Corp.

38
68-69

57
36-1
58
44-45
70

v
G
G
G
G

Varco-Pruden
Vincent Brass & Aluminum Co.

Vinyl Plastics Inc.
Vogel-Peterson Co.
Vulcraft Div. of Nucor Corp.

129
166
40
67
152-1 53

M
G

Flexiwall-Systems Div. of Wall &
Floor Treatments Inc.

E-C
G

c
C-1
174

Floating Floors Inc.
Flour City Architectural Metals,
Division of Seagrave
Corporation

Follansbee Steel Corp.
H.B. Fuller Co.
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1-L
166
32

Masonite Corp.
D-G-1-L
G-1

48
163
147

Marlite, Division of

G-1

Marvin Windows ..
Masonite Corp.

0.0. McKinley Co., Inc.
Moldcast Ltg.
Monier-Raymond Tile Co.
Morrison-Knudsen Co.

58
130
141
166
66
70
71

w
Walker/Parkersburg Div. of
Textron Inc.

62

Wflen you nees:t help designing~ roof,
this man can give you gooet, sOl1d
advice. Based on over 100 years of
solving roofing problems.
He 's a J-M salesman .
There are 89 more just like him .
They 're unique in the industry
because they devote all of their time
to built-up roofing systems. including roof insulation .
And they're available to help you .
In many ways.
They can help you design a roof.
Write specifications. Review bids.
Set schedules.
They'll expedite delivery of materials to the job site . And . on guaranteed jobs. they'll make inspections
- before . during, and after roof
installation .
They're available to troubleshoot problems
that may arise
during installation .
And . when
necessary,
they can draw
~~~};, on the expertise
--::
of J-M 's 12
District
Engineers , whose combined ex perience , training and qualifications
form a technical resource that's unmatched in the industry, and that's
backed by a company that's been
solving roofing problems since 1868.
Assistance like this is another
reason why you should look to
Johns-Manville when your client is
looking for a reliable built-up roofing
system .
For more information on J-M
single-source roofing systems. contact Grant Edmonds, Johns-Manville,
Ken-Caryl Ranch , Denver, Colorado
80217, 303-979-1000. AR-7

For single-source
built-up roofing systems.

!J~
Johns-Manville
For more data, circle I 07 on inquiry card
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a ically.
an end to water' waste
that's costing you money. Find out
how Sloan Flush Valves use 1~%
less water. The i!i$ a.re in a recen
test report prep
an independent
laboratol,"f'r'or your Iree copy, write us.
We will send you the facts.

For more data, circle I 08 on inquiry card

